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Abstract 

 

The development of high frequency ultrasound (HFUS) transducers offers new 

diagnostic opportunities afforded by micro-scale resolutions. 1-3 connectivity 

piezoceramic-polymer composites have highly advantageous properties such as high 

piezoelectric coupling and good acoustic matching to tissue, but the upper frequency 

possible with traditional fabrication techniques is limited due to the small 

piezoceramic structures required. Realisation of higher frequencies may be offered 

by new viscous polymer processing (VPP) techniques. However, characterisation of 

these materials by traditional methods is not possible. 

 

This thesis presents results from characterisation of high frequency VPP 

micromoulded composite (MC) materials, based on electrical impedance 

spectroscopy and data fitting to a model based on the   1-D piezoelectric wave 

equation and well established homogenized piezocomposite model. 

 

Results are presented from several VPP HFUS piezocomposites developed as part of 

a collaborative program. Effective piezoelectric properties were found to be in the 

following ranges c33
E
: 1.40 - 5.00 (x l0

10
 Nm

2
), e33: 1.80 - 8.50 (Cm

-1
), εR

S
: 81.1 - 

460, d33: 8.70 - 12.5 (x 10
11 

mV
-1

), h33: 1.88 – 3.06 (x l0 Vm
-1

) and kT: 0.45-0.51.  

 

Single element transducers were fabricated with MCs, and results from basic 

characterisation of these are also presented. Transducers were found to have 

resolution and bandwidth commensurate with HFUS applications. Data generated 

from this work showed that VPP fabrication has good potential for production of 

HFUS piezocomposites. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. History of Medical Ultrasound 

Ultrasound is a widely used imaging modality, with a variety of applications in 

sonar, non-destructive testing and medical diagnosis. The beginnings of ultrasound 

instrumentation can be traced back to the demonstration of the piezoelectric effect by 

Pierre and Jacques Curie in 1880, where applying an electric field to certain 

materials can cause high frequency mechanical vibrations (Cracknell, 1980). The 

converse is also true. One particular piezoelectric material, quartz, was then 

incorporated into the first ultrasound device, a hydrophone developed by Paul 

Langevin in the early 20
th

 century, intended for sonar applications (Biquard, 1972). 

 

The use of ultrasound for medical imaging was pioneered in the 1950s. Initially, 

ultrasound was used in A-mode, a path measurement used commonly in sonar, to 

detect pathology such as gallstones. The first medical, two-dimensional, B-mode 

images, similar to those used today, were generated by Wild and Reid (1952), using 

mechanical scanning apparatus to build up a 2D image based on a number of 1D 

measurements. This was mainly used to detect tumours within the stomach, brain and 

breast tissue and was seen as replacing needle biopsies. The spectrum of medical 

applications of ultrasound diagnosis widened, and by the 1960s ultrasound was being 

used in obstetrics, for foetal cephalometry: measuring of the foetal head size to 

determine growth.  

 

The use of fixed focal depth, mechanical scanning continued, with various 

configurations proposed, until a significant technological advance in ultrasound 

imaging occurred with the development of arrays containing several independently 

operated elements. The first commercially available linear array, the Multi-scan 

system, was released in 1972 (Bom et al., 2004). The most straightforward array is a 

flat linear array, where subsets of elements are excited sequentially. Electronic 

scanning replaced mechanical scanning, frame-rates were significantly increased and 

real-time 2D scans imaging was now possible. Curvilinear arrays are similar in 
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operation to flat linear arrays but are convex shape, allowing the image width to be 

bigger than the array footprint. The most sophisticated arrays are phased arrays. 

Applying specific time delays to the excitation voltages used to drive array elements, 

known as phasing, allowed dynamic depth focusing and the ability to electronically 

focus and steer the ultrasound beam. Improvements in computing power and 

electronics have further increased the efficacy of ultrasound as a diagnostic tool. 

 

In recent years, a number of other techniques have been introduced to ultrasound 

imaging, the most significant being contrast agents and Doppler imaging. Doppler 

flow imaging is used to detect movement of tissues, and most commonly blood flow. 

Colour Doppler flow imaging has now been introduced which allows real-time 

visualisation of blood flow, with the blood flow rate depicted by a colour scale on the 

grey-scale background of a standard ultrasound image (Kasai et al., 1985). Similarly, 

micron scale gas bubbles, contrast agents, are used to enhance contrast in both B-

mode and Doppler imaging (Goldberg et al., 1990).  

 

During this period, other imaging modalities have also been developed and 

improved, such as X-ray, X-ray computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) positron emission tomography (PET) and, more recently, optical 

coherence tomography (OCT). Each modality has inherent advantages and 

disadvantages. X-ray is relatively low-cost and is the most frequently used medical 

imaging procedure but is a source of ionising radiation and does not show soft tissue. 

CT produces excellent images at high resolution but is expensive and subjects the 

patient to large doses of ionising radiation. MRI also can generate images at high 

resolution but is very expensive and metallic objects present a hazard. This can 

include pacemakers, implants and even shards of metal lodged in the body, ruling out 

use on many patients. Ultrasound, with resolution of around half a millimetre for a 

standard 3 MHz transducer, may be considered to produce images of poorer 

resolution than CT or MRI but it is second only to X-ray in terms of number of 

procedures undertaken per year (Szabo, 2004). This is due to certain attractive 

features: it is safe, systems are relatively inexpensive to buy and maintain, scanners 

are easily portable and they produce images in real time. 
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1.2. High Frequency Ultrasound 

High frequency ultrasound (HFUS) research aims to improve the spatial resolution of 

ultrasound systems such that it is comparable to, or even better than, other imaging 

technologies. The resolution obtainable with an ultrasound transducer is dependent 

on the frequency of the device, with higher frequency devices generally allowing 

better resolution. This comes at a cost of reduced penetration depth. Research into 

HFUS for medical diagnostics has centred on applications where small anatomical 

structures are of interest and are accessible with a transducer probe. These 

applications include ophthalmology, dermatology, intra-vascular imaging and small 

animal imaging. 

 

Commercial HFUS systems have existed for some years for ophthalmological 

imaging and small animal imaging as part of genetics research. Until very recently 

these systems used mechanically scanned, single element transducers. However, a 

high frequency array system has recently become available commercially: the 

VisualSonics Vevo 2100. Nevertheless, these arrays still require significant 

optimisation and there is significant scope for improvement in other aspects of the 

development of HFUS systems. 

 

Although the historical development of HFUS devices has centred on applications, 

analysis of scientific literature concerning HFUS suggests that modest technological 

advances of transducers have always slowed the progress toward better resolution. At 

the root of this is the lack of availability of suitable piezoelectric materials and 

fabrication techniques. Development of superior high frequency piezoelectric 

materials is directly linked to potential improvement of imaging systems. This is the 

motivation behind the work of this thesis. 

 

1.3. Aims 

The aim of the work presented in this thesis is to establish whether a novel technique, 

viscous polymer process (VPP) micromoulding, provides a viable route to fabrication 
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of high frequency piezoelectric material. Two main bodies of work were undertaken: 

fundamental characterisation and early functional testing. 

Fundamental characterisation in this case refers to testing of the piezoelectric 

properties of the VPP micromoulded composites (MCs). Performance data was 

generated from electrical impedance spectroscopy measurements and verified with 

computer models based on the one-dimensional wave equation and piezocomposite 

homogenisation principles of Smith and Auld (1991). Investigation of the high 

frequency properties of passive transducer materials was also undertaken. Prototype 

transducers fabricated with MCs were subjected to early functional testing of their 

ultrasonic properties. This included measurements of bandwidth, spatial resolution 

and depth of field and assessment of imaging performance in a basic mechanical 

scanning system.  

 

1.4. Contributions to Knowledge 

The work described in this thesis has contributed to knowledge in three areas: 

 

The piezoelectric properties of micromoulded composites may be characterised using 

electrical impedance spectroscopy measurements and one-dimensional modelling 

The process used to fabricate MCs does not allow characterisation to be carried out 

using standard IEEE methodology. Well-established testing procedures based on 

derivation of piezoelectric properties from electrical impedance spectroscopy 

measurements, and verification using one-dimensional modelling, have been applied 

to MCs and shown to be an effective method of characterisation. 

 

Assessment of the fundamental piezoelectric properties of VPP micromoulded 

composites 

MCs have been extensively characterised. The piezoelectric properties of MCs were 

shown to compare well with those of piezoelectric materials traditionally used for 

high frequency transducer manufacture. However, MCs appear to have poorer 

properties than those reported for recently developed single crystal composites. 
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Verification of micromoulded piezocomposite as a viable piezoelectric material for 

high frequency ultrasound transducer and array fabrication 

Transducers fabricated with MC have been tested and shown to have resolution and 

sensitivity commensurate with high frequency imaging applications. 

 

1.5. Outline of Thesis 

Chapter 2 discusses the theoretical principles behind this work, primarily that 

concerning ultrasound waves, piezoelectric materials and ultrasound transducer 

design and fabrication. Chapter 3 reviews past and present research into HFUS, 

investigating the influence of clinical need, availability of piezoelectric materials and 

advancement of transducer technology on the field of HFUS. 

 

Chapter 4 sets out the experimental methodology utilised in the work of this thesis, 

including fabrication, testing and analysis procedures. Chapter 5 presents results 

from fundamental characterisation of a number of piezocomposite samples, including 

a standard dice-and-fill PZT composite, VPP fibre composites and VPP MCs.  

Chapter 6 reports results from functional testing of a number of prototype MC 

transducers. 

 

Chapter 7 discusses the results presented in Chapters 5 and 6. Finally, conclusions 

drawn from the work of this thesis are presented in Chapter 8, along with an 

overview of further work leading on from this thesis.  
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2. Theory 

2.1. Introduction  

This thesis concerns demonstration of the viability of micromoulded piezocomposite 

materials for use in high frequency single element transducers and arrays. The 

content of this chapter is designed to reflect the physical and technical principles 

involved. 

 

Section 2.2 reviews the most widely used medical imaging modalities to assess the 

place of ultrasound in medical imaging. The general physics of sound waves is 

discussed in Section 2.3, including key concepts such as speed, acoustic impedance 

and attenuation. A description of the influence of elastic behaviour of materials on 

wave propagation is also given, due to the importance of this to the behaviour of both 

the passive and piezoelectric materials used to construct ultrasound transducers. 

Wave propagation at boundaries is described in Section 2.4 and ultrasonic inspection 

and imaging procedures are discussed briefly in Section 2.5: although no new 

imaging procedures were developed in the work of this thesis, basic imaging 

procedures have been used as part of the device characterisation undertaken. An 

overview of piezoelectric materials is then presented in Section 2.6, including the 

principles of piezoelectricity, and relative advantages and disadvantages of the 

piezoelectric materials used commonly for HFUS devices are then discussed in 

Section 2.7.   Section 2.8 extends this with a closer examination of piezocomposite 

materials. Section 2.9 then describes how electrical impedance spectroscopy may be 

used to characterise piezoelectric materials. The chapter closes by briefly describing 

the fabrication and operation of ultrasound transducers and systems in Sections 2.10 

and 2.11 respectively. 
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2.2. Medical imaging modalities 

A number of medical imaging modalities are available. The most widely used are X-

ray, CT, MRI, PET and OCT. These systems have different advantages and 

disadvantages and can generally be considered to be complementary to one another. 

 

2.2.1. X-ray and Computed Tomography 

X-rays are a form of electromagnetic radiation discovered in 1895 by the German 

physicist W.K. Roentgen and adopted as a diagnostic tool shortly after, using rays of 

wavelength between 10 pm and 10 nm for diagnostic frequencies. X-ray procedures 

are currently the most commonly used imaging modality in the world (Szabo, 2004). 

The major disadvantage of X-rays is that they are ionising radiation and thus 

potentially harmful to patients. They are unable to differentiate soft tissue, will 

always produce a two dimensional image of what is in fact a three-dimensional 

structure and are relatively insensitive. However, despite the obvious limitations, X-

ray imaging has the advantage of being a very cost-effective imaging modality. 

 

X-ray technology was further advanced in the 1960s with the development of CT. 

CT uses X-rays to produce images, but is capable of producing three-dimensional, 

quantitative images. CT images or ‘slices’ are built up computationally from multiple 

projections of an object, taken from different positions. Computational reconstruction 

of these projections allows greater contrast than is possible with X-ray, and hence 

imaging of both bone and soft tissue is possible. The main uses of CT are in 

diagnosis of neural and spinal conditions, such as tumour or haemorrhage. The 

resolution of a CT scanner depends on the number of pixels, slice thickness, 

algorithms, data sampling and computer hardware. 

 

High resolution imaging with CT is called Micro-CT. High resolution imaging 

systems are available commercially, for example the eXplore Locus SP (GE 

Healthcare, Giles, UK). This system has imaging resolution of down to 8 µm (if 

imaging contrast agents are used) and can image both soft tissue and bone. Some 

example images are shown in Figure 2.1. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2. 1: images removed due to copyright restrictions. 

 

The main disadvantage of CT is that ionising radiation is required to produce images, 

particularly as each CT scan subjects the patient to a radiation dose equivalent to 

over a hundred X-rays. High resolution images cannot be achieved without high X-

ray dosages. This precludes micro-CT from being used on small animals in vivo. 

Further disadvantages are that CT systems can be expensive, and are not portable. 

 

2.2.2. Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) was discovered in 1946 and adopted as a 

diagnostic tool, known more commonly as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) in 

the 1970s. The spatial resolution of an MRI system depends on the number of pixels 

generated for an image of a certain area. The number of pixels is itself limited by the 

signal sensitivity of the scanner because increasing the resolution of an MRI image, 

i.e. the number of pixels, results in significant degradation of signal-to-noise ratio. 

Ultimately, it is the strength of the magnet in the system which determines signal 

strength, and hence resolution. Bruker Biospin (Coventry, UK) produce a 9.4 T 

research scanner with spatial resolution of around 50 µm. However, a stronger 

magnet is accompanied by a significant increase in cost. Side-effects of MRI include 

dizziness and other sensory symptoms in the patient, and this is more marked with 

stronger magnetic fields (Weintraub et al., 2007). Normal medical imaging systems 

use magnetic fields of between 0.5 and 3.0 T and hence have poorer resolution. 
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Image quality is still subject to artefacts caused by movement of the patient. This is a 

particular problem for higher resolution images, which can take several hours to 

produce. 

 

Figure 2. 2: MRI image of a mouse brain taken with a 7T magnetic field (Bock et al., 2005, ©Wiley) 

 

A MR image of a contrast-perfused mouse brain is shown in Figure 2.2, taken with a 

7 T magnetic field. It could be argued that MRI represents the gold standard for 

imaging. It is non-ionising, minimally invasive, can differentiate between soft tissue 

types extremely well and has excellent spatial resolution when high magnetic fields 

are used. However, MRI scanners are certainly not portable, and are also very 

expensive. Purchasing a scanner requires a large initial outlay (approximately £500k 

to £2M) for the machine and accompanying specialist accommodation and high 

maintenance costs (tens of thousands of pounds per year) will be incurred throughout 

the lifetime of the machine. A branch of MRI, functional MRI (fMRI), measures 

haemodynamic response in the brain, so can be used to monitor neural activity 

(Kwong et al., 1992). 

 

2.2.3. Positron Emission Tomography 

Positron emission tomography (PET) was developed for medical diagnostic use in 

the 1970s. A radionuclide is injected into the body, or swallowed, and positrons are 

emitted from the body when this radionuclide comes into contact with positron 

emitting radioisotopes that occur naturally in the body, such as 
11

C, 
15

O and 
13

N. 

These are detected by ‘scintillation cameras’ which surround the patient. PET 
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scanners have relatively poor spatial resolution and signal to noise ratio (SNR) 

compared to other imaging modalities, and as such PET is primarily used to study 

metabolic functions, something which can be done much more effectively than with 

ultrasound, MRI or X-ray. 

 

2.2.4. Optical Coherence Tomography 

Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) uses low-coherence interferometry to 

produce images of optical scattering from structures such as tissue (Huang et al., 

1991). In this sense, it is an optical analogy of ultrasonic pulse-echo imaging. An 

image of an eye produced by an early OCT system is shown in Figure 2.3. OCT has 

excellent spatial resolution and has been adopted as a medical imaging tool, 

particularly for ophthalmology (Drexler and Fujimoto, 2007). Clinical systems are 

now available commercially, such as the Stratus OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc, 

Welwyn Garden City, UK). This system is capable of cross-sectional imaging of the 

retina at axial and lateral resolutions of less than 10 µm in real-time. The depth of 

field of OCT systems is relatively small: 2 mm in the case of the Stratus OCT.  

 

 

Figure 2. 3: OCT image of human eye, showing several structures including retina, sub-retinal 

fluid (SRF), retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), sclera and blood vessels (BV) (from 

Huang et al., 1991. Reprinted with permission from AAAS). 
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OCT also has high sensitivity, detecting signals of the order of 10
-10

 times the 

incident beam intensity (Huang et al., 1991). Recent systems, known as ultrahigh-

resolution OCT, have reported imaging resolution of 2 µm, and can scan at 

sufficiently high speeds to allow three dimensional images to be generated 

(Wojtowski et al., 2005). Optical aberrations are common in OCT images but this 

can be countered using adaptive optics (Zawadzki et al., 2009). 

 

2.2.5. High Frequency Ultrasound 

Ultrasound is the second most commonly used medical imaging modality after X-ray 

(Szabo, 2004). This is attributed to the fact that it is low cost, non-invasive and non-

ionising, systems are generally portable and they image in real-time. The 

development of ultrasound array devices, which facilitate electronic scanning and 

steering of the ultrasound beam, and dynamic depth focusing, has allowed high 

quality, real-time 2D images to be produced with high frame rates. 

 

The operational frequency of an ultrasound system will depend on the application for 

which it is designed. It can be categorised, for example: “Lower frequencies of         

2-5 MHz are employed for abdominal, obstetrical and cardiological studies,              

5-7.5 MHz are used for paediatric, and peripheral vascular applications and higher 

frequencies from 10-30 MHz are utilized for intravascular, intra-cardiac and eye 

imaging” (Gururaja and Panda, 1998). For the purposes of this thesis, high frequency 

ultrasound (HFUS) is considered to be frequencies above 20 MHz. Ultrasound 

technology at lower frequencies (below 20 MHz) is well established and many 

systems are available. This is not the case with high frequency systems. 

 

The propagation velocity of ultrasound is tissue dependent, varying with density and 

stiffness of the tissue, but has an average value of 1540 ms
-1

. The resolution of an 

imaging device is strongly dependent on the wavelength of the ultrasound used. 

Wavelength, λ, is related to operational frequency, f, by: 

f

v
=λ        2. 1 
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where v is propagation velocity. 

 

Thus for frequencies quoted above, the wavelength of a 2-5 MHz transducer is       

800-300 µm, for a 10 MHz transducer it is around 150 µm and for a 30 MHz 

transducer the wavelength is approximately 50 µm. 

 

From this it can be inferred that a HFUS system with sufficiently high frequency can 

be used to produce images with comparable resolution to the alternative modalities 

discussed in this section. Combining this with the well-known advantages of 

ultrasound systems, such as cost and patient safety, HFUS would be an extremely 

useful tool. HFUS systems have been available for some years, but using a single 

element transducer which is mechanically scanned. A commercial HFUS system 

using arrays has only very recently become available, and is still not optimally 

designed (Foster, 2008). This is primarily because of the difficulty of fabricating 

HFUS arrays due largely to a lack of suitable active materials. As described 

previously, the work reported in this thesis was undertaken with the objective of 

overcoming these problems.  

 

2.3. Ultrasound Waves 

The physical principles behind ultrasound imaging and ultrasound device fabrication 

are now discussed. The developmental history of ultrasound devices, and current 

state of the art, are discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 

 

Ultrasound is a class of mechanical pressure waves of frequencies above 20 kHz, the 

upper limit of the audible range for human beings. These waves can propagate 

through a solid, liquid or, to a lesser extent, gaseous medium in the form of sinusoids 

of wavelength defined by the frequency and speed of sound of the wave as shown in 

Equation 2.1. 

 

The propagation of ultrasound occurs because vibrating particles interact with 

neighbouring particles within a material, causing a periodic change in pressure. The 
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material alternately undergoes compression, an increase in the density of the material 

compared to the normal state, and rarefaction, a decompression or decrease in 

density of the material. When this occurs, energy is spread in all directions from this 

point. Assuming that the material has a succession of alternate compressed and 

decompressed areas, the distance between the start of successive compressed areas is 

equivalent to the wavelength of the sound wave. This pressure wave can be detected 

by an ultrasound transducer and recorded, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2. 4: (a) Sound wave travelling through a medium, with molecules undergoing 

compression and rarefaction. (b) Corresponding time-dependent pressure wave. 

 

2.3.1. Types of wave 

Several types of waves exist: the primary waves of interest in this thesis are 

longitudinal waves, where the pressure wave moves by compression and rarefaction 

in the direction of propagation, and transverse waves, where the pressure changes are 

perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Surface acoustic waves (SAW), known 

as Rayleigh waves, propagate along the surface of a material, within approximately 

one wavelength of that surface (Cheeke, 2002a). The final category of wave is plate 

waves, such as Lamb waves. Like longitudinal waves, these propagate by 

compression and rarefaction, but can do so only in thin plates of material. Plate 

waves occur when movement is bounded by the plate surface, causing the particles 

of the plate to move in elliptical paths on the surfaces of a material and as such they 

propagate through the entire thickness of the material. Within this thesis, only 

longitudinal and transverse waves are considered. 
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2.3.2. Acoustic Impedance 

Acoustic impedance, Z, is defined as: 

 

vZ ρ=       2. 2 

   

 

where ρ is the density of the material. The units of acoustic impedance are Rayl        

(kg m
-2

 s
-1

) but values are usually expressed in MRayl. Reflections of a sound wave 

occur in a subject when there is a change in acoustic impedance, for example at the 

interface between soft tissue and bone. This is known as an impedance mismatch. 

The intensity or energy reflection coefficient, Rx, i.e. the proportion of ultrasonic 

energy reflected at an interface between two materials of differing acoustic 

impedance is dependent on the acoustic impedance of both of the materials and is 

calculated by: 

 

2

21

21










+

−
=

ZZ

ZZ
Rx      2. 3 

 

where Z1 and Z2 are the acoustic impedances of the two materials respectively. It 

should be noted that the intensity reflection coefficient will be the same whether 

going from higher impedance to lower or vice versa, and that all energy that is not 

reflected is considered to have been transmitted. Hence, it follows that the 

transmission coefficient, Tx, is given by: 

 

( )2

21

214
1

ZZ

ZZ
RT xx

+
=−=     2. 4 

 

Some example values of acoustic impedance in tissue are given below              

(Hedrick et al., 1995a, O’Leary et al., 2005) in Table 2.1, along with their reflection 

coefficients with respect to water. 
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TABLE 2. 1: ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCES OF VARIOUS MATERIALS 

Material ρ (kg m
-3

) v (ms
-1

) Z (MRayl) 
Rx w.r.t. 

Water 

Water 1000 1480 1.48 0 

Air 1.2 330 0.0004 0.99 

Soft Tissue 1060 1540 1.63 0.002 

Bone 1912 4080 7.8 0.46 

Epoxy 1210 2700 3.25 0.14 

Steel 7900 5900 46 0.88 

 

2.3.3. Attenuation 

As a sound wave travels through any medium, the intensity of the wave will decrease 

with distance, partly due to beam spreading, but also due to attenuation. Attenuation 

of a sound wave occurs because of two phenomena, absorption and scattering. 

Absorption occurs because the energy of the sound wave is converted into other 

forms of energy, mainly heat. The level of absorption is dependent on the material 

through which the sound wave is travelling, in particular the physical properties of 

the material (Cheeke, 2002). An attenuation coefficient, α, may be measured for any 

given material. In general, absorption will respect the following expression for the 

intensity, I, of a sound wave:  

 

xeII α−= 0       2. 5 

 

where I0 is the initial intensity of the wave and x is the distance travelled through the 

medium. Absorption is also dependent on the frequency of the wave in an 

approximately linear fashion, with higher frequency waves subject to greater 

attenuation (Cheeke, 2002), so values for attenuation are always quoted at the 

frequency measured, usually 1 MHz. 

 

Scattering occurs when the sound wave is reflected or refracted in directions other 

than the original direction of propagation. In general, any interface that is irregular at 
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a small (sub-wavelength) scale will cause scattering. Large amounts of energy are 

dissipated in the body due to scattering (Hill and Bamber, 2004a). This could 

generally be regarded as a hindrance, but can also be utilised to improve the quality 

of ultrasound images. For example, sub-wavelength diameter gas bubbles are used to 

improve contrast in diagnostic imaging, particularly echocardiography. 

 

2.3.4. Influence of elastic properties of a material 

Materials can be split into three categories: viscous, viscoelastic and elastic.   

Viscous materials are those that resist transverse flow and strain linearly with time on 

application of a stress, and include fluids. Elastic materials are instantaneously 

strained when placed under stress, but return to their original state on termination of 

the applied stress, and this includes most solids. Viscoelastic materials exhibit 

properties of both viscous and elastic materials, and exhibit time dependent strain on 

application of a stress. 

 

Most types of tissue are viscoelastic though some, such as cartilage, are poroelastic 

(Konofagou et al., 1999). Poroelastic materials are solid materials permeated with a 

liquid or gas. Almost all materials making up components of ultrasound transducers 

are elastic. Viscous, viscoelastic and poroelastic materials are not considered in detail 

within this thesis. However, due to the importance of elastic properties of a material 

to ultrasound propagation, and hence, transducer design and fabrication, elasticity is 

now discussed. 

 

The propagation of an ultrasound wave through any material is determined by the 

mechanical properties of that material. Most importantly, the speed of sound of a 

wave travelling through a material, on which the acoustic impedance and the concept 

of ultrasound imaging depend, is strongly influenced by the elastic moduli of the 

material. As the properties of both longitudinal waves and transverse waves are 

integral to parts of this thesis, an explanation of the elastic theory influencing these is 

now given. 
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To begin, one must consider the concept of strain and stress tensors in the context of 

Hooke’s Law. A brief description of the key points is given below; a more in depth 

explanation is given in Cheeke (2002). 

 

A solid obeys Hooke’s law if the relationship  

 

klijklij c γσ =       2. 6 

 

is followed, for the stress tensor, σij, the strain tensor, γkl, and a tensor of elastic 

constants, or moduli which are independent of stress or strain, cijkl. If the material is 

isotropic, it may be described using only two independent elastic constants             

(Fung, 1993, Ch. 2). This allows Hooke’s law to be expressed as: 

 

ijxxij ij µγδλγσ 2+=      2. 7 

 

where δ is the Kronecker delta, and λ and µ are the Lamé coefficients. µ is also 

named the modulus of rigidity. 

 

The stiffness matrix for a material may be described from Hooke’s Law, in reduced 

notation, as follows: 

 

 



























=

666564636261

565554535251

464544434241

363534333231

262524232221

161514131211

cccccc

cccccc

cccccc

cccccc

cccccc

cccccc

cij    2. 8 

 

As the material is assumed to be isotropic, this matrix may be simplified using the 

Lamé coefficients and symmetry: 
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11c  ( 3322 cc == ), the stiffness of a material for a wave propagating along its own 

direction of polarisation is equivalent to λ + 2µ, while 44c  ( 6655 cc == ), the stiffness 

of a material with the wave travelling perpendicular to the direction of polarisation is 

equivalent to µ. 

 

The Lamé coefficients may also be used to derive the following expression for K, the 

modulus of compression, or bulk elastic modulus (Cheeke, 2002): 

 

µλ
3

2
+=K       2. 10 

 

 

From this, expressions for the longitudinal and transverse velocity may be derived. 

The longitudinal velocity, vl, of a material can be related to c11 by the equation      

(Auld, 1990): 

 

2

11 lvc ρ=       2. 11  

 

and transverse velocity, vs, is related to c44 by: 

 

2

44 svc ρ=       2. 12 

 

The importance of bulk and transverse elastic moduli in determining the longitudinal 

and transverse velocities of a material can then be demonstrated by combining 

Equations 2.9, 2.10 and 2.12 to derive: 
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vs      2. 14 

 

As most fluids have finite viscosity, they can theoretically support transverse waves. 

However, in practice this occurs only to a limited extent and they are generally 

considered not to have definable vs. 

 

Other important elastic properties for a material can also be derived from the Lame 

coefficients. Young’s Modulus, E, is defined as the ratio of axial stress, T1, to axial 

strain, S1, in a rod, hence: 
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Similarly, an expression for Poisson’s ratio, σ, the ratio of lateral strain, S2 (or S3) to 

S1, can be derived from: 

 

( )µλ
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Finally, the transverse modulus, G, can also be defined. It is equivalent to the 

modulus of rigidity i.e.: 

 

µ=G        2. 17 

 

These elastic properties are inter-related, and as such the elasticity of an isotropic 

material may be described fully with any two of these properties, as seen from 
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Equation 2.9. These definitions assume that constant environmental conditions 

prevail. Sound wave propagation in certain materials is very sensitive to changes in 

conditions, for example compression or changes in temperature, because of the close 

relationship between acoustic velocity and elastic moduli. 

 

A number of the elastic properties described above can be derived from 

measurements of longitudinal acoustic velocity, transverse acoustic velocity and 

density of a material. Expressions for a selection of these are shown in Table 2.2. 

 

TABLE 2. 2: EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATION OF ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF PASSIVE 

MATERIALS 

Parameter Equation Equation Number 

c11, c22, c33 
2

lvρ  
2. 18 

 

σ 
22

22
5.0

tl

tl

vv

vv

−

−
 

2. 19 

 

E 
( )

22

222
43

tl

tlt

vv

vvv

−

−ρ
 

2. 20 

 

K 






 − 22

3

4
tl vvρ  2. 21 

G, µ, c44, c55, c66 
2

tvρ  2. 22 

 

 

Biological tissue, unlike the materials described above, is not isotropic. In fact, it is 

an anisotropic, heterogeneous medium (King, 1974) and hence propagation of a 

sound wave through tissue is an extremely complex process. As tissue is composed 

largely of fluid (water), transverse waves are not well supported and are highly 

attenuated. 
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2.4. Wave propagation at boundaries 

The propagation of waves in a medium is dependent on both the properties of the 

medium and the type of wave. However, not only do different types of wave 

propagate differently, their behaviour changes when the angle of incidence upon the 

discontinuity changes: a wave with normal incidence behaves very differently to one 

not normal to that boundary. This is now discussed. First, however, the concepts of 

Snell's law, the critical angle and mode conversion are introduced. 

 

2.4.1. Snell’s Law 

When a wave is incident at an oblique angle, θi, upon a boundary between two 

materials of differing acoustic velocity, part of the wave is reflected, at an angle θr 

where θr = θi. A further portion of the wave is transmitted, and refraction occurs, as 

shown in Figure 2.5. This is essentially a redirection of the wave, and is also seen 

with electromagnetic waves. 

 

 

Figure 2. 5: Depiction of a wave incident on a boundary at an oblique angle, showing reflection 

and refraction. 

 

Snell’s Law describes the relationships between the velocities of two materials either 

side of a boundary, and the angle of refraction of the wave. Assume a wave with 

incident angle θi from the normal transmits from medium 1, which has propagation 

θi θr 

θt 

V1 

V2 

θi=θr 

Medium 2 

Medium 1 
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velocity v1, to medium 2 with velocity v2. The angle with which the wave propagates 

in medium 2, θt, is governed by: 

 

21

sinsin

vv

ti θθ
=      2. 23 

 

2.4.2. The critical angle 

Another concept relevant here is that of the critical angle, θc: the angle at which 

transmission is no longer possible, and a wave is completely reflected. Again, this is 

dependent on the ratio of the velocities of the two media in a boundary, defined by 

the relationship: 

 









= −

2

11sin
v

v
cθ      2. 24 

 

When the incident angle of a wave reaches the critical angle, no transmission occurs. 

Instead, the wave energy is converted into a surface wave. This propagates along the 

boundary, with an energy entering the transmitted medium decaying to negligible 

value within 0.2 λ (Cheeke, 2002). In the case where v1 > v2, no critical angle exists 

as v1/v2 > 1, and hence the concept of the critical angle applies only to transmission 

from a lower speed medium to a higher speed medium.  

 

2.4.3. Mode conversion 

When an incident wave encounters a boundary at an oblique angle less than the 

critical angle, refraction may be accompanied by mode conversion. The wave causes 

particles in the incident medium to compress and rarefact not only in the longitudinal 

direction, with propagation velocity vl but also transversely, and hence transverse 

waves of velocity vt are excited. As the angle of incidence increases, the energy 

converted into transverse waves increases while the proportion remaining as 

longitudinal waves lessens. 
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As described earlier, the propagation velocities of longitudinal and transverse waves 

in a material are constant (assuming constant environmental conditions) and 

dependent on the elastic properties of that material. Transverse waves are slower than 

longitudinal waves, so refract less and hence follow a different path. Similarly, the 

critical angle for transmission of longitudinal waves,
lvθ , is smaller than that for 

transverse waves, 
tvθ  

 

Four cases are considered below: (i) a wave propagating normal to the boundary, 

0=iθ  (ii) a wave with incident angle, θi, between zero and
lvθ , (iii) a wave with 

incident angle between 
lvθ and 

tvθ , (iv) a wave with incident angle greater than 
tvθ . 

Only liquid-solid and solid-liquid transmission are relevant to the work described in 

this thesis. 

 

i. Waves propagating normal to boundary 

A wave approaching a boundary where the boundary is perpendicular to the direction 

of propagation is relatively simple to characterise. The wave energy is partially 

transmitted, and the remainder reflected. The reflected and transmitted proportions 

depend on the relative acoustic impedances of the media either side of the boundary. 

This is shown in Figure 2.6. 

 

 

Figure 2. 6: Wave at normal incidence to boundary. 
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ii. Wave with incident angle 0 < θi < θl 

Firstly, consider a wave (which can only be longitudinal) incident at an oblique angle 

on a liquid-solid boundary. As before, part of the wave is reflected, while part is 

transmitted. The reflected part will propagate back into the liquid at an angle equal to 

the angle of incidence, as shown in Figure 2.7. The transmitted wave will undergo 

mode conversion, and both longitudinal and transverse waves will be transmitted, 

with angles θl and θt. 

 

Consider now a wave with the same incident angle on a solid-liquid boundary. The 

incident wave may be longitudinal or transverse and the converse result occurs. Only 

longitudinal waves will be transmitted, as transverse waves are effectively not 

supported in liquid. Moreover, unlike the liquid-solid boundary, the reflected wave 

will be converted into both longitudinal and transverse waves (assuming that the 

angle of incidence is smaller than the critical angle for both longitudinal and 

transverse transmission). This occurs regardless of whether the incident wave is 

longitudinal or transverse. This is illustrated in Figure 2.7, for both the liquid-solid, 

and solid-liquid boundaries. 

 

Figure 2. 7:  Wave incident on liquid-solid boundary and solid-liquid boundary where 0<θi<θl. 
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iii. Wave with incident angle θl < θi < θs 

As in cases (i) and (ii), the incident wave will be both transmitted and reflected. As 

before, longitudinal waves will be reflected. However, in this case, only transverse 

waves will be transmitted, as the incident angle is greater than the critical angle for 

longitudinal waves. This is shown in Figure 2.8. A portion of the wave will also be 

converted to a surface wave.  

 

 

Figure 2. 8:  Wave incident on liquid-solid boundary and solid-liquid boundary, where θl <θi<θs 

 

iv. Wave with incident angle θt < θi 

In this final case, as the incident angle is greater than both θl and θt, no transmission 

occurs. All of the energy of the wave is either reflected or converted to surface 

waves. 

 

2.5. Basic ultrasound imaging 

2.5.1. Pulse-echo operation 

Ultrasound imaging is based on the principle of echo ranging (Hedrick et al., 1995b).  

An ultrasound beam is emitted from an ultrasound transducer into an object of 
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interest. The sound energy propagates through the object until a discontinuity in the 

acoustic impedance of the material is encountered, for example at an interface 

between two different materials. At this point, portions of the energy are reflected, 

diffracted or scattered. The transducer detects reflected energy and converts this into 

an electrical signal. The time of reception of the returned pulse can be used to 

calculate the distance, x, travelled by the pulse, using the equation:  

2

vt
x =        2. 25 

 

where t is the time between emission and reception of a pulse. Hence spatial 

information can be determined.  

 

2.5.2. A-scan 

An amplitude scan, or A-scan, is a point measurement where an ultrasound wave is 

emitted by an ultrasound transducer. A reflection will occur at any point where there 

is an acoustic impedance mismatch, and these reflections can be recorded by the 

transducer over a short time interval, to give a trace, such as the one in Figure 2.9 

where information on the times and amplitudes of reflections can be seen. 

 

The amplitude of each reflection, or echo, is determined by a combination of the 

reflection coefficient of the media in question and the attenuation of the wave 

between transmission and reception. Spatial information can be determined from 

time information in an A-scan, using Equation 2.25. A-scans are commonly used in 

NDT for applications such as thickness measurements, and in medical applications 

for ophthalmology (King, 1974) and bladder volume measurement. 
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Figure 2. 9: Principle of pulse-echo operation used to generate an A-scan, shown alongside 

typical received echo signals 

 

2.5.3. B-scan 

A brightness scan, shortened to B-scan, is a series of A-scans, taken at several 

adjacent points and presented together with signal amplitude represented by 

brightness. Thus, a 2-D representation of spatial information is generated. This is the 

approach used most commonly in medical diagnostic ultrasound. A modern scanning 

system has sufficient computing speed to generate B-scans at a rate that allows real-

time imaging to take place. 
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2.6. Background to piezoelectric materials 

Generation of ultrasound relies on the ability of some materials to convert electrical 

energy into a mechanical vibration, which is emitted in the form of a sound wave, 

and a complementary conversion of a received mechanical vibration into electrical 

energy. A certain group of materials, known as piezoelectric materials, have this 

capability and as such are central to the development of most ultrasound transducers. 

Piezoelectric materials, and the principle of piezoelectricity, are discussed in this 

section. 

 

2.6.1. Principles of piezoelectricity 

Due to the polar crystalline nature of piezoelectric materials, application of an 

electrical current to a piezoelectric material results in a mechanical deformation (van 

Randeraat and Setterington, 1974). Depending on the polarity of the applied current, 

this deformation will take the form of the material becoming shorter (and fatter), or 

longer (and thinner) the extent to which will depend partly on the value of Poisson’s 

ratio for the material, as illustrated in Figure 2.10. By applying an alternating current 

to the piezoelectric material, the material will rapidly contract and expand and hence 

a mechanical wave is generated. The nature of samples of piezoelectric materials is 

such that they will preferentially contract and expand at a specific frequency, the 

resonant frequency. When the material is mechanically deformed, for instance when 

excited by a mechanical wave, an electrical signal will be generated with the same 

frequency as the mechanical vibrations of the piezoelectric material. An oscilloscope 

or other device may be used to record this signal. 

Electrical 

source

Piezoelectric 

material Electrical 

source

Piezoelectric 

material

 

Figure 2. 10: Illustration showing the indirect piezoelectric effect, mechanical deformation 

occurring in response to an applied electric field 
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When a piezoelectric crystalline structure is put under stress, not only is a strain 

produced but also a potential difference between the opposing faces of the crystal. 

This is due to the lack of a centre of symmetry. The crystal is made up of a series of 

dipoles, positive and negative charges spaced a certain distance apart. When the 

crystal is deformed, the alignment of charges within the crystal is disturbed. This 

leads to an imbalance of positive and negative charges, and hence generation of a 

dipole moment and a corresponding polarisation, on which the potential difference is 

based. The polarity of this potential difference depends on whether the material has 

been compressed or expanded. This is governed by: 

 

gTE −=       2. 26 

 

where T is the mechanical stress applied, E is the electric field generated and g is the 

piezoelectric voltage constant  (van Randeraat and Setterington, 1974). 

 

Gabrielle Lippmann deduced the converse or indirect piezoelectric effect – 

application of electric field inducing mechanical deformation - mathematically in 

1881 and the Curies verified this experimentally soon after. Application of an electric 

field across the crystal causes a torque to be induced in the dipole moments, the 

direction of which is dependent on the polarity of the electric field applied. This 

torque causes the material to expand or contract laterally and hence induces a 

complementary contraction and expansion in the longitudinal direction, i.e. the 

direction of polarity of the crystal (van Randeraat and Setterington, 1974). This is 

governed by the expression: 

  

dES =       2. 27 

   

 

where S is the strain (S = ∆l/l where l is length) generated and d is the piezoelectric 

modulus of the material  . 
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If an alternating charge is applied the crystal will, to a first approximation, alternately 

expand and contract, with the same frequency as the applied voltage (King, 1974). 

 

2.6.2. Piezoelectric constitutive equations 

As piezoelectric materials are electromechanical systems, they are governed by both 

electrical and mechanical conditions. A material subject to zero stress, but a finite 

electric field, E, can be described by the expression: 

  

ED ε=       2. 28 

 

where D is the resultant electric displacement and ε is the permittivity of the 

material. In the mechanical case, where the material is subject to zero electric field 

but has a stress, T, applied: 

 

sTS =       2. 29 

 

where S is the resultant strain and s is the compliance of the material. 

 

Combining Equations 2.26 and 2.28, and Equations 2.27 and 2.29, gives the 

interactions between the electrical and mechanical cases, known as the Piezoelectric 

Constitutive Equations: 

 

dETsS E +=       2. 30 

EdTD Tε+=      2. 31 

 

The superscripts in Equations 2.30 and 2.31 denote the parameter being kept 

constant, in this case field strength, E, and stress T respectively. 

 

Changing the independent variable allows derivation of the following formulae to 

incorporate a selection of commonly quoted piezoelectric properties: 

T

D
gTE

ε
+−=      2. 32 
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gDTsS D +=       2. 33 

 

S

D
hSE

ε
+−=      2. 34 

hDScT D −=       2. 35 

 

EeSD Sε+=       2. 36 

eEScT E −=       2. 37 

 

The constants in these equations are important performance indicators of a 

piezoelectric material, and significant for the work in this thesis. Hence, they are 

summarised in Table 2.3. 

 

TABLE 2. 3: PIEZOELECTRIC PARAMETERS 

Parameter Name Units 

c Elastic stiffness Nm
-2

 

d Piezoelectric charge constant mV
-1

 

e Piezoelectric stress constant Cm
-1

 

g Piezoelectric voltage constant VmN
-1

 

ε Permittivity Fm
-1

 

h Piezoelectric stiffness constant Vm
-1

 

s Elastic compliance m
2
N

-1
 

 

2.6.3. Directional dependence 

When expressing a value for any of the piezoelectric parameters in Table 2.3, one 

must take into account directional dependence: the directions of the applied (or 

generated) electric field, displacement, stress or strain. To deal with this, the three-

dimensional axes are defined 1, 2, 3 for x, y and z respectively. Transverse forces 

about the x, y and z axes are denoted by 4, 5, and 6 respectively. Take, for example, 

d, which relates electric field strength and strain developed. For strain measured in 

the x, or 1, direction in response to an electric field in the z, or 3, direction, the 
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notation will be d13. Similarly, an electric field measured in the y, or 2, direction will 

be related to the stress applied in the z, or 3, direction, by g23. It is important to note 

that due to symmetry s12 = s21, g23 = g32 and so on (van Randeraat and Setterington, 

1974). 

 

2.6.4. Electromechanical coupling coefficient 

A further useful parameter of a piezoelectric material is the electromechanical 

coupling coefficient, k, which describes the proportion of energy converted between 

mechanical and electrical forms in the material. The coupling coefficient is defined 

by: 

 

TEs

d

energyinputstored

convertedenergystored
k

ε

2
2 =












=    2. 38 

 

 

The two most commonly expressed forms of k are k33, the coupling coefficient of a 

thin rod, and kT, the coupling coefficient of a large, thin plate. kT is defined, from 

Equation 2.38, as: 

 

 

SDT
c

e
k

3333

2

33

ε
=       2. 39 

 

2.6.5. Material thickness and resonant frequency 

The antiresonant frequency, fa, also known as the mechanical resonant frequency, of 

a piezoelectric material is proportional to the longitudinal velocity of sound in the 

material, vl, in the poled direction and inversely proportional to the thickness, T, of 

the material, according to the following equation: 
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T

v
f a

2
=       2. 40 

It can be seen that T = λ/2. As such, piezoelectric elements are often referred to as 

half-wavelength resonators. 

 

2.7. Piezoelectric materials commonly used for HFUS 

Medical ultrasound applications today utilise a variety of materials: polymers such as 

PVDF (Foster et al., 2000), crystalline Lithium Niobate (LNO)  (Cannata et al., 

1999), piezoceramic materials such as PZT (Lockwood et al., 1994) and composites 

made from PZT (Smith, 1989) or PMN-PT (Jiang et al., 2008). The advantages and 

disadvantages of using each material for high frequency applications can be 

demonstrated by undertaking one dimensional electrical impedance spectroscopy 

simulations of basic transducers made using these materials. To aid discussion of 

materials properties, which is a central theme of this thesis, results of this are 

presented now. The modelling procedure used is discussed in detail in Section 4.7. 

 

Single element transducer simulations were conducted with a 1.6 mm diameter 

circular element, with air loading on both faces (i.e. no other layers). Although not a 

primary focus of this thesis, it is worth considering arrays in this context, as it is 

almost certain these will replace single element HFUS transducers in the near future. 

As such, array-sized elements, of 30 µm x 2 mm were also simulated. This size was 

chosen because array elements should have width of no more than one wavelength 

(Foster, 2008) and 2 mm is a viable length. The properties used to simulate the 

piezoelectric materials here are summarised in Table 2.4. 
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Figure 2. 11: Simulated impedance magnitude 

and phase for Lithium Niobate single element 

and array element at 40 MHz. 

Figure 2. 12: Simulated impedance magnitude 

and phase for PVDF single element and array 

element at 40 MHz. 

 

Consider firstly electrical impedance matching to standard 50 Ω drive electronics. 

Simulations of LNO, shown in Figure 2.11 show why it is a popular material for 

single element high frequency transducers, having relatively low high frequency 

(clamped) permittivity at constant strain, εR
S, which leads to an electrical impedance 

magnitude of close to 50 Ω for elements of this size. In this case, the electrical 

impedance magnitude is around 65 Ω at electrical resonance. Simulations of high 

permittivity monolithic PZT and PZT composite, given in Figures 2.13 and 2.14 

respectively show that they have electrical impedance of 1 – 3 Ω, as is the case with 

PMN-PT and PMN-PT composite, shown in Figures 2.15 and 2.16 respectively. 

PVDF (shown in Figure 2.12) however, has very low permittivity and electrical 

impedance of over 500 Ω. It is worth noting that although composite materials are of 

significantly lower permittivity than monolithic materials, their electrical impedance 

is often similar because element thickness is less for a composite than monolithic 

material at a given frequency.  
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Figure 2. 13: Simulated impedance magnitude 

and phase for PZT-5H (CTS3203HD) single 

element and array element at 40 MHz 

Figure 2. 14: Simulated electrical impedance 

magnitude and phase for 30% VF 

CTS3203HD/RX771 Composite single element 

and array element at 40 MHz 

 

For a single transducer of this particular design, LNO is relatively easy to match 

electrically to standard 50 Ω equipment but when elements of the size required for a 

high frequency array are considered, LNO has very high electrical impedance. PVDF 

is also subject to prohibitively high electrical impedance, effectively limiting its 

practical use to large aperture devices. Work is being undertaken to fabricate PVDF 

arrays for medical imaging (Carey et al., 2004) but high drive voltages are required. 

It could be argued that this is offset by the well matched acoustic impedance of 

PVDF to tissue. Monolithic PZT and PZT composite are more suitable for small 

aperture devices, having electrical impedance of only around 100 Ω for the array 

elements simulated here, making matching to electronic circuitry more easily 

achievable 
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Figure 2. 15: Simulated impedance magnitude 

and phase for PMN-PT (Ibule) single element 

and array element at 40 MHz. 

 

Figure 2. 16: Simulated electrical impedance 

magnitude and phase for 30% VF PMN-

PT/RX771 Composite single element and 

array element at 40 MHz. 
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TABLE 2. 4: SUMMARY TABLE OF PIEZOELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS SIMULATED IN FIGURES 2.11 – 2.16. 

Parameter 
LNO 

(Cannata, 2007) 

PVDF 

(Foster et al., 2000) 

PZT-5H 

(CTS 3203HD)  (Sherrit 

et al., 1997) 

CTS 3203HD/ RX771 

30% VF Composite 

PMN-PT (Ibule) 

(Wallace, 2008) 

PMN-PT/ RX771 

30% VF Composite 

Element Thickness (µm) 90 25 55 45 60 45 

ρ (kg m-3) 462 1780 7800 3138 7843 3151 

v (ms-1) 7360 2200 4767 3827 4713 3597 

Z (MRayl) 33.9 3.92 37.18 12.0 36.96 11.33 

c33
D (x 109 Nm-2) 250 8.61 177 46.0 174 40.7 

c33
E (x 109 Nm-2) 191 8.30 144 25.9 107 14.5 

εR
S 39.0 8.40 1300 428.5 741 227 

e33 (Cm-1) 4.5 0.15 19.7 8.72 21 7.26 

h33 (x 109 Vm-1) 13.0 2.04 1.71 2.30 3.20 3.62 

d33 (x10-12 mV-1) 18.0 17.6 111 190 120 178 

kT 0.49 0.19 0.44 0.66 0.62 0.80 

α (dB cm-1 @ 1 MHz) 0.5 6.5 0.1 2.7 0.5 3.0 
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A second significant advantage of LNO is the thickness velocity of sound within the 

material. At 7360 ms-1, it is significantly faster than the alternative materials, which 

range from 2200 ms-1 for PVDF to around 4800 ms-1 for monolithic PZT. For a 

material of thickness mode velocity, v, and thickness, T, the mechanical resonant 

frequency is given by the relationship
T

v
fa

2
= . Materials with lower velocity require 

thinner active layers to achieve a given operational frequency, potentially making 

fabrication more difficult and expensive. As PVDF is produced as a film of the 

desired thickness, this is a less significant consideration. However, PVDF is 

generally only available at certain thicknesses, and hence frequencies and it is 

difficult to make thin enough to operate at very high frequencies. 

 

An accompanying disadvantage of high thickness velocity in the context of medical 

transducers is high acoustic impedance. LNO is less suitable in this respect having 

acoustic impedance Z > 30 MRayl. This is also the case with PZT and PMN-PT. 

PVDF provides a major advantage, having Z ≈ 4 MRayl and thus inherently good 

matching to tissue. Piezocomposites, while not as well matched as PVDF, are still 

relatively well matched with Z ≈ 12 MRayl.  

 

Finally, key aspects of piezoelectric performance should be considered. These are 

outlined in Table 2.4. Thickness mode electromechanical coupling, kT, is a 

particularly significant property of a material because it indicates how efficiently a 

material converts mechanical energy to electrical energy and vice versa. It can be 

seen that PVDF has particularly poor kT ≈ 0.2. Other monolithic materials are more 

efficient, LNO having kT ≈ 0.5 and the examples of PZT (CTS3203HD) having        

kT ≈ 0.44. However, it is demonstrated that composite materials are of significantly 

higher kT, at 0.66. The value of kT for a piezocomposite is dependent on the volume 

fraction of ceramic, as shown in Figure 2.17 for a PZT/RX771 piezocomposite. 

Piezocomposites have higher values of kT because the value of k33, the coupling 

coefficient of a thin rod or bar, is higher than kT, the coupling coefficient of a large 

plate. Combining a piezoelectric material with a polymer matrix allows this to be 

exploited in a composite material. 
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Figure 2. 17: Simulation of kT with volume fraction for a PZT-5H / RX771 composite. 

 

The leading material, in terms of kT, of those investigated here, is PMN-PT-

composite. Modern single crystal materials are known for their exceptionally 

efficient energy conversion: it can be seen from Table 2.4 that while monolithic 

PMN-PT has similar kT ≈ 0.62 to rather poor PZT-composite,   PMN-PT composites 

have very high kT ≈ 0.80. The reason for this is that PMN-PT has very high             

k33 ≈ 0.90, and as such converts energy very efficiently in pillar form i.e. as a            

1-3 connectivity piezocomposite with tall narrow pillars. The brittle nature of     

PMN-PT makes fabrication of pillar structures small enough for HFUS composites 

difficult using mechanical dicing. This has limited the upper frequency to which 

these can be fabricated. However, recent work has shown that reactive ion etching 

may be used instead to produce piezocomposites from PMN-PT (Jiang et al., 2008) 

at higher frequencies than previously possible. 

 

It can be seen from the discussion above that piezocomposite materials offer many 

advantages and as such they have become the material of choice for medical 

ultrasound applications at low (<20 MHz) frequencies. The work of this thesis 

concerns characterisation and testing of PZT composite materials for use in high 

frequency ultrasound. As such further explanation of the design and fabrication 

procedures used for standard piezocomposites are given in the next section. 
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2.8. Piezoelectric composite materials 

Composites designs are generally characterised by the connectivity of the ceramic 

and polymer parts and given the name M-N composite, where M and N are the 

geometrical connectivity of the ceramic and polymer respectively. M and N can be 

between zero and three depending on the design. The most common design, due 

mainly to ease of fabrication, is the 1-3 composite, which consists of high aspect 

ratio ceramic pillars (i.e. pillar height is much greater than width) surrounded by a 

polymer matrix: thus the high k33 is utilised. The volume fraction of these composites 

can be controlled to allow the piezoelectric properties to be optimised to match the 

requirements of the ultrasound system. 

 

For medical ultrasound applications, composites have a number of significant 

advantages. They exhibit high coupling coefficient, show reduced unwanted 

resonance modes, have low acoustic impedance and their flexibility allows them to 

be mechanically formed. Composites have lower permittivity than monolithic 

ceramic materials (although higher than e.g. LNO and PVDF) which is a 

disadvantage for array manufacture but could be considered an advantage for single 

element transducer manufacture. The main disadvantage of composites is that they 

are relatively costly to produce, essentially requiring production of a monolithic 

material that is used to manufacture the composite material, as discussed in the next 

paragraphs, followed by extra steps to produce the final composite. 

 

The desired properties of a piezoelectric material are dependent on the application 

for which it is required, but the overall performance of composite could be argued to 

be better than other available materials – essentially providing the best compromise. 

It is for this reason that monolithic piezoelectric materials have been replaced by 

composites where this has become possible, just as single element transducers have 

historically been replaced by arrays. 
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2.8.1. Fabrication of 1-3 piezocomposites 

1-3 connectivity piezocomposites are fabricated by a variety of means, the most 

common being known as dice-and-fill. The dice-and-fill method was initially 

developed by Savakus et al. (1981). This procedure involves a number of steps, 

which are illustrated in Figure 2.18. Firstly, a piece of monolithic active material is 

selected (a). A series of parallel channels is cut into this (b) using a precision dicing 

saw. The material is then rotated through 90º and a further set of parallel channels is 

cut to create a structure of square pillars (c). The height of the pillars will depend on 

the depth of cut. The gap between each pillar and its neighbouring pillars, the kerf, is 

dependent on the width of the saw blade. The width of the pillars themselves is 

determined by the centre-to-centre distance between each cut, the pitch of the 

composite, minus the kerf. 

 

a b c d ea b c d e

 

Figure 2. 18: Stages in the fabrication of a 1-3 piezocomposite. Details are given in the text. 

 

After the pillar matrix has been diced from the monolithic material, a structure 

known as a bristle block remains. This is then filled, under vacuum, with a polymer 

(d). The polymer is given time to cure before the resultant composite material is 

thinned to the desired thickness and cut to the required shape (e). By electroding the 

major surfaces of the composite, working piezoelectric material results. Before use, 

the composite must be poled, unless a pre-poled ceramic is used. 

 

Poling is a procedure where the dipole moments within the ceramic structure are 

aligned along one axis of a piezoelectric material. This does not occur naturally in 

most materials, although it does in some single crystal materials, such as quartz. 

Poling involves heating the material to a particular temperature, before applying a 

high DC field to metallised electrodes on the relevant surfaces of the material. The 

temperature to which the piezoelectric material must be heated relates to a property 

of the material itself, known as the Curie temperature. When the material is heated to 
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close to the Curie temperature, it assumes a centre of symmetry and hence can no 

longer have an electric dipole moment (Randeraat, 1974). The presence of an 

external electric field then aligns the dipoles within the material to the direction of 

that field as far as possible, consistent with the structure of the material. If the 

temperature is reduced back to room temperature with the field still applied, the 

dipoles stay aligned. 

 

In additional to square pillars, the dicing procedure can produce hexagons made by 

cutting three channels at 60° rotation with respect to one another, or triangles also 

made by cutting three sets of channels at different angles to one another with the 

shape of the triangle dependent on the angles used (Brown, 2007). Research has been 

undertaken into various pillars shapes, although it has been shown that square pillars 

are satisfactory for most purposes (Hossack and Hayward, 1990). 

 

2.8.2. Composite volume fraction 

A key parameter of a piezocomposite is the ceramic volume fraction. This is defined 

as the percentage of the total composite volume made up of ceramic. In 1-3 

composites with square pillars, the volume fraction is dependent on the ratio between 

the pillar width, w, and the kerf, k, as shown in Figure 2.19. 

 

 

w

k

w

k

 

Figure 2. 19: Diagram of surface of 1-3 composite illustrating pillar width and inter-pillar kerf. 

 

The composite is made up of repeating units cells of area (w+k)
2. Each contains a 

square of ceramic of area w
2. From this, the ceramic volume fraction, VF, of a          

1-3 composite with pillar width w and kerf k is given by: 
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VF      2. 41 

 

2.8.3. Composite design requirements 

To take full advantage of their performance benefits, 1-3 composite materials require 

to be fabricated according to certain design criteria. Work by Hossack and     

Hayward (1991) has suggested that the aspect ratio of pillar height over pillar width 

is desired to be at least four and that the volume fraction of the composite should be 

in the range 0.3-0.7 for optimal performance. In practice, it is considered that 

composites will work well for aspect ratios of three or more. Reduction in aspect 

ratio leads to degradation of performance, in particular a reduction in kT (Hayward 

and Bennett, 1996). 

  

Composite materials are now ubiquitous in low frequency applications, but their use 

at high frequency has been restricted by the limitations of the dice-and-fill technique. 

Assuming that the volume fraction of the composite and its pillar aspect ratio are 

required to be within sensible ranges, the smallest pillar size is dictated entirely by 

the kerf between pillars, which is, itself, dictated by the smallest saw blade available. 

Rearranging Equation 2.41 above allows calculation of the smallest possible pillar 

width, w, for a given volume fraction, VF, and kerf, k: 

 

VF

VFk
w

−
=

1
      2. 42 

 

Presently, saw blades are unavailable thinner than 9 µm. Kerf width is at least 1.1 

times the blade width, meaning the smallest possible kerf is around 11 µm. 

 

To demonstrate the limitations this imposes on frequency of operation, it is useful to 

consider an example. Assuming that one wishes to keep volume fraction of at least 

0.3, and aspect ratio of 3, Equation 2.42 above shows that the minimum pillar width 

possible is approximately 14 µm. This ultimately means that to produce a 
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piezocomposite with pillars of height to width aspect ratio of three, the thinnest 

possible layer thickness, T, is 40 µm. A composite with VF = 30% will have 

propagation speed, v ≈ 3700 ms-1, and so the fundamental frequency of this 

composite will be f ≈ 45 MHz. It can be seen that if higher frequencies are desired 

from piezocomposite devices, either smaller saw blades or an alternative means of 

producing composite structures is required. 

 

2.9. Electrical impedance spectroscopy 

Having briefly considered fabrication of piezoelectric materials, the thesis now turns 

to the topic of characterisation. 

 

2.9.1. Background 

Any current flowing in a circuit is subject to a resistive force, or resistance. In DC 

circuits, the resistance, R, is determined purely by the amplitudes of the voltage, V, 

and current, I, in the circuit, following Ohm’s Law: 

 

I

V
R =        2. 43 

 

However, in an AC circuit the resistive force is also dependent on the phase of the 

voltage and current, and as such is a complex quantity, called impedance. Impedance 

is defined, according to Ohm’s Law, as: 
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I

V
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j
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===     2. 44 

 

where the units of Z are Ohm. Alternatively, electrical impedance can be thought of 

as a combination of a real part, the resistance, R, and an imaginary part, the 

reactance, X, where: 
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jXRZ +=       2. 45 

 

The impedance of a sample of piezoelectric material has a magnitude, |Z| and    

phase, θ: 

 

22 XRZ +=      2. 46 








=
R

X
arctanθ      2. 47 

 

While resistance, R, is theoretically constant with varying frequency, the reactance, 

X, is frequency dependent. Two types of reactance exist: inductive reactance, XL, and 

capacitive reactance, XC. The total reactance, X, is the difference between these: 

 

CL XXX −=       2. 48 

 

where XL and XC are defined as: 

 

fLX L π2=       2. 49 

fC
X C π2

1
=       2. 50 

 

Electrical impedance is a key property of a sample of piezoelectric material. It may 

be measured using an electrical impedance analyser. When plotted against frequency, 

the impedance of a piezoelectric transducer typically follows a very distinctive 

pattern, as illustrated in Figure 2.20. 
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Figure 2. 20: Electrical impedance magnitude and phase versus frequency. 

 

There are certain key points on this curve. Local minima and maxima show, 

respectively, resonant frequencies, fr, and antiresonant frequencies, fa, of the sample 

of piezoelectric material. These are also known as the electrical and mechanical 

resonant frequencies, or series and parallel resonant frequencies, respectively. 

  

In a plate, the fundamental resonant, or electrical resonance frequency, is related to 

the fundamental antiresonant, or mechanical resonance frequency, by the coupling 

coefficient, kT, via: 
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     2. 51 

 

2.9.2. Influence of capacitance on electrical impedance 

A piezoelectric material, when not at resonance, acts much like a capacitor. The 

capacitance, C, of any dielectric material is given by: 
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T

A
C rεε 0=       2. 52 

 

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, εr is the relative permittivity of the 

material, A is the area of the dielectric material and T is the thickness of the material. 

Piezoelectric materials are more complex, given they are electromechanical systems, 

i.e. not purely electrical. However, from this equation, one can see the strong 

influence of the key geometrical parameters of a transducer – namely area and 

thickness. The material thickness is typically dictated by the operational frequency 

required. In cases such as single element transducers the area of the transducer can be 

altered to emit a desired ultrasound field. The area of the transducer element 

becomes highly significant in high frequency array design. Although a commercial 

system has now become available with 1.5λ pitch (Foster, 2008), the pitch of 

adjacent array elements should ideally be approximately less than the wavelength of 

the emitted ultrasound wave to avoid imaging artefacts. Hence, at high frequency, 

array element sizes must be very small and electrical impedance may be very high. 

This makes them difficult to use with standard instrumentation which generally has 

internal resistance of 50 Ω. The permittivity of the piezoelectric material used 

becomes particularly important in this case because a piezoelectric material of higher 

permittivity will reduce the electrical impedance of the transducer. When designing a 

composite one can increase the ceramic volume fraction to increase permittivity, 

although this will come at a cost of increased acoustic impedance. 

 

2.9.3. Determination of piezoelectric properties from impedance 

With the exception of the piezoelectric charge and voltage constants, d and g, many 

of the significant piezoelectric properties discussed in Section 2.6 may be easily 

calculated from a few straightforward measurements, provided only the thickness 

mode is being considered. 

 

Firstly, thickness, T, area, A, and density, ρ, of the piezoelectric sample must be 

measured. Secondly, resonant frequency, fr, and antiresonance frequency, fa, 

capacitances at low frequency (~1 kHz), CL, and high frequency (~2fa), CH, are 
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measured. These can all be found from the impedance curve of the material. d is 

measured using specialised equipment, and g can be calculated from d using g = d / 

ε
T where εT is the low frequency (unclamped) permittivity at constant stress. Table 

2.5 summarises relationships that can then be used to determine various piezoelectric 

properties. These will be used later in the thesis to determine piezoelectric properties 

from electrical impedance spectroscopy measurements. 
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TABLE 2. 5: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PIEZOELECTRIC PROPERTIES AND 

ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE 

Parameter 
Measurements 

Required 
Formula used 

Equation 

reference 

Speed T, fa Tfv a2=  2. 53 

Acoustic 

Impedance 
T, fa, ρ 

TfZ aρ2=  

 
2. 54 

kT fa, fr 
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εT A, CL, T A

TCLT =ε  

 

2. 56 

εS A, CH, T A

TCHS =ε  
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c33
D T, fa, ρ 

( )233 2 TfC a
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2.10. Ultrasound Transducers 

Ultrasound imaging is conducted using a piezoelectric transducer or transducer array. 

Early transducers consisted of a single active element, with fixed focal point that was 

mechanically scanned to produce a 2D image. As a consequence, images were only 

focused at a single depth and frame rates were limited by the speed of mechanical 

scanning. However, multi-element linear arrays were then developed, which allowed 

electronic scanning and much improved frame rates. Following that, the introduction 

of phased linear arrays allowed dynamic depth focusing and beam-steering, 

improving the efficacy of diagnostic ultrasound imaging greatly. These techniques 

are now used with linear arrays. However, single element transducers are still widely 

used in medical ultrasound applications, particularly at high frequencies where the 

first commercial array system has only very recently become available. The work of 

this thesis focused primarily on single element transducers, the key components of 

which are discussed in this section. 

 

A standard ultrasound transducer is a multi-component device, as shown in        

Figure 2.21. The key components are the active element, backing layer and matching 

layer. In some transducers the matching layer also doubles as a wear plate. Where 

required, a transducer may also have a lens cast on the front to allow focusing. These 

layers are discussed individually here. 

 

2.10.1. Active Element 

The active layer of an ultrasound transducer is almost always a piezoelectric 

material. These were discussed in detail in Sections 2.6-2.8. 
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Figure 2. 21: Diagram showing a cross section of a typical single element transducer 

 

2.10.2. Backing layers 

Backing layers fill dual roles within a transducer. Firstly, they provide structural 

support for the active material, which can often be thin and fragile, especially for 

high frequency devices. Secondly, they help to control the pulse length produced by 

the transducer. By making the backing material acoustically lossy, energy transferred 

from the active material into the backing layer is absorbed. This stops reflection from 

the back of the backing layer reaching the active material and causing spurious 

signals from the transducer. The backing layer is often shaped, as shown in Figure 

2.21, to further decrease internal reflections by ensuring there is not a surface with 

normal incidence at the back of the transducer. 

 

Efficient damping gives better axial resolution and greater bandwidth. The optimal 

method of achieving this is to use a backing layer that has a value of acoustic 

impedance well matched to the active material. However, this results in a large 

portion of the ultrasonic energy from the transducer passing into the backing 

material, as opposed to the ultrasound medium. This reduces output signal amplitude, 

which degrades SNR. Hence, a compromise between signal sensitivity, axial 

resolution and bandwidth must be reached for optimal performance: this will depend 

on the application for which the transducer is designed. 
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In practice, a backing material with lower acoustic impedance than the active 

material is used, as this causes reflected pressure waves to undergo a 180° phase 

shift, and hence stay in phase with the primary resonance of the active element (Hill 

and Bamber, 2004b). Backing materials are often made of an epoxy filled with 

particles of a high-density material, such as tungsten. Acoustic impedance can be 

finely controlled by changing the volume fraction of filler (Webster et al., 2007). 

 

2.10.3. Matching Layers 

Matching layers also perform two functions within a transducer. Active layers in a 

transducer can be damaged over time, particularly by contact testing. Hence, the 

matching layer provides a protective barrier. This function is sometimes performed 

using an acoustically transparent layer. Matching layers have another function: to 

promote energy transfer into the ultrasonic medium. 

 

As described earlier, any acoustic impedance mismatch between two media will 

result in a portion of a signal being reflected, and this is equally true for the interface 

between an active element in a transducer and the imaging medium. Not only will a 

significant proportion of the energy generated in the transducer not be transmitted 

into the imaging medium, but the bandwidth of the transducer will also be reduced 

because energy is trapped in the transducer for a longer time. A matching layer with 

acoustic impedance between that of the active material and the imaging medium 

bridges this gap. 

 

In the case of medical imaging, matching layers are of particular importance. The 

acoustic impedance of soft tissue is approximately 1.5 MRayl. Most piezoelectric 

materials have significantly greater acoustic impedance than this. For example, PZT 

has acoustic impedance of 34 MRayl. A PZT-based composite of 0.3 volume fraction 

will have Z ≈ 11 MRayl, which better matches tissue and is one reason why 

composites are commonly used. However, even then, the transmission coefficient 

between a PZT composite and tissue will be only around 0.3, meaning that 70% of 

the energy generated in the transducer does not transmit to the ultrasound medium. 
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This is undesirable for a number of reasons. The lack of energy entering the imaging 

object leads to reduced sensitivity, bandwidth can be reduced because of less 

instantaneous energy transfer; and it is likely that reflected energy will cause heating 

in the transducer. 

 

A matching layer should be designed to have the value of acoustic impedance, Zm, 

which maximises transmission between the active layer, of acoustic impedance Zl 

and imaging medium, of acoustic impedance, Zi. It can be calculated using the 

expression (McKeighen, 1998): 

 

3

2

3

1

ilm ZZZ =      2. 61 

 

As there will still be some acoustic impedance mismatch between the matching layer 

and imaging medium, not all of the energy transmitted from active material to 

matching layer is immediately transmitted to the imaging medium: a portion of 

energy reverberates within the matching layer before transmitting. A situation then 

arises where waves generated a finite time later by the active material are transmitted 

to the imaging medium at the same time as waves that have reverberated within the 

matching layer. For optimal coherent energy transmission, these waves must be in 

phase with one another. The thickness of a matching layer is therefore important, and 

depends on the frequency of operation of the transducer. To ensure that waves 

transmitted to the imaging medium (i.e. those subject to reverberation in the 

matching layer and those not) are in phase the thickness of a matching layer is 

always λ/4. This is valid only at one frequency, which must be chosen accordingly. 

 

A transducer may have one or more matching layers depending on the acoustic 

impedance mismatch between the active layer and imaging medium, the 

manufacturing effort and the desired performance. It has been shown that using 

multiple matching layers of graded acoustic impedances provides improved 

transmission between the active material and imaging medium (Goll and Auld, 

1975). However, using more than one matching layer increases the difficulty in 

fabrication of a transducer.  
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2.10.4. Properties of a Transducer 

The design of a transducer is optimised according to its intended usage. Transducers 

may be intended for only transmission, i.e. conversion of an electrical input to an 

acoustic output; only for reception, where an acoustic input is converted to an 

electrical output; or for both transmission and reception as in pulse-echo operation. 

Most medical diagnostic transducers will act in pulse-echo mode. The ultrasonic 

field generated by the transducer is important and any design will specify field 

parameters such as a specific focal point, high sensitivity or a certain resolution. 

These parameters are described below. 

Focusing 

Many commercially available single element transducers are focused, the focal point 

depending on the application of the transducer. Focusing can be done either by using 

a curved lens, or by curving the active material itself, as shown in Figure 2.22. 

Generally, the second approach gives better performance. Acoustic lenses have a 

number of disadvantages, in particular due to the path length travelled by emitted 

sound waves varying across the aperture, giving uneven losses. 

 

The focus of a transducer will generally be described by the f-number (f #) given by: 

 

diameteraperture

lengthfocal
f =#     2. 62 
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Figure 2. 22: Transducers focused by (a) adding a lens and (b) curving the active material. 
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Depth of field and beam width 

An ultrasound beam is made up of two distinct regions: the near field between the 

transducer and the focal point, and the far field beyond the focal plane. Within the 

near field the beam will have several maxima and minima; as such it is difficult to 

take quantitative measurements in this region. When operating in continuous wave 

mode, the length of the near field, N, is given by the equation: 

 

λ4

2D
N =       2. 63 

 

for a transducer of diameter, D. This should be considered only as an approximation 

to the kind of pulsed system used in real echo-ranging techniques. 

 

Within the near and far fields, there exists a focal zone. The focal zone is the region 

over which the pulse-echo signal strength is within -6 dB of the maximum, at the 

focal point, and is also known as the depth of field. The length of the focal zone, dFZ, 

is given by (Lu et al., 1994): 
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where r is the focal distance of the transducer. The beam width for a focused 

transducer is also dependent on the wavelength and diameter of the transducer, and 

can be calculated as follows (Kino, 1987): 

 

D

r
dBW

λ
02.1=       2. 65 

 

Resolution 

The axial resolution, RA, of a transducer is the smallest distance between two 

reflectors in the axial direction that the transducer can resolve, as shown in Figure 

2.23. It is primarily dependent on the pulse length of the transducer, but is also 
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affected by frequency and speed of sound in the imaging medium. RA can be 

determined, using the following relationship: 

 

PlA tvR
2

1
=       2. 66 

 

where tP is the time taken for the pulse amplitude to decay to -6 dB of its maximum 

amplitude. To optimise axial resolution, the pulse length must be minimised. This is 

generally done by using a highly damping backing layer, with closely matched 

acoustic impedance to the active material, and optimised matching layers. 

 

 

RL RA
RL RA

 

 

 

Figure 2. 23: Illustration of lateral resolution, RL, and axial resolution, RA, of an ultrasound 

transducer. 

 

The smallest distance between two reflectors that a transducer can resolve in the 

lateral direction defines lateral resolution, RL, as shown in Figure 2.23. Lateral 
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resolution improves with increasing frequency but is also dependent on the width of 

the sound beam emitted by the transducer. RL of a transducer is given by: 

 

#f
D

r
RL λλ ==      2. 67 

 

Sensitivity 

The ability of a transducer to detect reflectors within an imaging medium is known 

as its sensitivity. A highly sensitive transducer will have increased penetration and 

lower SNR. The sensitivity of a transducer will depend on a number of factors. 

Improvements can be made, for example, by using a piezoelectric material with high 

kT and an optimal matching layer. A backing layer that has acoustic impedance 

poorly matched to the active material will increase sensitivity, but this will be at the 

cost of axial resolution. In practice, a trade-off between sensitivity and resolution is 

made. 

 

2.11. Ultrasound scanning systems 

An ultrasound scanning system uses a number of components to form a B-scan 

image, following the steps shown in Figure 2.24.  The key steps in this process are 

now described. 
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Figure 2. 24: Stages in processing involved in production of an ultrasound image 

 

 

Pulse Transmission and Beam Forming 

Pulse transmission and beam forming for single element transducers have been 

discussed previously in Section 2.10. 
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RF processing 

To improve the quality of a B-scan image, received signals are usually subjected to 

pre-processing before being displayed in the form of an image. The most common of 

these are logarithmic compression and time-gain compensation. 

 

Logarithmic compression of echo data is used to improve image quality due to the 

fact that returned signals may have a large dynamic range: for example, reflections 

from tissue boundaries are much greater than those caused by diffuse scattering from 

smaller tissue structures. Returned signals are usually amplified but attempting to 

over-amplify returned signals tends to lead to degradation of the final image. 

 

Ultrasound beams decrease in intensity with depth due to attenuation of the beam, 

causing the reflected signal from two similar targets to be different if they are at 

different depths in the imaging medium. To offset this, the level of amplification 

which the receiving device applies to the return signal can be increased with time, 

which is proportional to the depth from which the echo is originated. This process is 

called time-gain compensation.  

 

Scan Converter 

The scan converter is used to transform received signals into a two-dimensional, or 

sometimes three-dimensional, image. At this point echo data will still be in the form 

of a time-domain signal, but this is converted to a spatial form and displayed as a 

range of brightness on a rectangular coordinate output. 

 

2.12. Summary 

This chapter has covered three main topics: acoustic waves, piezoelectric materials 

and ultrasound transducers. A particular emphasis was placed on the propagation of 

two types of waves: longitudinal and transverse. Understanding of these waves is 

crucial to parts of this thesis, as this is required for characterisation of materials used 

in the fabrication of transducers. Similarly, the electromechanical properties of 

piezoelectric materials were discussed because of work for this thesis on the 
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characterisation of piezoelectric materials, in particular piezocomposites. Finally, the 

basic principles of ultrasound transducer operation and design were discussed, as 

work for this thesis focused on testing and characterisation of prototype transducers. 

The next chapter describes the historical development of HFUS transducers, with 

particular emphasis on two key driving forces: clinical need and piezoelectric 

material development. 
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3. Historical development of HFUS transducers 

3.1. Clinical Need 

A major driver of ultrasound transducer development is always clinical need. This is 

also true with HFUS. The particular applications relevant to HFUS are discussed 

below. Naturally, much of the technology implemented has been used in more than 

one of these applications. 

 

3.1.1. Ophthalmology 

Many of the important structures of the eye are located in the anterior segment, at a 

depth of a few millimetres, and as such HFUS is highly suitable to image them. The 

relatively safe output of ultrasound scanners, compared to e.g. X-ray, is a further 

advantage as the delicate structures of the eye are susceptible to damage from 

ionising radiation. 

 

Initial research into uses of ultrasound in ophthalmology can be dated back to      

1956-65 (Erikson, 1974). Baum et al. (1956) studied the effect of ultrasound 

radiation on the eye while Ossoining (1965) later saw the potential for ultrasound to 

be used as a tool for diagnosis of eye tumours. Measurements of eye length using 

ultrasound had been reported previously by Purnell and Sokollu (1962). 

 

The A-scan, as discussed in Chapter 2, was widely adopted as a tool for inspection of 

the eye, as reported by Bronson (1966). Where injury had occurred due to the 

presence of a foreign object, it was noted that ultrasound could easily pick up 

reflections from the object, for example a metal shard where clouding of the eye had 

made optical detection difficult (Erikson, 1974). B-scan imaging was later used to 

map the eye. This could be used to detect conditions such as retinal detachment 

(Sutherland and Forrester, 1974). 
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HFUS has been used in ophthalmology for some time. The first HFUS 

instrumentation for ophthalmic imaging was developed by Foster et al. (1990), who 

reported clinical examination of forty patients with a variety of pathological 

conditions using an ultrasound backscatter microscope, operating at 50-100 MHz. 

Such instrumentation was used to characterise ocular tissue in this frequency range, 

with measurements of speed, attenuation and backscatter from the eye taken by       

Ye et al. (1992). The first commercial single element imaging system designed for 

the eye was released in 1994 by Carl Zeiss Ltd (Lockwood et al., 1996). 

 

In the mid 1990s, commercial medical imaging probes were available that operated 

at around 10 MHz. However, this corresponds to a resolution of only around 150 µm 

in tissue. Larger structures within the eye, such as the 500 µm thick cornea, would be 

visible at this frequency, but visualising detailed anatomy would be difficult.  Often 

in ophthalmology, clinicians are interested in measuring precise thicknesses of a 

structure. To do this accurately would require better resolution, and hence higher 

frequency. 

 

A further application of high frequency imaging of the eye may be to acquire 

biometric data. Lizzi et al. (1999) used a 50 MHz centre frequency transducer to scan 

anterior chambers of both rabbit and human eyes. This research was undertaken with 

the intention of measuring individual-specific data such as the volume or surface area 

of the ciliary body. Accompanying software was then developed by Lizzi et al. 

(2000) to produce three-dimensional images of the eye. 

 

A 200 MHz ultrasound biomicroscope was then developed by Knapik et al. (2000), 

capable of imaging at resolutions of down to 14 µm and 12 µm in the lateral and 

axial directions respectively, and was used to collect high resolution images of ocular 

tissues amongst others. 

 

HFUS is now well established in ophthalmic imaging, but commercial systems 

generally use single element transducers. More recently, however, prototype arrays 

have been developed for use in ophthalmology. Ketterling and Silverman (2006) 
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have reported a 20 MHz annular array, showing an axial resolution of 0.25 mm over 

a depth-of-field to around 18 mm, four times the depth-of-field expected of a single 

element transducer. This allows the transducer to image the entire cross-section of an 

eye in focus, as shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3. 1: Scan Image of ex-vivo bovine eye taking using 20 MHz annular array (from 

Ketterling and Silverman, 2006. © IEEE) 

 

 

3.1.2. Dermatology 

A second clinically beneficial application of HFUS is in skin imaging. Once again, 

the skin is suitable for HFUS because it is easily accessible. Skin consists of two 

layers. The epidermis (outer layer), varies in thickness from 80 – 500 µm and 

contains five distinct sub-layers: stratum corneum, stratum lucidum, stratum 

granulosum, stratum spinosum and stratum germinativum (Martini, 2004a).  The 

dermis consists of two sub-layers, the papillary layer and the reticular layer below 

which is a layer of subcutaneous fat and connective tissue (also known as the 

hypodermis) that varies in thickness and constitution between individuals. Within the 

skin there are a number of accessory structures, such as hair follicles and sweat 

glands. This anatomy is too small to be resolved by ultrasound at traditional medical 

frequencies. 
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Similar to the beginnings of ophthalmology, ultrasound A-scans were initially 

employed to measure skin dimensions (Lockwood et al., 1996), before B-scan 

technology was used to generate images of skin pathology. More recently, 

dermatological diagnosis with ultrasound has concentrated on detection, staging and 

boundary definition of tumours (Lockwood et al., 1996), in particular cutaneous 

melanoma. 

 

A 40 MHz diagnostic system was developed by Yano et al. (1987) that generated B-

scan images by mechanical scanning of a single element transducer, incorporating a 

quartz lens. This was tested for detection of melanoma, and also benign conditions 

such as seborrheic keratosis. Sustained research into skin imaging was undertaken 

from the later 1980s, starting with Hoess et al. (1989), who developed a 50 MHz 

system for skin imaging. This could be mechanically scanned in two directions 

allowing both B-scans and C-scans to be generated. 

 

The system developed for use in ophthalmology by Foster et al. (1991) was also 

adaptable to use in skin imaging. Passman et al. (1993) later used a focussed              

30 - 130 MHz transducer to generate B-scans of the skin at several depths for multi-

layer images. This was known as the B/D (Brightness/Depth) concept. Producing a 

transducer with sufficient resolution for useful diagnostic images came at the cost of 

reduced depth of field and early attempts to characterise tumours with ultrasound 

were restricted by the limited resolution of transducers available at the time. 
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Figure 3. 2: Image showing structures within the skin: stratum corneum (SC), stratum granulosum (GR), 

stratum germinativum (GE), stratum papillare (SP), stratum reticulare (SR) and eccrine 

sweat glands (SG) (from Passmann and Emert, 1996. © IEEE) 

 

Passmann et al. (1994) continued working with broadband single element 

transducers, this time in the 20 - 150 MHz range, but further developed the imaging 

techniques and also introduced signal processing to compensate for the loss of depth 

of field which came with improved resolution. Further improvement of SNR, and 

hence image quality and homogeneity was accomplished by using synthetic aperture 

focusing and coded signals, such as chirps (Passmann and Ermert, 1995 & 1996). A 

scan showing distinct skin layers is shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

Concurrent research was undertaken by Turnbull et al. (1993), who developed an 

ultrasound backscatter microscopy system operating at 40 - 100 MHz, capable of 

resolution of 30 µm. It was demonstrated that such a system could be used for 

detection and characterisation of both malignant melanoma and benign skin features. 

 

Structural examination of the skin was carried out by Vogt et al. (1998), again using 

single element transducers and the B/D concept. Procedures were used to 

differentiate between structural features such as separate skin layers, and attenuation 

was estimated. Pathological changes could also be recorded using this technique. 
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Studies by Raju et al. (2000) used ultrasound in the frequency range 10 – 55 MHz to 

characterise skin from the fingertip and forearm of human subjects by measuring 

attenuation coefficients rather than traditional B-scan techniques. The aim was to 

provide a quantitative method of skin characterisation, as it was thought such a 

method could be used to detect changes to structure or tension in the skin indicative 

of the presence of disease. 

 

Dermatological research using HFUS has diversified more recently, incorporating 

other techniques in ultrasound. Vogt and Ermert (1997) looked at blood flow, due to 

the clinical interest in microcirculation in skin. High resolution is required for 

visualisation of the micro-scale vessels within skin, which are of the order of 100 µm 

in diameter. This technique incorporates Pulsed Wave Doppler systems at high 

frequency. Strain imaging using HFUS has also been studied (Vogt et al. 2002) as a 

method of determining the effects of ageing, environmental or pathological effects 

on skin. 

 

Vogt et al. have continued work on high frequency systems designed for imaging of 

skin, using frequencies of 20-100 MHz. This work still incorporates single element 

transducers, so improvements in accompanying systems have been the main advance 

in skin imaging for example through optimisation of signals using techniques such as 

network analysis (Vogt et al., 2003) and improved filtering (Vogt et al., 2005). As 

with most high frequency imaging applications, it is anticipated that major 

developments in imaging will be possible with the introduction of high frequency 

arrays. 

 

3.1.3. Intravascular Ultrasound 

Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) is imaging of the vasculature from within. A great 

challenge in modern medicine comes from problems caused by plaque build-up in 

the arteries as this can lead to a number of cardiological health problems, due to a 

weakening of the lumen and thromboses. Such problems may be treated, but accurate 

visualisation and characterisation of damaged or unhealthy vasculature is required to 
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maximise the chances of a successful outcome. Ultrasound may offer a relatively 

non-invasive method of doing this. Probes may be made very small, for example to 

fit on a catheter of diameter 1.5 Fr (0.5 mm) (Ritter and Shung, 2000), which may be 

inserted into the vasculature to allow study of blood flow or the lumen.  

 

Ultrasound emerged as a method for characterisation of plaque build up within the 

vasculature and for guidance during vascular surgery. Differentiation between 

different layers of the lumen is also possible due to the different scattering and 

reflection properties of these layers. The walls of vasculature are of the order of 1 

mm thick or less (Martini, 2004b), so the penetration possible with HFUS is enough 

for this modality, including frequencies above 30 MHz.  

 

Early work by Ryan (1992) et al. tested for changes in elasticity of arterial tissue due 

to atherosclerosis, by measuring the displacement of a vessel wall under pressure. 

The small scale of displacements was such that a HFUS transducer was required; in 

this case a 42 MHz probe was used. It was concluded that this technique could 

feasibly detect changes to tissue elasticity, and as such had potential for use as a tool 

for assessment of arterial diseases. 

 

Machado et al. (1997) used ultrasound at 50 MHz to characterise vascular tissue, 

measuring speed of sound, attenuation coefficient and integrated backscattering 

coefficient in an artery wall in vitro. It was found that there was no significant 

difference in speed of sound or attenuation between diseased and healthy arteries, but 

that backscatter could be used to differentiate the two tissues. As such this work was 

continued by Machado and Foster (2001), who used an improved measurement 

profiling technique for backscatter and were able to show that there were differences 

between backscatter measurements from different tissue types, as shown in Figure 

3.3. It was thought that this technique could also differentiate between early, mid and 

advanced stage atherosclerotic build-up.  
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Figure 3. 3: (a) Ultrasound image of diseased coronary artery showing intimal thickening (scale 

is 100 µm per division), alongside (b) corresponding histology.  Also shown is (c) the 

integrated backscatter coefficient profile (Machado and Foster, 2001. © IEEE) 

 

 

An alternative method used for detection of atherosclerotic plaques is a technique 

developed from elastography, IVUS palpography (Leung et al., 2006). This uses a 

HFUS array, in this case with operating frequency 20 MHz, to produce a high 

resolution image but also records strain measurements of arterial tissue, as shown in 

Figure 3.4. This gives an indication of both the presence and the stability of an 

arterial plaque. A plaque in itself is not necessarily damaging to health, but becomes 

much more dangerous when it ruptures; this means information on the stability of the 

plaque is very useful. Accurate strain measurements can be difficult due to cardiac 

activity causing movement of both IVUS transducers and tissue. Danilouchkine et al. 

(2008) have introduced reconstruction using normalized convolution algorithms to 

reconstruct measurements and counteract this problem.  
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Figure 3. 4: (a) IVUS image of arterial tissue and (b) the same image with strain information 

overlaid (from Leung et al., 2006. © IEEE) 

 

Work has been undertaken to combine imaging technologies. An example of this is a 

device reported by Yang et al. (2008) which incorporates an OCT probe and a           

35 MHz ultrasound probe, for intravascular imaging. This is designed to take 

advantage of the high resolution available with OCT and increased penetration of 

ultrasound. 

 

3.1.4. Small animal imaging 

Use of ultrasound in small animal imaging has also developed greatly in recent 

times. The mouse model is increasingly used to monitor genetic manipulations in 

research into diseases such as cystic fibrosis (Lockwood, 1996). A traditional method 

of studying mouse models is by examination of histology. However, ultrasound has 

several major advantages over this. Ultrasound is real-time and multiple 2D images 

can be acquired in a short time to give 3D data. Histological examination is 

inherently 2D and can be time consuming. Ultrasound examination is therefore a 

relatively inexpensive way of monitoring mouse models. The animal does not need 

to be sacrificed for examination, so cutting down on the number of animals required 

in each study, which has a further cost benefit and is ethically desirable.  
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Figure 3. 5: Section image showing mouse liver and kidney (from Foster et al., 2000. © IEEE) 

 

Foster et al. (2000) developed a system to assess development of tissue within a 

mouse model, using ultrasound biomicroscopy transducers. This system incorporated 

broadband 25 – 70 MHz single element probes. Images, such as the one shown in 

Figure 3.5, could be produced over wider depth of field computationally, by imaging 

at different frequencies in the near and far fields then producing a composite image. 

Due to the high rate at which the mouse heart beats, systems for imaging of the 

mouse also require fast frame rates, and this particular system could not generate true 

real time images. 

 

Currently, there is significant interest in imaging of mouse embryo development and 

volumetric rendering of data but this can be difficult with fixed focus, single element 

transducers because of their very limited depth of field. As such arrays have been 

developed for mouse embryo imaging. Brown et al. (2004) generated images of a 

mouse anatomy with a depth of field of approximately 5 mm using a 45 MHz annular 

array while Aristizábal et al. (2005) reported a 40 MHz annular array with depth of 

field of approximately 10 mm, as compared to the 1 – 2 mm expected with single 

element devices used in the study for comparison. 
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The latter transducer allowed visualisation and three-dimensional recreation of 

structures such as limbs, cerebral ventricles and spinal cord, which could not be fully 

visualised previously. This was particularly true in later stage embryos, which are 

often too large for the field of view of a single element transducer. Further testing of 

this array (Aristizábal et al., 2006) confirmed the improvements in depth of field, but 

also showed much improved SNR compared with single element systems, allowing 

volumetric reconstruction of images of far larger structures than previously possible 

with fixed focus transducers. 

 

Recent developments have seen HFUS combined with other ultrasound technologies. 

There is significant interest in the vascular development of embryos, and hence this 

is studied in mouse models. Turnbull et al. (2005) studied the fine structural detail of 

mouse embryo vascular system using an ultrasound biomicroscopy system, with 

images enhanced with use of a micro-bubble contrast agent, producing a 35% 

increase in signal intensity. HFUS has also been combined with Doppler techniques, 

in the work of Needles et al. (2006). 

 

3.2. Piezoelectric Material Development 

It is clear that HFUS has proved important in a number of applications, particularly 

in recent years. This chapter has thus far focused on the clinical perspective of HFUS 

development. However, the sophistication of ultrasound imaging systems has always 

been limited by the capabilities of the transducers around which the system is built, 

particularly in recent years where computing power and electronics have improved 

dramatically. However, transducer development is itself reliant on the central 

component, the active material. As such the development of imaging systems can be 

intrinsically linked to the appearance of new materials, from the first systems using 

piezoceramics, to the development of ceramic-composites and polymers, and now 

potentially new composites using high-performance single crystal materials. 

 

Section 2.7 discussed the features of the main materials used in HFUS applications, 

and compared their attributes to one another. This discussion is continued in this 
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section with a review of the historical development of these materials. As this thesis 

concentrates primarily on piezocomposite transducers, piezoceramic composite 

materials will be covered in greatest detail. 

 

3.2.1. Polyvinylidene Fluoride and Co-polymer 

The piezoelectric nature of Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) was first reported by 

Kawai (1969). PVDF has two major advantages: firstly, it is highly flexible and can 

easily be shaped for focussing and secondly, it has acoustic impedance much closer 

to tissue than other piezoelectric materials. PVDF also has relatively high internal 

losses, which further increases spatial resolution (Snook et al. 2002). 

 

PVDF was first proposed for use in medical imaging by Ohigashi et al. (1979) and 

Foster et al. (1979). The initial application for which PVDF transducers were 

intended was breast imaging, at 13 MHz, as reported by Foster et al. (1984). The 

early devices were hybrids of PZT transmitters and PVDF receivers, but PVDF was 

phased out as arrays became more common as it does not have a sufficiently high 

dielectric constant to be used for arrays. However, the excellent acoustic impedance 

match and mechanical flexibility of PVDF led to widespread use in the developing 

HFUS field.  

 

Sherar and Foster (1989) published the first images generated at high frequency by 

PVDF transducers, operating at 100 MHz. The fabrication of transducers at very high 

frequencies came relatively quickly, mainly due to the fact that the desired thickness 

of the PVDF active layer can be achieved easily and it is very flexible, hence easy to 

handle and to focus mechanically. Single element PVDF transducers were soon 

adopted for clinical B-mode imaging, in the ranges 40 - 60 MHz for ophthalmology 

and 20 MHz for dermatology (Foster et al., 2000). PVDF transducers have now been 

incorporated into commercial systems and are routinely used for skin imaging, 

ophthalmologic examination and small animal research (Foster et al., 2000).  
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PVDF does have some disadvantages as a piezoelectric material: primarily it has 

poor coupling coefficient, as noted in Section 2.7. It also needs to be very thin for 

high effective frequency because backing reduces the effective frequency (Snook et 

al., 2002). It is, however, the most widely used piezoelectric polymer material 

(Brown, 2001). In recent years, PVDF has been used to fabricate annular arrays, in 

particular through the work of Ketterling et al. (2005).  

 

Other piezoelectric polymers have been studied in recent times, most commonly 

P(VDF-TrFE). Increasing the polymer TrFE percentage leads to an improved 

piezoelectric response, but also makes the film more brittle so less capable of tight 

focusing (Brown, 2001). Unlike PVDF, P(VDF-TrFE) does not have to be stretched 

to be piezoelectric, so can be more easily incorporated into a transducer structure 

directly, through coating, casting or moulding (Brown, 1992).  

 

P(VDF-TrFE) was used by Snook et al. (2002) to develop a 100 MHz transducer. 

The co-polymer was spin-coated directly onto a spherically curved aluminium 

substrate, and a carbon substrate. This allowed the transducers to be fabricated 

without backing layers, which can reduce operating frequency. The carbon substrate 

was particular useful for this reason, as it had a closer acoustic impedance match to 

co-polymer than had aluminium. It was also noted that, compared with traditional 

press-focusing, this proved an easier method of producing low f-number transducers.  

 

Studies were also undertaken into piezoelectric polyurea by Nakazawa et al. (2006). 

In this case, vapour deposition was used to produce multiple layers of polyurea to 

make up the final transducer. Using a multi-layer approach increased the coupling 

co-efficient and sensitivity of the transducer. 

 

3.2.2. Lithium Niobate 

One of the early materials used in ultrasonic transducers was LiNbO3 (LNO). When 

LNO was introduced in the 1960s, it was found to have a coupling coefficient which 

was superior to most available materials and was also thermally and electrically 
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stable (Warner, 1965). It was also noted to be a single crystal material that must be 

grown; hence it was considered expensive to produce at the time. 

 

LNO has been used for high frequency transducer development in the work of 

Cannata. LNO (Y-36º cut) transducers were fabricated to operate in the 25-75 MHz 

range (Cannata, 1999), with the primary intention of being used as ultrasound 

biomicroscopy (UBM) devices for ophthalmology. The transducers were capable of 

imaging detailed anatomy in the eye and could be impedance matched to 50 Ω 

electronics relatively easily despite their large apertures, due to the low permittivity 

of the material (Cannata, 1999). Further work on LNO transducers centred on 

fabrication of focused devices, both using lenses and by spherically curving the 

piezoelectric material (Cannata, 2000). It was noted that the high acoustic impedance 

of LNO makes acoustic matching more problematic, hence a double matching layer 

was utilised. A flexible supportive layer of silver-loaded epoxy was used to maintain 

the mechanical integrity of the active material, using a method published by 

Lockwood et al. (1994), described in the next section (3.2.3).  The press-focusing 

technique used to curve the active material was proved to produce transducers at 

around 50 MHz, capable of generating good quality images of the eye. However, it 

was noticed that the focal point of the transducer could be affected when the 

transducer was exposed to elevated temperatures.  

 

The advantages of LNO as a material are succinctly discussed by                      

Cannata et al. (2003). It has fast longitudinal speed of sound, so active layers can 

reach high frequency without being prohibitively thin. It has low permittivity, which 

is required if high sensitivity is to be achieved in large aperture devices. Its 

drawbacks are high acoustic impedance, and high Q factor, which limits the 

bandwidth of the transducer. Cannata et al. (2003) also noted that broadband 

transducers could be made by addition of carefully designed matching and backing 

layers. High sensitivity was possible, particularly when the active element was 

curved, as opposed to a lens being added for focusing. The transducers were 

susceptible to failure due to electrical shorts, however, because of small cracks 

developing within the active material. 
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More recently, LNO has been used to fabricate a dual element annular array for use 

in harmonic imaging, at fundamental frequency 20 MHz. It is noted, once more, that 

the main advantage of using LNO is that it has suitable permittivity for larger 

aperture devices (Kim et al., 2006). LNO transducers have also been used for 

Doppler imaging (Aristizábal and Turnbull, 2003) 

 

While LNO is a useful material for single element transducers, it is not suitable for 

linear or phased arrays because its low dielectric constant makes electrical 

impedance prohibitively high. Research into high frequency LNO arrays is therefore 

not widely reported in the literature. 

 

3.2.3. Lead Zirconate Titanate 

Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) was developed in the 1950s and soon became the 

active material of choice for ultrasonic transducers. PZT was not, however, used in 

early fabrication of high frequency transducers. This was dominated by polymer 

materials, such as PVDF. PZT was first studied for use in high frequency transducers 

by Foster et al. (1990). Transducers were developed to operate in the 30-80 MHz 

range using PZTs of varying grain sizes. PZT was shown to have higher coupling 

coefficient and greater sensitivity than piezoelectric polymers more commonly 

studied at that point. Although coupling coefficients were reduced in PZT when 

operational frequency was increased, with particular drop-off in performance above 

60 MHz, Foster et al. (1991) later found kT was still at least 0.3, so higher than in 

polymer, and as high as 0.44 in an 80 MHz transducer made with fine grain ceramic. 

Bandwidth, though not as great as in polymer, was also found to be an acceptable 

50%. 

 

In order to improve the performance of PZT transducers for B-mode imaging, 

focusing is required. The layers of active material required are very thin, around       

40 µm, and as such a spherical shape cannot be machined. However, a method of 

mechanically shaping PZT, for the purposes of focusing, was developed by 
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Lockwood et al. (1993). Although PZT is in itself brittle, it was found that addition 

of a malleable backing layer to the PZT and shaping under heat stopped the 

formation of ‘macroscopic cracks’ that would prevent functional operation of the 

transducer. After bonding the PZT to the backing layer, the structure can be shaped 

by heating and pressing it into a spherical well with a ball bearing, as shown in 

Figure 3.6. A 53 MHz transducer was successfully produced using this method with 

a focal length of 4 mm, and aperture of 2 mm (Lockwood et al., 1994). 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 6: Diagram showing process used to fabricate spherically focussed single element 

transducers from non flexible active materials, in this case PZT (from Lockwood et 

al., 2004. © IEEE) 

 

An alternative method for producing high frequency PZT transducers was proposed 

by Lukacs et al. (1996), using thick film processes to produce active layers operating 

at UBM frequencies, around 80 – 200 MHz. These frequencies correspond to active 

layer thicknesses of 5 – 27 µm, which is too thin to be machined. Films made by 

traditional sol gel techniques are limited to around 3 – 4 µm in thickness. In this case, 

a modified process was used to produce a composite made up of multiple coated 

layers, each of thickness around 3 – 4 µm which produced active layers of thickness 

up to 100 µm, between that of traditional bulk material and thin films. Extensive 
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characterisation of these devices by Lukacs et al. (2000) found that the piezoelectric 

properties of the thick film PZT layers were poor compared to conventional PZT, 

particularly kT, which was around 0.25. This was due to the greater porosity of the 

films and the fact that the substrates on which the films are deposited cannot stand 

high temperatures. This prohibits normal sintering of the film, a process that is 

essential for ceramic to have optimal parameters. However, devices of frequency 70 - 

160 MHz were successfully fabricated and images of corneal segments were 

acquired. 

 

Levassort et al. (2000) used a tape casting technique to produce thick films of PZT-

PNN between 60 and 90 µm thicknesses. Again, this process has the major 

advantage that no lapping or polishing of the material is required to produce high 

frequency active layers, as they are cast to final thickness. It was reported that PZT-

PNN had comparable kT to PZT, at 0.43, and high relative permittivity, εR > 1900. 

Further work by Levassort et al. (2003) reported that tape casting could produce a 

range of ceramic active layers with similar properties to bulk materials made by the 

same composition, and that these materials had suitable properties for integration 

into HFUS single element and array devices. 

 

PZT has relatively high acoustic impedance, which makes acoustic matching to 

tissue difficult. Porous ceramics, as reported by Lethiecq et al. (2004), can reduce 

this problem. These are air-ceramic composites, with ceramic volume 25%, and can 

be of 3-0 or 3-3 geometries. These materials are cost-effective to produce and 

maintain comparable electromechanical coupling to bulk PZT, but with increased 

sensitivity and bandwidth in medical applications due to the reduced acoustic 

impedance mismatch. However, this material showed a drop-off in performance at 

frequencies above approximately 6-7 MHz, and as such may not be useful for HFUS 

applications.  

 

A different technique for producing PZT films was proposed by Xu et al. (2003). 

This process used a combination of screen printing and laser lift-off, capable of 

producing films of thickness 20 - 100 µm. The film is first screen printed on a 
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substrate that can withstand the high temperatures of sintering, then, using laser lift-

off, transferred to a second substrate, such as silicon, which has been metallised. As a 

result, PZT films produced using this technique have significantly greater 

piezoelectric properties than films produced using the sol-gel composite technique, 

including high dielectric constant and kT of 0.49. 

 

Investigation of screen printed PZT was also undertaken by Maréchal et al.         

(2005, 2006). In this case the film was printed onto a porous PZT substrate, allowing 

a very wideband response because of the well matched acoustic impedances of the 

active layer and supportive substrate. The PZT film and substrate were integrated 

into a transducer structure from which human dermatology images were successfully 

generated. The quality of these images was then maximised by varying the thickness 

and acoustic impedance of both the active element and barrier layer to produce 

optimal piezoelectric response from the transducer. 

 

PZT sheets of thickness commensurate with high frequency operation have recently 

been developed by Button et al. (2005). The technique of net-shape processing, 

calenders PZT, while in a plastically formable green state into a tape of the desired 

thickness. This tape is then sintered. The resultant ceramic has favourable 

piezoelectric properties. This material has kT >0.5. 

 

In recent years, PZT has been used to build high frequency arrays, due in part to its 

high permittivity. The work of Cannata et al. (2001, 2002) focused on mechanical 

dicing of fine grain, high density PZT to produce linear arrays of operating frequency 

35 MHz, while later work by Lukacs et al. (2005) took advantage of the fact that 

PZT may be laser-machined to produce small scale linear array elements, operating 

at 30 MHz. Concurrently, work being undertaken by Brown et al. (2003, 2004) used 

monolithic PZT to produce annular arrays in the 40 – 60 MHz range, the array 

electrodes being patterned onto the PZT rather than using dicing or machining. 
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3.2.4. Single Crystal Materials 

Although the piezoelectric nature of single crystal materials, such as LNO, has been 

known for some time, ultrasound transducer development has been dominated by 

ceramic materials, particularly PZT. However, in the 1990’s the excellent 

piezoelectric properties of lead zirconate niobate doped with lead titanate (PZN-PT) 

and lead magnesium niobate doped with lead titanate (PMN-PT) were noted by Park 

and Shrout (1997) and Saitoh et al. (1998). In recent years, single crystal materials 

have been incorporated into high frequency devices. 

 

The work of Gottlieb et al. (2005) used PMN-PT to produce a miniature high 

frequency needle transducer for intra-ocular Doppler imaging, at 44 MHz, for 

detection of blood flow in the microcirculation of the eye. This device successfully 

detected blood flow in the 1 mm diameter vessels of the retina. This work was 

continued by Xu et al. (2006), in this case further developing the needle transducer 

and also producing a 35 MHz linear array. 

 

The work of Yuan et al. (2006) has incorporated PMN-PT into composite, which is 

widely regarded as the most effective use of single crystal material, in this case for 

use as an IVUS transducer. It was reported that the sensitivity and bandwidth of the 

device were approximately double that of a similar device fabricated from ceramic 

material, as expected theoretically (Yuan et al., 2006). 

 

3.2.5. Composite Materials 

Since their development in the 1970s, piezocomposites have become ubiquitous in 

commercial medical ultrasound devices, due to their excellent piezoelectric 

properties, flexible nature, and favourable acoustic impedance (Smith et al., 1985). 

As described previously, piezocomposite is a combination of a piezoelectric material, 

usually a ceramic, and a passive polymer. The relative volume fractions of the 

passive and active phases may be tailored to fit certain parameters defined by a 

transducer designer, such as electrical impedance, acoustic impedance, speed, or 

coupling coefficient (Smith, 1989). In reality, optimising one aspect of the 
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performance of a composite will lead to a decrease in another aspect, so a ‘trade-off’ 

design is required. However, composite can be regarded as having excellent all-

round performance, explaining the ubiquity of adoption of this material. 

 

There are many composite design geometries. However, in this section the focus will 

be on the development of 1-3 composites, with some brief discussion of 2-2 

composites which have been used to develop high frequency transducers. A number 

of techniques have been employed for production of 1-3 composites, as discussed 

below.  

 

Fibre composites 

Also known as rod composites, fibre composites are made by producing fibres, or 

rods, of PZT which are much longer than they are wide. The fibres are then bundled 

together such that they run parallel to one another and bonded using a passive 

polymer. The resultant structure can be cut into slices perpendicular to the rods, each 

of which can be poled and used as an active piezoelectric material. This procedure is 

illustrated in Figure 3.7. 

 

This technique was first developed by Klicker et al. (1980). This method was capable 

of producing composites with active pillars of around 200 µm in diameter, which is 

not commensurate with high frequency operation, where active layers must have 

thickness of the order of 50 µm or less, suggesting pillar diameter should be less than 

20 µm. Later work by Card (1988) could produce finer scale fibre composites, with 

pillars under 50 µm in diameter, which is still not sufficiently fine-scale for high 

frequency transducers. 
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Figure 3. 7: an example of a fabrication method for fibre composites (from Smith and Auld 

1989. © IEEE)  

 

Recently, fibre composites have been developed specifically for HFUS using 

extrusion procedures such as sol-gel (Meyer et al., 1997). This procedure is capable 

of producing composite with rods of diameter between 10 – 60 µm, and operating at 

frequencies of 15 – 40 MHz while maintaining coupling co-efficient up to 0.7. 

 

It was noted that the semi-random nature of the pillars in a fibre composite aids in 

the reduction of lateral modes. Snook et al. (2002) used fibre composite, 

incorporating    17 µm fibres, to build a 50 MHz single element transducer, but found 

that although the composite had high kT, approximately 0.6, the sensitivity and 

bandwidth of the transducer were actually poorer than a similar LNO or lead titanate 

transducer. 

 

Net shape processing can also be used to produce smaller rod structures, and is 

discussed in more detail below.  Although not widely used to produce composites at 

present, this method does have the major advantage that it is potentially very 

economical. However, handling issues become more prominent in fine fibre 

structures. 
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Dice-and-fill composites 

The most commonly used method for production of composites is the ‘dice-and-fill’ 

technique, as discussed in Section 2.8. It is desirable that a volume fraction of 30% 

or greater active material is maintained, although piezocomposite devices of lower 

volume fraction have been reported (Brown et al., 2007). Limitations of early 

fabrication procedures meant early composites (Savakus et al., 1981) had pillars of 

width approximately 50 µm: this would not have allowed high frequency composites 

to be produced while maintaining sufficient volume fraction and pillar aspect ratio. 

Recently, however, saw blade technology has improved such that small enough pillar 

structures may be produced for composites to operate at high frequency. 

 

More recent research has seen composite materials incorporated into arrays with a 

number of designs proposed in the 1990s, including Nyugen-Dinh et al. (1996), using 

1-3 PZT composite and Ritter et al. (1998), which used 2-2 composite material. The 

latter noted that composite appeared to have superior performance to a similar device 

made with monolithic ceramic. Work on arrays made using 1-3 composites was 

reprised by Brown et al. (2006). In this case a 40 MHz linear array was fabricated. 

The composite design was, naturally, limited by the availability of fine-scale saw 

blades. Brown et al. (2007) continued work on 1-3 composite transducers, switching 

from traditional square pillars to triangular pillars to minimise pillar width in the 

composite structure. 

 

Interdigital pair bonding was proposed as a fabrication method for high frequency 

composites by Liu et al. (2001). This process can be used to fabricate high volume 

fraction 1-3 composites with small kerf, by dicing two or even four separate pieces of 

ceramic material and bonding them together, with the pillars of each ceramic layer 

intercalated with that of the other. These composites were shown to operate at up to 

50 MHz. A variation of this process, known as interdigital phase bonding, was 

reported by Yin et al. (2004). This is a more complex procedure which involves 

pairing of two diced composites, which are lapped, then further diced and paired 

once more. It is capable of producing composites operating at up to 85 MHz, 

although in this case the composites are of the 2-2 geometry. 
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Alternative approaches to ceramic shaping 

It is clear that the upper limits of operational frequency to which composite materials 

can be fabricated is dictated by blade thickness if a sawing process is used. As saw 

blades become thinner, they are both more difficult to make and more fragile to use, 

so producing smaller and smaller saw blades is unlikely to be the solution to 

increasing the frequency of composite transducers. Some alternative procedures are 

now briefly discussed. 

 

Lukacs et al. used laser micromachining to shape bulk PZT. Both linear arrays 

(Lukacs et al., 1996) and annular arrays (Lukacs et al., 1999) have been fabricated in 

monolithic PZT, operating at high frequencies. Laser machining was carried out in 

the former case using a copper vapour laser (CVL) and the latter with an excimer 

laser. It was also noted that structures of aspect ratios of 1:4 could be fabricated this 

way (Lukacs et al., 1999). Lukacs et al. (2005) later reported that a 30 MHz 64-

element array had been fabricated with laser machined kerfs of only 8 µm. It is 

believed the first commercial HFUS arrays were based on this work. 

 

Farlow et al. (2001) also used a CVL, in this case to ‘micro-machine’ PZT into a 1-3 

composite structure. Although the composite produced was not specifically designed 

for use at high frequency, i.e. above 30 MHz, the composite had kerf of 13 µm, 

which is commensurate with high frequency operation. 

 

A final technique is that of net-shape processing, as reported by Cochran et al. 

(2004). This technique uses a ‘lost mould’ process such as that reported by Wersing 

et al. (1986). A defect free ceramic paste is embossed into a sacrificial mould, before 

being dried, sintered and filled with low-viscosity epoxy and lapped to thickness, 

similarly to standard dice-and-fill composites. Using this procedure, 1-3 

piezocomposites were fabricated with pillar diameter down to 12 µm, sizes that 

would be suitable for use in high frequency composite transducers. As such it is 

hypothesised that the upper frequency of composite transducers may be extended 

beyond that achievable by standard procedures. 
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3.3. Transducer Development 

As previously discussed, the development of ultrasonic transducers has always been 

linked to the availability of materials. In the case of single element devices, the 

fundamental design of the transducer has changed little in over fifty years. However, 

the operational frequencies and performance capabilities of transducers have 

improved significantly with the progress in materials technology, as covered in 

earlier sections of this chapter. As such, much of the work on development of high 

frequency transducers and arrays has been covered in previous sections of this 

chapter.  

3.4. Conclusion 

This chapter examined the state of the art in HFUS. This technology has been 

primarily driven by emerging clinical need for ultrasound systems with improved 

resolution. Modern medicine demands systems capable of imaging microscopic-scale 

anatomical structures such as the eyes, skin or vascular system, while the emergence 

of genetic research and study of mouse models has also created a demand for non-

invasive high resolution imaging systems.  

 

This chapter also reviewed the development of piezoelectric materials, which is 

intrinsically linked to the development of better transducers. Computing power and 

electronics have reached extraordinary levels, yet it can be argued that ultrasound 

systems cannot progress significantly without better transducers. Similarly, 

developments in transducer technology are often held back by a dearth of suitable 

materials. While systems based on mechanical scanning of single element 

transducers can now produce images of impressive contrast and resolution, they have 

limited depth of field. However, it is hoped that new approaches to material 

production, for example micro-scale composite materials will overcome this 

problem, allowing systems to make further significant improvements. 
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4. Materials and methods 

To produce an ultrasound imaging system, an active material must first be produced 

with suitable properties for the application intended, in this case medical diagnostic 

imaging. This material must then be prepared such that it operates well at a desired 

frequency and incorporated into a suitable transducer casing along with other 

components such as backing and matching layers. The transducer is then integrated 

into an imaging system. The aims of the work reported here centred on several issues 

within this process: development of high performance piezoelectric materials, 

characterisation of the material and optimisation of material preparation procedures; 

characterisation of the electromechanical and acoustic properties of transducers made 

with new piezocomposite material, and testing of the potential uses for this material 

in diagnostic imaging. The steps are illustrated in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4. 1: Flow chart showing the steps from a PZT powder to ultrasound image. Work 

reported in this thesis is indicated by a bold outline. 

 

The work reported in this thesis focused on the latter steps in this process: from 

characterisation of micromoulded composite (MC) material through to investigation 

of the potential for these materials to be used in diagnostic medical imaging systems. 

Fundamental characterisation of MC was undertaken to determine piezoelectric 

properties of the material. Passive materials used for transducer construction were 

also characterised at high frequencies. Transducers made from MC were then 

characterised, both to assess the fundamental properties of the transducers and their 

acoustic performance. This was then extended to some basic imaging procedures to 

test the potential for MC to be used in imaging devices. This chapter describes the 

materials and experimental methodology used. 
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The chapter begins by describing initial studies done on piezoelectric material 

fabrication and preparation and the procedure for fabrication of the MC that form the 

basis for the majority of work for this thesis, in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 describes 

initial studies undertaken to assess a novel technique of material preparation, ultra 

precision grinding. 

 

The next sections concentrate on characterisation of transducer materials. Producing 

a well-designed ultrasound transducer requires thorough knowledge of the properties 

of the active material used, but also the properties of passive materials used to make 

other components of the transducer, such as backing or matching layers. The relevant 

literature contains very little documentation of the properties of passive materials at 

high frequencies. Work was therefore carried out on characterisation of passive 

materials at high frequencies, as described in Section 4.3 and 4.4. 

 

The focus of this chapter then returns to active materials. The procedures used to 

determine the piezoelectric properties of the MC from experimental measurements 

are described in Section 4.5. These results required verification against theory. There 

are a number of widely used modelling procedures suitable for this purpose and these 

are briefly described in Section 4.6. A one-dimensional model, based on the wave 

equation and piezocomposite homogenisation as presented by Smith and Auld 

(1991), was chosen for characterisation of the MC, and this is analysed in detail in        

Section 4.7. A manual parameter fitting procedure was used to verify experimental 

measurements taken for the MC: this is also outlined.  

 

Once the piezoelectric properties of the MC had been ascertained, determination of 

the acoustic performance of the MC was required. This is most conveniently done by 

packaging the MC in a casing which can be connected to suitable instrumentation. 

The fabrication process used for incorporation of piezocomposites, and other active 

materials, into casings is described in Section 4.8. Section 4.9 then describes the 

procedures used to determine some of the fundamental properties of the transducers: 

bandwidth, axial and lateral resolution, and depth of field. 
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Ultimately, these transducers are being developed for use in diagnostic medical 

imaging systems so testing to determine whether these transducers could potentially 

be used for imaging systems was also carried out. An automated 2D scanning system 

was developed to facilitate more sophisticated performance testing, including basic 

2D imaging. The design of the system, components used and procedure for 

visualisation of recorded data is outlined in Sections 4.10 and 4.11 respectively. 

Imaging tests were carried out using a specially designed tungsten wire target and ex-

vivo tissue samples: this is described in Section 4.12. 

 

4.1. Piezoelectric Material Fabrication 

4.1.1. Fabrication of PZT samples 

Initial investigation of monolithic PZT was undertaken. The PZT used was modified 

TRS600FG (TRS Technologies, State College, PA, USA), a form of PZT-5H, 

produced using the viscous polymer processing (VPP) method, as described by 

Cochran et al. (2004).  

 

 

Figure 4. 2: Illustration of VPP, showing ceramic paste being milled and calendered to produce 

a green state ceramic sheet (picture adapted from Cochran et al. ( 2004). © IEEE). 

 

Figure 4.2 illustrates the key stages of VPP. The first stage involves high shear 

mixing of PZT powder, polymeric binder, solvents and flow modifier using a twin-

roll mill to produce a low defect, high green strength ceramic paste. This paste is 

then calendered into sheets of a desired thickness which are sintered in a lead-rich 

environment at approximately 1200 ºC. The VPP samples must then be poled and 
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lapped to thickness. Alternatively, the material may be lapped to thickness before 

being poled. 

 

To provide mechanical strength and damping for a piezoelectric material, a backing 

material should be used. The transducers studied here had backing materials made 

from either Ag-loaded epoxy (Part No.186-3616, RS Components, Corby, UK) or 

W-loaded epoxy, fabricated in-house. The advantage of using W-loaded epoxy is that 

acoustic impedance of the backing can be tailored to optimise transducer 

performance. Unlike the proprietary Ag-loaded epoxy product, W-loaded is not 

electrically conductive if the volume fraction of Tungsten is below 0.4. W-loaded 

epoxy is discussed more in Section 5.2.1. The ceramic was first thoroughly cleaned 

using an ultrasonic bath with acetone, isopropanol and distilled water successively. 

After adhesion to the ceramic material, the epoxy was allowed to cure for 24 hours 

then lapped to an even thickness of 1mm. At this point the ceramic samples were cut 

into 3 mm squares, to allow incorporation into transducer casings. 

 

  

Figure 4. 3: Photographs of (a) lapping machine and (b) dicing saw 

 

Lapping and Dicing 

To obtain the required thickness of PZT for high frequency operation, a precision 

lapping and polishing machine (Logitech PM 5, Logitech Ltd, Glasgow, UK) was 

used in conjunction with alumina powder in slurry. Three grades of alumina slurry 

were used: 9 µm, 3 µm and 1 µm. The 9 µm powder is used to remove larger 

a b 
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thicknesses of bulk material, while the 3 µm and 1 µm solutions remove material 

more slowly but provide a better surface finish. 

 

Where samples required to be cut to a specific shape, a Logitech Model 15 Dicing 

Saw was used. The lapping machine and dicing saw are shown in                      

Figures 4.3a and 4.3b respectively. 

 

Poling 

Many of the piezoelectric samples fabricated for this work used PZT that had not 

been poled. This was generally the first procedure carried out with new samples. The 

poling procedure was as follows. Each sample was immersed in silicon oil, and 

placed on a bespoke jig, shown in Figure 4.4, with electrical contacts either side. The 

oil was then heated to 120 ºC using a hot plate. An electric field of 2kV/mm was 

applied to the samples, with the field gradually increased from zero. This was 

maintained for around 15 minutes, after which the temperature of the oil was reduced 

to 20 ºC, with the field still applied. At this point, the field was then reduced to zero 

and the newly-poled ceramic sample was removed from the silicon oil and cleaned. 

 

Sample

Hot plate

Electrical 

connections

Silicon oil

 

Figure 4. 4: Photograph of poling jig. 
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4.1.2. Fabrication of fibre composite 

Fibre composites are 1-3 connectivity composites made from extruded PZT fibres 

and a passive polymer, as described in Chapter 3. The fabrication procedure is as 

follows: 

 

PZT fibres are made by extrusion of PZT made with VPP. This process can produce 

fibres of a variety of diameters.  

 

VPP fibres were compared by Nelson et al. (2003) and Dent et al. (2005) to fibres 

made by three alternative processes: sol gel, extrusion and viscose suspension 

spinning (VSSP). Results of this comparison are shown in Figure 4.5. It was found 

that VPP fibres have a more uniform grain structure and higher piezoelectric 

properties, d33, e33, k33 and s33. 
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Figure 4. 5: Photographs of grain structure of PZT fibres from sol gel, extrusion, VPP and   VSSP and 

corresponding piezoelectric properties (from Dent et al., 2005. Reprinted with permission© 

IEEE). 

 

In this work, fibres were of diameter 350 µm. To make 1-3 composites from PZT 

fibres, the fibres were collected into bunches with the fibres positioned randomly and 

bonded together with a RX771/HY1300 polymer matrix (Robnor Resins, Swindon, 

UK) to form lengths of piezofibre-polymer composite material with 1-3 connectivity 

(Figure 4.6a). The lengths are sliced, lapped and polished to a suitable thickness for 
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ultrasound (Figure 4.6b). After poling, these are ready be used as the piezocomposite 

component in an ultrasonic transducer.   

 

 

 

Figure 4. 6: Fibres composite after (a) collection of fibres into bunches, and (b) cutting into 

slices. 

 

4.1.3. Fabrication of Micromoulded Piezocomposites 

The most important material for the work for this thesis was piezocomposite made 

with micromoulded PZT. The piezocomposites in question were fabricated using a 

lost mould process to shape ceramic paste, made using the VPP process, into fine 

scale bristle blocks suitable for high frequency composite. The fabrication process 

for these composites is outlined in detail by Cochran et al. (2004). Due to the 

importance of micromoulded piezocomposites to the work for this thesis, a brief 

description is also given here. The lost mould composite fabrication process is shown 

diagrammatically in Figure 4.7. 

 

 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 4. 7: Diagrams showing micro-moulding composite fabrication process (picture adapted 

from Cochran et al. (2004) © IEEE) 

 

The procedure for production of MC begins with production of a green state ceramic 

sheet, formed using the VPP process described in Section 4.1.1. However, rather than 

sintering the ceramic at this point, it is embossed into a mould, with pillar shapes of 

suitable scale for high frequency composite manufacture, and dried. The mould used 

is then sacrificed. Chemical dissolution removes the mould, but as green state 

ceramic produced by VPP has high mechanical strength, the remaining pillar 

structure is not damaged. The pillar structure is now sintered in a lead rich 

environment. The ceramic structure is backfilled with polymer, generally 

RX771/CY1301 in the present work. This is then lapped to the desired thickness, 

electroded by deposition of gold, and poled to produce an active piezocomposite 

material suitable for incorporation into an ultrasound transducer. 
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4.2. Ultra Precision Grinding 

As discussed previously in this thesis, piezocomposites are the material of choice in 

high performance transducers at standard medical frequencies, and the performance 

benefits of piezocomposites may also be realised in high frequency applications. 

Achieving the thin layers required for high frequency operation in piezocomposite is 

challenging, as layer thicknesses must be in the range 35 – 45 µm for a frequency of 

50 MHz. Conventional lapping or grinding used in commercial piezocomposite 

fabrication is insufficiently precise for high frequency operation and is subject to 

undesirable intra-process variation. 

 

1-3 connectivity piezocomposites incorporate two constituent materials, in this case 

PZT and polymer, which have differing mechanical properties. Typically, when 

conventional lapping and grinding processes are used, the pillars of the active 

ceramic or crystal material abrade faster than the polymer (Schmarje, 2005) as the 

polymer is more able to compress during the material removal process and 

subsequently to expand. This leads to height differences and physical discontinuities 

at the boundaries between the different phases and hence to an uneven surface, as 

shown schematically in Figure 4.8.  

 

Polymer Phase

Ceramic Phase

Polymer Phase

Ceramic Phase  

Figure 4. 8: Schematic diagram of piezocomposite material, indicating height difference between 

phases. 

 

If lapping procedures are optimised, it is possible to produce surface finishes of 

sufficient quality for high frequency transducers, particularly when chemical 

processes are incorporated (Bernassau et al. 2007). However, it is slow and may be 

prohibitively expensive to produce large numbers of piezoelectric elements. 
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4.2.1. Background to Ultra Precision Grinding 

A potential alternative procedure for production of piezoelectric active layers is ultra 

precision grinding (UPG). This is a generic name given to surface finishing 

processes where a high quality finish is to be achieved on a fixed size sample. To test 

whether UPG could be used to produce high frequency active layers, UPG was 

carried out using a PicoAce NanoGrinder (Loadpoint, Cricklade, UK). The general 

arrangement of this machine is shown in Figure 4.9, including (a) the cup-wheel 

grinding spindle, (b) the rotary work table and (c) X- and Z-slideways mounted in a 

closed loop structure.  

 

 

Figure 4. 9: Photograph of PicoAce process chamber (picture from Loadpoint, Cricklade, UK). 

 

4.2.2. Piezocomposite Samples Tested with UPG 

To test the capabilities of UPG in the processing of piezocomposites, 1-3 

connectivity composite materials made with both electromechanically hard and soft 

piezoceramics were investigated after being thinned to approximately 50 µm. In both 

cases, the ceramic pillars were bound in RX771/HY1301 hard polymer matrices. The 

a 

b 

c 
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first was a PZT 4D piezocomposite made with standard dice-and-fill methods. Two 

samples of MC were also investigated. 

 

Two samples of PZT-4D piezocomposite and two samples of micromoulded 

composites were thinned. In each case one was prepared with standard precision 

lapping, using a PM5 lapping/polishing machine (Logitech, Glasgow, UK), and 

another with UPG using the Loadpoint PicoAce. The quality of surface finish 

produced by the two methods was then compared for both composite types. 

 

4.3. Characterisation of passive materials 

As well as active materials, passive material characterisation was studied for high 

frequency application. The modelling procedure used in the work for this thesis 

allowed the contribution of a passive material to a transducer structure to be 

assessed, whether this is a polymer matrix in a composite or a passive backing or 

matching layer. Knowledge of the following parameters was required: c33, σ, εR, ρ 

and α, where σ is Poisson’s ratio. 

 

ρ is found by measuring the physical dimensions, i.e. thickness T and area A, and 

mass of the sample, as would be expected. εR is derived from the expression for a 

capacitor: 

 

A

TC
R

0ε
ε =       4. 1 

 

C can be measured directly using an impedance analyser. For this work, capacitance 

measurements of samples were undertaken using an Agilent 4294A Precision 

Impedance Analyzer with a contact jig, made in-house. The 4294A has a frequency 

range of 40 Hz – 110 MHz, and accuracy of ±0.08%. 

 

As described in Section 2.3.4, c33 and σ are calculated from measurements of 

longitudinal wave velocity, vl, and transverse wave velocity, vt,. α is calculated from 
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measurements of transmission signal through the material. The methodology used to 

determine vl, vt, and α is described in the following sections. Isotropic material is 

assumed.  

4.3.1. Measuring longitudinal and transverse wave velocities 

Measurement of longitudinal and transverse wave velocities in passive material is 

done by measuring the time taken for an ultrasound wave, of each mode, to 

propagate through a known thickness of material. This can be done by placing two 

contact ultrasound transducers on opposing faces of the material and measuring the 

time between transmission of a pulse from the first transducer and reception of that 

pulse by the second. An alternative method, which was preferred in this work, is to 

immerse two transducers, operating in ‘through-transmission’ mode, in water. A 

sample of the material of interest is placed between them and the time taken to 

propagate through the sample is measured, as described in the next section. 

 

4.3.2. Underwater through measurement 

The underwater method of measuring transmission velocities does not require the 

transmitter and receiver to be in contact with a sample; they are in fact positioned 

facing opposite one another, a known distance, x, apart, with x greater than the 

sample thickness, T, as illustrated in Figure 4.10. Two measurements are then taken. 

Firstly, the time taken for an ultrasound pulse to propagate from the transmitter to the 

receiver is recorded with only water between, denoted here as the reference 

measurement, ti. Secondly, the sample is placed in the gap between the transmitter 

and receiver and the propagation time (through water and the sample) is recorded 

again, denoted here as the sample measurement tl. The difference between these two 

propagation times, ∆tl, can be used to calculate both longitudinal and transverse wave 

velocities in a sample, using the procedures now described. 
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Figure 4. 10: Diagram showing through-transmission of ultrasound through a sample. 

 

4.3.3. Taking a reference measurement 

The transmitter and receiver are placed in a water bath and positioned facing one 

another, on the same axis, a known distance, x, apart. For the work of this thesis, the 

transmitter used was a prototype MC transducer, denoted AFMTH09, of centre 

frequency 36 MHz, -6dB bandwidth of 29 MHz, and f-number 3.8. AFMTH09 is 

described in detail in Section 6.4.1. The receiver was a 16 µm PVDF Membrane 

Hydrophone (Precision Acoustics, Dorchester, UK) with active element of diameter 

0.4 mm and bandwidth 80 MHz. 

 

The position of the receiver is adjusted to obtain the maximum signal from the 

transmitter, at which point it may be accepted that the active area of the receiver is 

aligned with the ultrasound beam. A measurement is taken of the time, ti, for signals 

to travel between the transmitter and receiver. The velocity of sound in water, vi, in 

the water bath may then be determined from: 
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i

i
t

x
v =        4. 2 

 

It is important to determine the propagation velocity of water initially, as it is subject 

to variation because of environmental conditions. 

 

4.3.4. Measuring longitudinal wave velocity 

To measure vl, the sample is placed between the transmitter and receiver, without 

disturbing the position of either. Again, alignment is crucial. The sample must be of 

uniform thickness, and must be placed such that it is exactly perpendicular to the 

ultrasound beam. This can be checked by adjusting the sample until the received 

signal amplitude is maximised. The time, tl, taken for the ultrasound signal to travel 

through the water and sample is now measured. If the thickness of the sample is 

known, vl may be calculated using the equation: 
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=      4. 3 

 

An alternative technique was proposed by Wu (1996). Time domain measurements 

are transformed to the frequency domain. Instead of ∆tl being the parameter of 

interest, the difference between the phase of the reference pulse, iφ , and that of the 

sample pulse, lφ , is now used to calculate longitudinal wave velocity using the 

expression: 
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where f is the frequency of interest, and n is an integer 
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Wu’s method has a major advantage over time domain techniques in that velocity 

information may be calculated over a frequency band with only one measurement 

taken. Thus, velocity information at several frequencies can be generated by one 

measurement. The frequency range will be determined by the bandwidth of the 

transmitter and receiver.  

 

4.3.5. Measuring Transverse Wave Velocity 

Measurement of transverse wave velocity, vt, uses a similar method. As described in 

Section 2.4, if a longitudinal wave, travelling in a liquid, is incident upon a liquid-

solid boundary at a non-perpendicular angle, less than θc, mode conversion may lead 

to propagation of both longitudinal and transverse waves. Therefore the sample must 

be rotated with respect to the ultrasound beam (i.e. the axes of transmitter and 

receiver) as shown in Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4. 11: (a) Schematic of experimental set-up and (b) paths resulting from beam incident 

on sample at non-perpendicular angle θi < θc. 
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This will result in transmission of both longitudinal and transverse waves through the 

sample, as shown in Figure 4.11. The time taken for the two waves to travel through 

the sample may then be measured. However, when the sample is rotated, the 

ultrasound beam is refracted when propagating through the sample. The distance 

travelled through the sample is therefore not known, so that a different expression is 

required to calculate transverse wave velocity, as reported by O’Leary (2003): 
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In this case there are two unknowns, ∆tt, the difference between reference, ti, and 

sample, tt, signal arrival times, and vt. Transverse wave velocity is determined by 

progressive estimation of vt, which is then fitted to measurements of ∆t. This can be 

done easily with a simple computer algorithm. This method gives reliable results and 

has the advantage of being relatively straightforward. If ∆t is measured at a variety of 

incident angles, then curve fitting can be used to minimise the error in the value of vt 

calculated. 

 

Wu (1996) also described a method of determining transverse wave velocity from 

measurements of phase difference, in this case using the equation: 
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where θi is the incident angle of the ultrasound beam. 

 

This expression can be modified to work in the time domain. If one substitutes: 
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into Equation 4.6, the expression for vt may be re-written as: 
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Errors in these measurements may occur from transducer misalignment, sample 

shape and signal detection. Issues with transmitter and receiver alignment are more 

prevalent at high frequencies where wavelengths are particularly small.  To minimise 

this as far as practicable, a bespoke high frequency ultrasonic characterisation jig was 

constructed using optics instrumentation, including precision micrometers and 

goniometers and a planar spirit level. The jig is described in detail in Section 4.4. In 

all cases the transducer position was adjusted to achieve the maximum signal at the 

receiver, indicating the transducer is well aligned. When samples are rotated the path 

of the ultrasonic wave will change: the characterisation jig allows the relative 

positions of the transmitter and receiver to be adjusted to ensure maximised signals 

are recorded. 

 

Sample thickness is measured using a precision micrometer (Mitutoyo Digimatic, 

Mitutoyo, Andover UK), with accuracy of ± 1 µm. To ensure samples are of uniform 

thickness they are prepared using a precision lapping machine (Logitech PM 5, 

Logitech Ltd, Glasgow, UK). The temporal resolution of the oscilloscope used to 

collect arrival time data is 0.5 ns. 

 

Using contact techniques rather than immersion techniques can reduce the likelihood 

of transducer misalignment, but it was not possible to do this with the prototype 

transducers used for the work described here, as they did not have contact wear plate 

front layers and could have been damaged by contact with samples. 
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4.3.6. Cross correlation 

Where time domain techniques are used, values for ti, tl and tt may be found simply 

by inspecting received pulses on an oscilloscope, and noting the arrival time of each 

pulse. ∆t is then found by taking the difference between ti, and tl or tt. An example of 

the difference between reference and sample signals is shown in Figure 4.12.      

Figure 4.12 shows a recorded reference signal, i.e. a signal from transmitter to a 

receiver through water. Figure 4.12 also shows the signal recorded after a 500 µm 

thick sample of aluminium is placed between the transmitter and receiver. As 

aluminium is of faster propagation velocity than water, the sample pulse is received 

earlier. As a large proportion of energy is reflected at the boundaries between 

aluminium and water, the recorded signal is of smaller amplitude. 
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Figure 4. 12: Diagram showing ‘reference’ signal and ‘sample’ signal, for a sample of 

aluminium. 

 

Pulse shapes are subject to change when travelling through highly attenuative 

material, for example epoxies, which can cause errors when attempting to compare 

reference and sample measurements. A more reliable and accurate method for 

determination of ∆t is to record the entire received pulse from both reference and 
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sample measurements and use cross correlation to compare reference measurements 

with sample measurements mathematically (O’Leary, 2003). 

 

Cross correlation involves the following steps: both reference and sample 

measurements are subjected to a Hilbert transform to find the envelope of the 

received pulse. They are then normalised and compared using the MATLAB 

function xcorr. The xcorr function treats the two pulse envelopes as matrices of 

dimensions 1 x n, e.g. [a1 a2 ... an] and [b1 b2 ... bn]. The sum of the product of these 

matrices is calculated, i.e. a1.b1 + a2.b2 + ... + an.bn. The matrices are then adjusted 

with respect to one another by one index step and the sum of their products 

calculated again: i.e. the sum becomes a1.b2 + a2.b3 + ... + an.0 (or a1.0 + a2.b1 + ... + 

an.bn-1). This procedure is repeated until all combinations are exhausted. The matrices 

are adjusted by a number of indices, i, until the point at which the two measurements 

maximally coincide. One index step is equivalent to 1/fs where fs is the sampling 

frequency of the reference and sample measurements. The time difference, ∆t, 

between the reference arrival time ti and the sample arrival time, tl or tt is therefore: 

 

s

d

f

n
t =∆       4. 9 

 

where nd is the number of discretisation points. 

4.3.7. Measuring Attenuation 

The attenuation coefficient of a material also has a significant effect on its behaviour. 

A highly attenuative material will absorb energy readily. This means that large 

amounts of energy will have to be output to detect reflections from deep within the 

structure to image such a material in pulse-echo mode. The attenuation coefficients 

of a transducer’s constituent materials also affect the performance of that transducer, 

and this is used to optimise the transducer design. For example, using a highly 

attenuative backing material reduces the risk of internal reflections propagating 

within the transducer. The attenuation coefficient can also be determined from the 

through-transmission measurements described previously. 
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Longitudinal Wave Attenuation 

The attenuation coefficient of water is known to be 0.0022 dBMHz-1cm-1          

(Hedrick et al., 1995) so as with velocity, attenuation is calculated using comparison 

of transmitted pulses through water and through a sample. Using time domain 

techniques, the amplitude of the ‘sample’ pulse, As is directly compared to the 

amplitude of the received reference pulse, Aw, to obtain a value for the attenuation 

coefficient, αl. The transmission coefficient, T, for the water/material boundary is 

also taken into account, giving the expression:  
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Zw and Zl are the acoustic impedances of water and the sample respectively and ρw 

and ρs the densities of the water and sample respectively. 

 

A frequency domain method for calculating attenuation is also described by            

Wu (2003). In this case, the amplitudes of the frequency spectra are compared. If Aw 

and As are the amplitudes of the spectra from reference and sample pulses 

respectively, and αw is the attenuation coefficient of water, the longitudinal wave 

attenuation coefficient of the sample, αl, may be calculated using: 
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4.4. Design and fabrication of materials testing jig 

Measuring transmission velocity of ultrasound at high frequency is difficult. Due to 

the very small wavelengths involved, physical misalignment between transmitter, 
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sample and receiver greatly compromises any measurement. As such, there is very 

little reported in the literature on the velocity of sound in materials at high frequency. 

Information on attenuation coefficients of passive materials is rare at conventional 

ultrasound frequencies, and virtually non-existent at high frequency. To surmount 

these problems, a high frequency measurement jig was designed and fabricated. 

Certain design criteria were noted: 

• The jig had to align the transmitter, sample and receiver very precisely with 

respect to one another, so the positions of all three needed to be adjustable 

• The jig had to incorporate a transducer as transmitter and either a transducer 

or a membrane hydrophone as receiver. 

• The sample needed to be rotated precisely, with respect to the transmitter and 

receiver.  

• The sound wave is refracted when the sample is rotated. The transmitter 

therefore needed to be able to move such that the sound beam remains 

directly incident on the receiver. 

• As many of the transducers to be used as transmitters in these measurements 

were made using experimental fabrication procedures, misalignment of the 

element with respect to the transducer barrel was possible. The jig had to 

allow compensation for this. 

• High frequency waves are also highly attenuated so distances between 

transmitter and receiver needed to be small. 

• Samples needed to be thin, in order that attenuation was not prohibitively 

high to allow through-transmission measurements. However, they should also 

be sufficiently thick that internal reflections within the sample do not cause 

received pulses to be distorted. This dictates that: 

sample thickness lpvt
2

1
>  

where tp is pulse length. 

• The jig will be almost entirely submerged in water so needed to be made 

from a material resistant to corrosion. 
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Figure 4. 13: Photographs of jig showing front view, with labels described below, and side view. 

 

The final design of the jig to meet these requirements is shown in Figure 4.13. The 

labels A-I correspond to the following parts: 

A: X-Y optical stages (Standa, Vilnius, Lithuania), to allow initial alignment of 

transmitter and receiver and movement to account for refraction of the ultrasound 

beam after sample rotation 

B: Goniometer (Melles Griot, Cambridge, UK), to adjust the angle of the transmitter 

in pitch and yaw 

C: Optical rotation stage (Standa, Vilnius, Lithuania), to precisely rotate the sample 

when required. 

D: Fine-pitch lead screws (Standa, Vilnius, Lithuania) Three are attached to the 

sample holder and receiver holder. These can be adjusted to ensure correct 

alignment. 

E: Remote pulser receiver box, with transmitter attached 
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F: Sample holder, which can be rotated perpendicular to the plane of the sample with 

respect to transmitter and receiver. This is controlled by the optical rotation stage 

(C). 

G: Platform for sample holder. This also doubles as a protective cover for the 

hydrophone, with only a small hole in the centre to allow transmission of ultrasound. 

When not in use, a removable cover is put in place to protect the hydrophone from 

accidental damage. Aligned by three fine pitch lead screws (D) 

H: Platform for hydrophone, also aligned by three lead screws (D) 

I: Base. There is a large gap between the platforms and base to reduce influence of 

reflections from bottom of jig or water tank floor. Acoustic absorber may be placed 

here to reduce reflections further. 

 

Procedure for use of materials testing jig 

The following procedure assumes a prototype high frequency transducer (Applied 

Functional Materials, Birmingham, UK) is used as transmitter and a membrane 

hydrophone is used as receiver. 

 

Step 1: Sample Preparation 

Samples are cut to size 1 cm x 1 cm, to fit in the sample holder, and lapped to a 

uniform thickness. Thickness is dependent on the material itself, as described 

previously. For example, epoxies have longitudinal wave propagation velocity of up 

to 3000 ms-1. The transducer used in this case had a pulse length of approx 0.2 µs, 

therefore thickness > 300 µm is suitable. 

 

Step 2: Alignment of transducer, sample holder and receiver 

Before putting the sample in the sample holder, Platforms G and H are adjusted, 

using the lead screws and referring to a spirit level, until they are exactly planar with 

one another. This ensures that any tilting of the bench on which the jig is placed does 

not affect the jig. The hydrophone (or other receiver) and transducer are then put into 

place and the jig is submerged in water. 
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Alignment of the transducer must first be undertaken in pitch and yaw with respect to 

platforms G and H. This is done by leaving the removable cover in place, operating 

the transmitter in pulse-echo-mode and observing echoes from the cover. When the 

transducer is accurately aligned to the sample cover in pitch and yaw (and hence to 

platforms G and H), the received echo will have maximum amplitude and minimum 

pulse length.  

 

Once satisfactory pitch and yaw alignment are achieved, the transducer beam must 

be well aligned with the active area of the hydrophone in the x and y directions.  This 

is done by observing a pulse received by the hydrophone, from the transducer. 

Again, when the received pulse is maximised in amplitude the transducer beam can 

be assumed to be directly incident on the hydrophone active area. 

 

Step 3: Reference measurement 

At this point, a reference pulse measurement must be taken with no sample in place. 

This serves two purposes as described previously: measurement of pulse arrival time 

with no sample in place, ti, and calibration of the water velocity. 

 

Step 3a: ‘With sample’ measurements 

After a reference measurement has been taken, the sample is placed in the sample 

holder (F). At this point it is important to ensure that the sample is aligned such that 

it is exactly normal to the ultrasound beam propagating through it. This can be done 

by once again observing the pulse received by the hydrophone and adjusting the 

sample holder until it is of maximum amplitude. 

 

When satisfactory alignment of the sample normal to the ultrasound beam has been 

achieved, the time taken for the ultrasound beam to propagate through the water and 

sample, tl, can be measured. At this point, only longitudinal waves will propagate 

through the sample, and longitudinal wave propagation velocity may be calculated 

using Equation 4.3. 
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Step 3b: ‘With sample’ measurements: non-normal incidence of beam 

The next step is to rotate the sample with respect to the ultrasound beam as outlined 

above. The material characterisation jig includes an optical rotation stage for this 

purpose, which allows the sample to be precisely rotated by small increments with 

respect to the ultrasound beam. Recordings of the received pulse are taken over a 

range of angles. 

 

As the sample is rotated, mode conversion will lead to two separate pulses being 

received by the hydrophone: one due to longitudinal waves and one due to transverse 

waves. The amplitude of the longitudinal wave signal will diminish, eventually 

disappearing at the longitudinal wave critical angle, θcl, as described in Section 2.4. 

Simultaneously, the amplitude of the transverse wave signal will increase, before 

diminishing rapidly to zero at θcl, then increasing once again before diminishing to 

zero at the transverse critical angle, θct. At this point enough information is available 

to determine vt from Equation 4.8. Figure 4.14 shows an example of this behaviour, 

for an aluminium sample. 

Internal reflectionsInternal reflections

 

 

Figure 4. 14: Graphs showing influence of incident angle on transmitted signal amplitude. Note 

voltage has been offset for clarity on individual plots. Voltages shown are relative. 
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In each case the arrival time of the pulse is important for calculating longitudinal and 

transverse wave velocity, and the amplitude of the received pulses is also important 

as this is used to calculate longitudinal and transverse wave attenuation coefficients 

for the material. 

 

As noted previously, refraction of the wave means that the transducer position should 

be adjusted to align the ultrasound beam correctly with the active area of the 

hydrophone. This is done by adjusting the x-y stage to maximise the amplitude of the 

received signal as before. As the longitudinal and transverse waves follow different 

paths through the sample, the position of the transducer has to be adjusted twice to 

maximise both pulses, with separate recordings of the received signal. 
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4.5. Experimental Characterisation of Active Materials 

When characterising active materials, a range of fundamental material parameters 

was determined to provide indicators of the mechanical, electrical and piezoelectric 

properties of the material, and allow modelling of the material to verify data. These 

are listed in Table 4.1: 

 

TABLE 4. 1: MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL AND PIEZOELECTRIC PROPERTIES 

DETERMINED FOR PIEZOELECTRIC SAMPLES 

Parameter Symbol 

Density ρ 

Longitudinal propagation speed vl 

Acoustic impedance Z 

Stiffness at constant electric 

displacement c33
D 

Stiffness at constant electric field c33
E 

Relative permittivity at constant stress εR
T 

Relative permittivity at constant strain εR
S 

Piezoelectric stress constant e33 

Piezoelectric stiffness constant h33 

Piezoelectric modulus d33 

Electromechanical coupling coefficient kT 

Attenuation coefficient α 

 

To determine the material properties outlined in Table 4.1 for a given sample, one 

first measures physical properties of the sample: i.e. width and length, thickness, and 

mass. All of the subsequent data may be obtained from electrical impedance 

spectroscopy. 

 

Impedance measurements of samples were undertaken using an Agilent 4294A 

Precision Impedance Analyzer with a contact jig, made in-house. These are shown in 

Figure 4.15. For each sample, impedance magnitude and phase, resistance and 
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reactance, and parallel capacitance and susceptance were measured. The frequency 

range chosen was generally at least 2fa, and greater than 3fa where possible, to show 

3rd harmonic resonance data, where fa is the anti-resonant or mechanical resonant 

frequency. The Agilent 4294A has a measurement range of 40 Hz to 110 MHz: this 

dictated what could be measured. A measurement of capacitance is also taken at         

1 kHz and 2fa. The following data is then entered into a spreadsheet, as shown in 

Appendix A: device area, thickness and mass, electrical and mechanical resonant 

frequencies, and capacitance at 1 kHz and 2fa. From this, the complete set of 

piezoelectric properties required for a one dimensional model may be calculated. 

 

  

Figure 4. 15: Photographs of (a) Agilent 4294A impedance analyser and (b) fixture used for 

testing of bare piezoelectric materials  

 

Where possible, pulse echo measurements were also taken from the bare composite 

samples, using the set-up shown in Figure 4.16. The sample was placed on a 1 cm 

thick stainless steel block, which was electrically grounded. A signal pin, connected 

to a DPR500 Pulser Receiver (JSR, Pittsford, NY, USA) with remote pulser, was 

used to excite the sample and amplify any received echoes from the back face of the 

steel block, which were recorded on an Agilent 54641A digital oscilloscope (Agilent 

Technologies, South Queensferry, UK). Ultrasound transmission gel was used to 

ensure good contact between the steel block and samples.  
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Figure 4. 16: Pulse echo measurement set-up for bare composite samples. 

 

4.6. Piezoelectric Modelling Techniques 

A number of modelling methodologies may be used for piezoelectric materials. 

Three common ones are the Mason equivalent circuit, the KLM model and linear 

systems modelling (LSM). Some aspects of modelling methodologies are now 

considered briefly. 

4.6.1. Mason equivalent circuit 

To bypass the complexities of finding solutions to the wave equation for 

piezoelectric materials analytically, Mason designed an equivalent circuit which 

represented, in a purely electrical form, the one-dimensional case and could be 

solved using network theory. A piezoelectric material is represented as two acoustic 

ports and one electrical port, with the acoustic ports in turn represented by an ideal 

electromechanical transformer (Berlincourt et al., 1964). Thus the circuit is described 

completely in terms of electrical components, with mechanical terms represented by 

electrical terms such as impedance or admittance. This is demonstrated by the 

diagram of the Mason equivalent circuit shown in Figure 4.17. 
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For the acoustic ports of the equivalent circuits, 1 V represents unit force and 1 A 

represents unit velocity. In this figure, F1 and F2 represent the forces exerted on the 

transducer by adjacent media, U1 and U2 the particle velocities, I and V the current 

and potential applied, respectively, and w, l and t the width, length and thickness of 

the transducer respectively. The direction of poling is represented by x3. 

 

 

Figure 4. 17: Mason’s equivalent circuit for thickness expander plate (from Krimholtz et al., 

1970 © IET). 

 

This is associated with the following expressions for the components shown in    

Figure 4.17: 
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where characteristic impedance, Z0, is given by: 

 

D

tlwvZ ρ=0       4. 17 

 

and ω is the angular frequency, vt
D is the acoustic wave velocity, C0 is capacitance, 

jX complex impedance, β is the dielectric impermeability and N the ratio of turns of 

the transformer. Z0 is the characteristic impedance associated with the acoustic 

transmission line of length l equal to the transducer dimension in the direction of 

wave propagation. 

 

The Mason equivalent circuit, may be further simplified for an unloaded 

piezoelectric element as an RLC circuit in parallel with a further capacitor (Mason, 

1964), as shown in Figure 4.18. It should be noted that this is only valid around the 

resonant and anti-resonant frequencies. 

Cp
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Figure 4. 18: Equivalent circuit of a piezoelectric element, showing an RLC circuit in parallel 

with a capacitor 
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4.6.2. KLM model 

The Mason equivalent circuits were generally regarded to be flawed in that they 

required a negative capacitance at the electrical port of the circuit, as shown in    

Figure 4.18. Krimholtz, Lee and Matthaei (1970) designed alternative circuits for 

piezoelectric transducers, also in the form of thickness-expander plates, end-

electroded bars and side-electroded bars, which could incorporate the effects of 

acoustic transmission lines. The model for the thickness-expander plate has since 

become more commonly known as the KLM model and has been used to design 

HFUS transducers for medical imaging (Foster et al., 1991; Zipparo et al., 1997). 

The KLM equivalent circuit for a thickness expander plate is shown in Figure 4.19.  

 

 

Figure 4. 19: KLM equivalent circuit for a plate in thickness mode. This also applies to a bar 

geometry (from Krimholtz et al., 1970. © IET). 

 

In this case, the corresponding equations are as follows: 
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for angular frequency, ω. 

4.6.3. Linear systems modelling 

Jackson and Hayward (1983) devised a modelling system for piezoelectric 

transducers using linear system theory, where mathematical problems are simplified 

by treating properties of the system as linear. It is also a 3-port model and uses much 

of the same mathematical approaches as Powell et al. (1998) described in the next 

section. However, the approach of Jackson and Hayward was designed to provide 

greater intuitive insight into the mechanisms causing secondary effects (e.g. the 

electrical stimulation caused by the mechanical response to an initial electrical 

excitation and vice versa) than can be found using other modelling approaches. 

Voltage-charge feedback is used to model the secondary actions of the transducer. 

The transmission and reception cases are considered separately. 

 

In transmission, the transducer will be subjected to no incident force, only an applied 

voltage which will generate internal forces. Secondary effects are then produced 

because the internal forces generate a voltage across the transducer, and modify the 

total charge in the structure. The converse is true in reception, where no external 

voltage is applied, but a voltage will be generated by the internal forces experienced 

by the transducer structure. From this, further internal forces will be generated: i.e. 

secondary effects. A series of ‘feedback loops’ is incorporated into the model, to 

include secondary effects in final calculations. 
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Both mechanical and electrical secondary effects are present in the general three-port 

case, and incorporated into the model. A diagram of these is given in Figure 4.20, 

showing the front and rear acoustic ports and the electrical port, and the relevant 

feedback loops. The model can be extended for multilayer structures, but analysis 

becomes more complex as reverberations from additional layers are incorporated.  

 

 
Figure 4. 20: 3 port model devised by Jackson and Hayward (from Jackson & Hayward, 1984. © IEEE). 

 

Comparisons such as that of Sherrit et al. (1999) have shown that the various 

approaches lead to similar solutions, and have equal validity.  

 

4.7. Simulation using One Dimensional Modelling 

The Mason and KLM models have their basis in electrical engineering theory, while 

LSM has its basis in systems engineering and electronics. These methodologies were 

developed to remove the need to use lengthy repeated calculations when generating 

data on transducer performance. For example, the KLM modelling methodology is 

incorporated into commercially available PiezoCAD software (Sonic Concept Inc., 

Woodinville, WA). However, using these models requires understanding of electrical 

engineering concepts. The approach of the work for this thesis was more based in 
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physics theory, and as such a modelling approach less abstract from physical reality 

was considered more appropriate. Physical models are available, based on well 

established mathematics (Powell et al, 1998; Smith and Auld, 1991), that generate 

equivalent data to the other modelling techniques discussed above. The potential 

difficulties of undertaking repeated calculations were overcome by incorporating the 

physical model into a software modelling package for ultrasonic transducers, known 

as ODM (Cochran, Internal report, University of Strathclyde, 1997) which generates 

solutions to piezoelectric equations iteratively.  

 

This program takes user-input transducer parameters including element dimensions 

and material properties and performs mathematical operations based on solving the 

1D wave equation to produce simulations both of electrical output, in particular 

electrical impedance spectra, and also acoustic output, such as pressure. The 

multilayer transducer is the key technical structure of ODM. The mathematical 

approach to modelling such structures is based on the work of Powell et al. (1998). 

Each layer can be passive or active, and active layers can be piezoceramic, 

piezocomposite or piezopolymer.  

 

Physical Properties of the Transducers 

The shape (circular or rectangular) and lateral dimensions (width and length) are 

defined for the transducer structure as a whole. The characteristics of the individual 

layers are then defined: the thickness of each layer is specified, followed by 

piezoelectric properties of the material from which it is made. In the case of 

piezocomposites, the material properties for both active and passive phases of the 

composite are input and, treating the layer as a homogenised medium, effective 

properties of the composite are calculated, as described by Smith and Auld (1991). 

This is discussed further in this section. 

 

Electrical and Acoustic Definitions 

The acoustic connections between layers are defined by the ordering of the layers 

themselves. In the case of the front and back faces of the transducer, acoustic loading 

conditions are defined. Mechanical inputs for both faces must also be defined. In the 
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case of modelling transmission, these will be zero. For modelling of reception, these 

will be descriptions of transient inputs, or zero.  

 

The electrical connections within the transducer may also be defined when preparing 

the model. Only active layers can be connected to an electrical circuit. Layers may be 

connected in a combination of parallel or series configurations, as specified by the 

user. 

 

Mathematical Principles of ODM 

The mathematical principles of ODM are based on multilayer transducers. More 

information can be found in Powell et al. (1998), but the main points are discussed 

below due to the importance to this thesis. 

 

The approach of Powell et al. (1998) produces a system of equations which may be 

solved to describe the forces present within each layer, and the radiated force from 

the front and back layers of the complete transducer structure. Loading effects of 

external circuitry may also be included to improve the validity of the model. It is 

always assumed that lateral dimensions of the transducer are much greater than the 

thickness dimension.  

 

 

Figure 4. 21: Layered structure as used in ODM (from Powell et al. (1998) © IEEE). 

 

A layered structure, such as that shown in Figure 4.21 is assumed. The behaviour of 

any layer will be governed not only by the electrical and mechanical stimuli of that 
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layer, but also by the electromechanical behaviour of neighbouring layers. The 

structures modelled for the work described in this thesis contained only one active 

layer. However, passive layers will impart mechanical loading, which must be 

considered. 

 

Powell et al. (1998) described the behaviour of a layered structure in terms of force 

and voltage. 

 

Force 

Consideration of this multi-layered approach starts with the constitutive equations, as 

discussed in Section 2.6, namely: 
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Hooke’s Law states that cST =  and S may be expressed in the form
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x is layer thickness and ξ is the particle displacement. Hence: 
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Differentiating Equations 4.26 and 4.27 with respect to x yields: 
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This is the wave equation for plane compressional waves travelling in a plate. 

 

Equation 4.30 is more conveniently solved in the Laplace domain, i.e. setting: 
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forξ , the equivalent of ξ in the Laplace domain and s the complex Laplacian 

operator. 

 

The relevant solution to this is: 
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where the first and second terms represent the forward and backward travelling 

waves. Φ and Ψ are the complex amplitude functions of these waves respectively, 

dependent on the relevant boundary conditions. 

 

The build up of charge on each layer must also be taken into account. In the Laplace 

domain, for a transducer of cross sectional area, A, the surface charge, Q  is given by: 
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ADQ =       4. 34 

 

The layer in question has no free charge, so application of Gauss’s Law and the 

previous assumption of unidimensional resonance in the x-direction means: 
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Combining Equations 4.32 and 4.33 gives an expression for
x∂

∂ξ
 as follows: 
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D and S in Equation 4.24 can be substituted with expressions from Equations 4.34 

and 4.36 respectively, to form an expression for T: 
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This expression for stress can be rewritten to express the force on a transducer, of 

area A: 
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where Zc(i) is the characteristic acoustic impedance of the transducer layer (i) with 

density ρ(i) and velocity vl(i) such that:  
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AiviZ lic )()()( ρ=      4. 39 

 

Voltage 

The voltage across each layer is found by substituting the expressions for S and D, in 

Equations 4.34 and 4.36 respectively, and integrating the equation for electric field, 

Equation 4.25, from x = 0 to x = x(i): 
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where )(iV  is the voltage across layer (i), h(i) is the piezoelectric stiffness constant of 

layer (i), )(iQ is the charge stored on layer (i), C0(i) is the static capacitance of layer 

(i), vl(i) is the velocity of layer (i) and Φ(i) and Ψ(i) are amplitude functions associated 

with layer (i). 

 

The consideration of voltage across each layer can take into account the amplitude 

factors of the forward and backward travelling waves of force: 
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where )(iFF and )(iBF  are the forward travelling component referenced to x = 0 and 

the backward travelling component referenced to x = x(i) respectively, and t(i) is the 

time taken to travel across layer (i). 

 

The following boundary conditions may be set, based on continuity of particle 

displacement and force at interfaces between layers: 
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0)1()( =+= = xiixxi FF   4. 44  0)1()( =+= = xiixxi ξξ   4. 45 

 

The forward component can now be written in terms of both electrical and 

mechanical parameters: 
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as can be the backward component: 
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where y

xT  and y

xR are the transmission and reflection coefficients for waves of force 

travelling from x to y, given by: 
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Substitution of the expressions for Φ(i) and Ψ(i), given in Equations 4.42 and 4.43, 

into Equation 4.41 gives the voltage across each layer as: 
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  4. 50 

 

With Equations 4.46, 4.47 and 4.50, the forces and voltages present in the active 

layer of the structure are fully described. 

 

The modelling approach of Powell et al. (1998) was designed for multi-layer 

structures, and as such is extended to include the influence of neighbouring layers to 

the force and voltage present in a specific layer. However, in this thesis, only single 

active layers are considered. For simplicity, passive layers were modelled as 
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mechanical loads rather than distinct layers. ODM remains suitable for this situation. 

Mechanical loading conditions i.e. the acoustic impedance of the front and back face 

loads, are input into the programme, and it is from this that the reflection and 

transmission coefficient of waves generated in the active material are determined. 

Where modelling was carried out for bare composite, the acoustic impedance of air, 

4.13 x 10-4 MRayl was used for back and front face loading. For modelling of 

transducers in casing, acoustic impedance of 7 MRayl, representing tungsten loaded 

epoxy of volume fraction 0.2, was used for the back face and either air (4.13 x 10-4 

MRayl) or water (1.48 MRayl) was used for the front face depending on which of 

these front face loading conditions was being investigated. 

 

As there are no mechanical or electrical contributions to the composite from 

neighbouring layers, Equation 4.46 for the forward wave component may be 

rewritten as: 
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and Equation 4.47 for the backward wave component as: 
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As an example, consider a piezocomposite, with 50% volume fraction, made from 

PZT (CTS3203HD, CTS Corp, Albuquerque, NM, USA) and RX771/HY1300 

(Robnor Resins Ltd, Swindon, UK). The material properties of this composite are 

given in Table 4.2. The front face loading is water and the back face is tungsten 

loaded epoxy of 20% tungsten volume fraction. 
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TABLE 4. 2: MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF 50% VOLUME FRACTION CTS3203HD AND 

RX771 PIEZOCOMPOSITE 

Parameter Value 

vl (ms-1) 3980 

c33
E (Nm-2) 3.81 x 1010

 

e33 (Vm-1) 14.4 

εR
S
 712 

ρ (kg m-3) 4470 

Z (MRayl) 17.8 

c33
D (Nm-2) 7.09 x 1010 

h33 (Vm-1) 2.28 x 109 

kT 0.68 

 

ODM simulation data for the frequency-dependent electrical impedance is shown in 

Figure 4.22(a) and internal and external forces generated on each composite are 

shown in Figure 4.22(b). The applied voltage in this case is a 100 V amplitude 

impulse. Note that an arbitrary time delay has been added in Figure 4.23(b) for 

illustration purposes. 
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(b) 

Figure 4. 22: (a) Impedance magnitude and phase of a composite and (b) external and internal 

forces on front and back face over time. 

 

It can be seen that the amplitudes of internal forces are larger than the external forces 

on both faces: more energy is reflected than transmitted at the layer boundary. This is 

to be expected because of the significant acoustic mismatch on both faces. From 

Equations 4.51 and 4.52, forces generated are dependent on the transmission 

coefficient between the active material and its neighbouring layer. Similarly, the 

external force generated at the back face is larger than at the front face as the 

mismatch at the back face is less than at the front. This demonstrates the importance 

of having matching layers on the front face of a transducer. It also shows that a 

significant proportion of energy is transmitted through the back face into the 

contacting medium. 

 

Smith and Auld modelling of piezocomposite 

ODM treats all layers of the transducer structure being modelled as homogeneous 

and, working in only one-dimension, accepts only thickness mode parameters. 

However, piezocomposites such as MC characterised in the work for this thesis are 

not homogeneous, consisting of two phases: ceramic pillars and polymer matrix with 

significantly different material properties. For ODM to calculate solutions for a 
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piezocomposite material, homogenised thickness mode parameters are required. 

ODM therefore includes the ability to calculate thickness mode properties for a 

piezocomposite based on user-input parameters for the two phases, based on the 

method of Smith and Auld (1991). 

 

The Smith and Auld method of modelling 1-3 piezocomposites as a homogeneous 

medium applies in the case where the ceramic pillars are sufficiently tall and narrow. 

The physical principles behind this model are described in detail in Smith and Auld 

(1991); a brief description is given here. Put simply, the material parameters of a 

composite are described in terms of the material properties of the constituent ceramic 

and polymer materials, and the volume fraction of each. The geometric configuration 

and axes of the piezocomposite are as shown in Figure 4.23.  

 

Figure 4. 23: 1-3 piezocomposite configuration, showing x, y and z axes referred to in main text. 

 

Certain approximations are used as follows: 

 

• Firstly, key parameters, such as stress, strain, electric field and displacement 

are assumed to be constant along the x and y axes of the composite. This is 

not true in reality, but the averaging of these properties across the composite 

structure allows this assumption to hold. 
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• Secondly, it is assumed that the composite is a large, thin electroded plate 

(i.e. length and width are much greater than thickness) and that there is 

symmetry in the x-y plane, with zero electric field in the x and y directions. 

This is valid for the work reported here. 

 

• Thirdly, it is assumed that the thickness mode resonance leads to the ceramic 

and polymer phases oscillating exactly together. Strain in the ceramic and 

polymer phases are thus always equal. It is reasonable to assume this when 

the pillars are of sufficiently fine scale, but other behaviour is possible. 

 

• The fourth approximation is that the electric field through the thickness of 

each phase is equal. This is justified by the fact that the entire major 

composite faces are electroded, and hence equipotentials, and also because 

the dielectric constant of the ceramic material dominates the structure so 

completely, one can disregard the polymer phase in this respect. In the 

present work, ceramic has εR
S > 1300 and polymer has εR = 3.5. 

 

• The fifth approximation is that lateral stresses in both phases are equal, while 

the lateral strain of the ceramic phase is compensated by a complementary 

strain in the polymer. This approximation allows lateral clamping of the 

whole composite to be assumed. The actual strain of each phase is dependent 

on the volume fraction of the composite. Lateral strains can be expressed in 

terms of vertical (thickness) strain and electric field, so eliminating lateral 

parameters from the constitutive equations used to describe the composite. 

 

• Finally, approximations are made for the dependent coordinates. Again, the 

contributions of each phase are averaged across the whole composite, 

allowing expressions for the effective total stress and electric displacement to 

be defined. 

 

The constitutive equations for a composite are then defined as: 
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VF is volume fraction and ( )VFFV −= 1
~

. 

In practice, it is easier to solve the constitutive equations with S3 and D3 as the 

independent variables. Rearranging Equations 4.69 and 4.70 for this gives: 
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The required material parameters for a full analysis are then completed by the 

following definitions for density, p :  

 

pc FVVF ρρρ ~
+=      4. 63 

 

where the superscripts c and p indicate ceramic and polymer respectively. This gives 

expressions for the key parameters velocity, v , acoustic impedance, Z , and thickness 

mode coupling coefficient, Tk . 
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Using ODM to verify experimental measurements 

The primary reason for modelling the MC is to verify material properties measured 

experimentally. This is an unusual, but not unknown, approach previously used by 

e.g. Maréchal et al. (2006).  

 

For a standard dice-and-fill piezocomposite, the material properties are not 

determined fundamentally from measurements taken from the piezocomposite. 

Instead, the constituent materials are characterised individually, and the properties of 

the piezocomposites are then calculated using a method such as                             

Smith and Auld (1991). This is acceptable because the active phase of a dice-and-fill 

composite is made directly from a sheet of piezoelectric material whose material 

properties can be assumed the same before and after the composite fabrication 

process. However, the PZT bristle block used to make MC is moulded before the 

PZT is sintered. The influence of parameters such as material surface area on the 
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sintering process is significant, meaning there is no certainty that the piezoelectric 

properties of e.g. a PZT sheet, or bar, made by VPP are the same as those of a 

micromoulded PZT bristle block made by VPP. MC must therefore be treated as 

homogeneous material and characterised by direct measurement. 

 

Experimental measurements were taken from piezoelectric samples, either in the 

form of bare composite or after inclusion in a casing. The procedure for taking 

experimental impedance measurements was as described in Section 4.5 for both 

cases. 

 

Piezoelectric properties determined from experimental measurements were then 

entered into ODM and theoretical impedance data calculated from these for each 

composite. These were then compared with the impedance data measured 

experimentally. From the piezoelectric parameters listed in Table 4.1, only c33
E, e33, 

εR
T, εR

S, ρ and attenuation, α, are needed for ODM. These parameters were then 

adjusted until a good match was obtained between experimental and simulated 

impedance spectra. Results of properties determined with both experimental 

measurements and those used in simulation are given in Chapter 5. Fitting of 

simulations to experimental data using this approach requires good understanding of 

the influence of various material parameters on impedance spectra. As such, a 

number of simulations were undertaken to elucidate the results of variation of c33
E, 

e33, εR
T, and εR

S, as illustrated in Appendix B. 

 

The process for determination of piezoelectric properties could have been extended 

to mathematical parameter optimisation (Wu, 2005). This has potential disadvantages 

however. Several parameters are used to generate solutions, meaning it is possible 

that more than one solution can exist and erroneous results may be generated with an 

automated process. Experimental data may also be influenced by unwanted modes, 

for example intra-pillar modes, which are common in HFUS piezocomposites which 

may not be optimally designed. This would cause difficulty using a computational 

approach. It is easier to make allowance for these problems with the empirical 

approach described here.  
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It would not be essential to use ODM as the simulation tool in the material 

characterisation process as described here. A similar approach to determination of 

material properties is reported by Maréchal et al. (2006), using a unidimensional 

KLM equivalent circuit model. As with the work reported here, frequency dependent 

electrical impedance is recorded and then compared with a theoretically generated 

impedance plot. The piezoelectric material being characterised was a PZT thick film. 

The film was incorporated in a structure with five layers: gold front electrode, PZT 

thick film, gold back electrode, PZT/PGO barrier layer (where PGO is lead 

germanate) and porous PZT substrate. The KLM model of this structure could 

potentially have a large number of unknown input variables. This could compromise 

the accuracy of the material properties generated for the PZT film. To reduce the 

number of variables and simplify the model, vl and ρ (and hence, Z) were first 

determined for each layer. Other parameters (vl, kT, εR
S and mechanical losses, δm) 

were then found by fitting the theoretical electrical impedance to experimental data, 

in a similar manner to the work reported here. 

 

4.8. Fabrication of single element transducers 

When characterising piezoelectric materials, it is essential not only to determine the 

electrical properties of the material but also the ultrasonic performance. The most 

practical way to do this is to make a prototype transducer by incorporating the 

sample into a casing which can be easily connected to instrumentation designed for 

ultrasonic testing. This was done for the micromoulded composites studied in the 

work for this thesis.  

 

4.8.1. Transducer components 

The key components of this type of transducer design are described in the following 

sections: the casing, active element, backing layer and filler. These are shown in 

Figure 4.24. 
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Figure 4. 24: Cross section of single element PZT /polymer composite transducer. 

 

 

Casing: SMA Barrel 

The barrel used is an SMA Jack (F) – Jack (F) adapter. The outer barrel is made from 

gold-coated stainless steel. Inside, there is a conductive contact for signal connection. 

This is insulated from the rest of the barrel (i.e. electrical ground) by PTFE inserts. 

 

Active element 

The active elements of the transducers reported in this thesis are mostly 

PZT/polymer piezocomposite, but can be other active materials, for example LNO 

and monolithic PZT. A number of the transducers tested here were spherically 

focussed using the process described by Lockwood et al. (1993) and discussed in 

Section 3.2. 

 

Backing layer 

The backing layer is typically made from silver loaded conductive epoxy (e.g. Part 

No. 186-3616, RS Components, Corby, UK). This provides mechanical support and 

damping for the active layer, plus electrical connection to the signal pin of the SMA 

barrel. 
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Filler 

The filler material provides mechanical support for the piezocomposite/backing layer 

structure. It is made from an insulating microballoon-filled epoxy potting compound. 
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4.8.2. Fabrication Process 

a b c

 

Figure 4. 25: Fabrication procedure for single element transducer. Photographs from 

Aristizábal and Turnbull (2003 © IEEE) 

 

The fabrication process is illustrated in Figure 4.25. Starting with an SMA barrel (a), 

the active layer, with conductive backing layer already attached, and element shaping 

completed if required, is bonded to a signal pin and inserted into the socket of the 

SMA barrel (b). The barrel is then filled with insulating epoxy potting compound. 

Finally a gold ground electrode is deposited over the entire front face of the 

transducer. 

An example of a finished transducer is shown in Figure 4.26: 

 

Figure 4. 26: Photographs of (a) prototype high frequency single element transducer and (b) 

section of same transducer design (from Webster, 2009). 
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4.9. Basic testing of transducers 

4.9.1. Pulse shape 

Pulse shapes were taken in pulse-echo mode for all transducers studied in this thesis. 

Echoes were collected by reflection from a planar stainless steel surface. For 

focussed transducers, the transducer was positioned such that the steel surface 

coincided with the focal point of the transducer. This was achieved by observing the 

amplitude of the received signal and recording this at the point at which the signal 

was maximised. For unfocussed transducers, measurements were taken at a 

predetermined point beyond the near field boundary. Axial resolutions were 

calculated from pulse data using Equation 2.66. 

 

Where possible through-transmission measurements were also recorded, using a 

PVDF Membrane Hydrophone (Precision Acoustics, Dorset, UK) as a receiver. 

 

In all cases the transducer was driven by a DPR500 Pulser Receiver (JSR, Pittsford, 

NY, USA) with remote pulser. The load impedance of the remote pulser was 100 Ω. 

The transducer is connected directly to the remote pulser so no cable effects need be 

considered. Signals were collected using an oscilloscope: signals from transducer 

TH09 were recorded with an Agilent 54641A digital oscilloscope (Agilent 

Technologies, South Queensferry, UK) and for all other transducers with a Tektronix 

TDS2024B digital oscilloscope (Tektronix, Bracknell, UK). 

 

Experimental pulse shapes were then compared with data generated by ODM 

models, in both the time and frequency domains. Parameters for the ODM models 

were determined from impedance spectroscopy measurements, as before and the 

excitation pulse from the DPR500 pulser receiver was recorded and used as the 

electrical input for ODM models. The acoustic properties of the backing layer used 

were known and the resultant loading effects incorporated in the ODM model. Pulse 

amplitudes were normalised in all cases. Measurements expressed in dB are 

calculated from signal amplitude measurements using: 
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( )amplitudesignalnormaliseddB 10log20=    4. 67 

for pulse-echo measurements. 

4.9.2. Line Spread Function and Depth of Field 

Depth of field was measured for transducers which were focussed. This was done by 

recording echoes from the stainless steel surface at a range of axial distances from 

the steel, and plotting amplitude against axial position. An example is shown in       

Figure 4.27a. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. 27: Example of (a) depth of field and (b) line spread function from a high frequency 

transducer (JB1). 

 

The line spread function for each transducer was also measured. Data for this was 

collected by operating the transducer in pulse-echo mode and recording the received 

signals from a 5 µm diameter tungsten wire in water. Each transducer was once again 

positioned such that the focal point coincided with the wire. The transducer was then 

moved laterally in positive and negative directions, in steps of 10 µm until no signal 

was detectable. The amplitude of echoes received was then plotted against position. 

An example is shown in Figure 4.27b. The line spread function provides a useful 

measure of the lateral resolution of the transducer. 

 

4.10. Design of high frequency scanning system 

A 2D scanning system was developed to allow automated collection of B and C-

scans. The components of this included: JSR DPR500 High-frequency Pulser 
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receiver, Picoscope 5204 PC oscilloscope (Pico Technology, St Neots, UK), SG-SP-

26-100 XY automatic scanning stages with SHOT-602 stage controller (Sigma Koki, 

Tokyo, Japan), and LabVIEW control software (National Instruments, Newbury, 

UK). The LabVIEW programme used is described in Appendix C. These scan 

system components are now described in further detail. 

 

Pulser Receiver: The pulser receiver is connected via an RS232 port to a PC, from 

which control parameters for transducer excitation and reception are set using JSR 

software. These remained fixed at the following values: Trigger: internal; Pulse 

repetition frequency: 1.9 kHz; Pulse Energy: Low; Damping: 100 Ω; Receiver 

Bandwidth: 5–300 MHz. Receiver gain was adjusted according to the sensitivity of 

the transducer between 10 and 20 dB. 

 

Scanning stages: The scanning stages consist of two orthogonal (X and Y), 

motorized stages with a stage controller, connected via an RS232 connection to the 

PC. The stages move in 2 µm ‘steps’ in both directions and can be controlled either 

by manufacturer-provided software (for single movements) or programmed to set 

routines using a LabVIEW script. 

 

Picoscope: The Picoscope is a software driven oscilloscope, which may also be 

programmed, via LabVIEW, to collect data automatically. The Picoscope connects 

directly to a PC using a USB connection. The sampling rate can be set to a maximum 

of 500 MHz. 

 

The other components of this set-up are controlled by LabVIEW software. A 

photograph of the scan system components is shown in Figure 4.28a along with a 

schematic showing how the components were interconnected in Figure 4.28b. 
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Figure 4. 28: (a) Photograph of scanning system pulser receiver (A), transducer (B) and 

scanning stages (C) and (b) schematic of component connections with arrows 

showing direction of signals. 

 

Other components: To ensure correct positioning of the transducer relative to the 

object being scanned, the transducer is connected to a set of three micrometers 

(Standa, Vilnius, Lithuania), allowing x, y and z adjustment and two goniometers to 

adjust pitch and yaw (Melles Griot, Cambridge, UK). The height of the scanning 

stage ensemble may also be adjusted using a lab jack. 

 

Scanning system for TH9 

Scans conducted using transducer TH9 were carried out with a different earlier 

scanning system. An automated three-dimensional scanning stage (Physik 

Instrumente, Karlsruhe, Germany) was used in conjunction with a Gagescope PC 

oscilloscope (Gage, Lockport, IL) and was operated by a script written in MATLAB 

(The Mathworks, Cambridge, UK). The system used the same JSR pulser receiver. 

This system allowed automated scanning in the x, y and z dimensions. 
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4.11. Visualisation of collected data 

Data is saved in the form of an m x n array, where m corresponds to the number of 

individual A-scans collected, n to the number of points in each A-scan, and each 

individual point represents a voltage measurement from the Picoscope. This data was 

studied either by plotting individual A-scans, or by using the MATLAB function 

imagesc(data) to generate B-scan images, where voltages are represented as a colour 

scale. For the latter case, Hilbert transforms are performed on each individual A-scan 

to find the envelope of each pulse. This data is then converted to a dB scale before 

being represented as a colour map, an example of which is shown in Figure 4.29. 
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Figure 4. 29: Example of a B-scan image of an eye, generated by MATLAB from data collected 

from A-scans with a 32MHz transducer. 

 

4.12. Wires and tissue imaging 

For purposes of further characterisation some imaging was also done using the 

prototype HFUS transducers. The goal of this was to show that the transducers could 

potentially be used for diagnostic imaging. Improving the quality of resulting images 

was not within the scope of this work, and as such the scanning system set-up was 

not extensively optimised. RF data recorded was subjected only to averaging and 

logarithmic compression. 
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4.12.1. Tungsten wire scanning 

For the work reported here, a bespoke wire target was made using 5µm tungsten 

wire. Tungsten wire was chosen because it has very high acoustic impedance and 

therefore is highly reflective. The wires were loaded onto a holder, in a stepped 

fashion, designed such that wires were separated by 1 mm laterally and axially. A 

diagram and photographs of the wire holder are given in Figures 4.30(a) and (b) 

respectively.  

1 mm

1 mm

1 mm

1 mm

 

A

B

A

B

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. 30: Diagram of (a) Tungsten wire holder and (b) photograph of holder being scanned 

using HFUS transducer. 

 

This holder was designed to make beam profiling easier, as one can perform a simple 

B-scan across the wire and detect reflections of the beam from wires over an axial 

range of 12 mm, which is typically large enough to cover the depth of field of a 

transducer. 

 

To scan the tungsten wires, the target was submerged in water and a B-scan was 

performed across several of the wires, at a fixed height determined by the 

characteristics of the individual transducer. Wire scans were performed for all 

transducers studied in this thesis. 
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4.12.2. Ex-vivo tissue scanning 

Initial investigation of the efficacy of the transducer as a medical diagnostic tool was 

also undertaken. A number of applications were investigated. 

 

Eye scanning. This was undertaken using either ovine or porcine eyes, sourced from 

a local abattoir according to availability. In each case, an eye was placed in a small 

water container and scanned using the automated set-up. To stop movement of the 

eye during a scan a small holder was made from wire. As part of the work of this 

thesis, eye scans were undertaken using several transducers, both focussed and 

unfocussed. This was to assess the potential of these transducers for use in HFUS 

systems. 

 

Tooth scanning. Although not part of the work of this thesis, one of the MC 

transducers described in this thesis, AFMTH09, was also used for three-dimensional 

imaging of the enamel layer and dentine junction in ex-vivo tooth samples. This 

work was carried out by D. Hughes or University of Strathclyde and reported in 

Hughes et al. (2007). Tooth imaging is usually done using X-ray procedures. X-ray 

images are limited to two-dimensions and subject patients to doses of ionising 

radiation. Ex-vivo tooth samples were prepared to expose both enamel and dentine 

layers and encased in epoxy, as shown in Figure 4.31(a) before being imaged using 

the system described in Section 4.10. An example of a 3D rendering of a tooth 

sample is shown in Figure 4.31(b). It was concluded by Hughes et al. (2007) that this 

technique showed promise for use in diagnosis of caries.  
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Figure 4. 31: (a) Diagram of tooth samples encased in epoxy for imaging, showing enamel and 

dentine layers, with EDJ (enamel dentine junction) in between and (b) resulting 3D 

rendered HFUS image. 

 

4.13. Summary 

This chapter described the materials and experimental methods used for work 

described in this thesis. Results and some discussion of these are presented for 

material characterisation work in Chapter 5 and transducer testing in Chapter 6. 

Further discussion is presented in Chapter 7 and conclusions drawn from these in 

Chapter 8. 
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5. Results 

5.1. Introduction 

The chapter details results of characterisation of transducer materials. This starts in 

Section 5.2 by presenting results of W-loaded epoxy, as used in transducer backing 

layers. An investigation of a novel method for piezocomposite fabrication is also 

presented, ultra precision grinding.  

 

The remainder of the chapter concerns results of characterisation of a variety of 

piezoelectric materials. Section 5.3 contains results from preliminary experimental 

studies on a PZT-5A/polymer composite, made from commercially available 

materials using standard dice-and-fill techniques. 

 

Sections 5.4 and 5.5 contain results of characterisation of piezocomposites made 

using the PZT produced by viscous polymer processing (VPP). Results are presented 

from piezocomposites made using extruded PZT fibres contained in a polymer 

matrix in Section 5.4. Results from piezocomposites fabricated by applying the novel 

micromoulding technique discussed in Section 4.1 to VPP ceramic are then presented 

in Section 5.5. It is these composites that form the main focus of this thesis. 

 

For each sample in Section 5.4-5.5, a table describing the physical characteristics of 

the sample is given, followed by graphs showing simulated and experimentally 

measured electrical impedance spectroscopy data. A table of key piezoelectric 

parameters derived from electrical impedance data is then presented. In each case, 

the values calculated from simulation and direct measurements are given, along with 

the percentage difference between them. Where they exist, pulse-echo data are also 

presented, but this was not generated for all samples. 
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5.2. Transducer materials 

5.2.1. Characterisation of passive materials: W-loaded epoxy 

The passive materials used for fabrication of transducers significantly influence the 

performance of that transducer. As such it is important to know the mechanical 

properties of these materials, particularly at the intended frequency of operation of 

the transducer. The most recently fabricated MC transducers used backing layers 

made from W-loaded epoxy. Work was undertaken, in collaboration with R. Webster 

of University of Birmingham, to characterise W-loaded epoxy at high frequencies to 

aid in design of backing layers for HFUS transducers. Measurements were collected 

and data analysed by R Webster, using a specially designed and manufactured jig, 

designed by the author and described in detail in Section 4.3. The results were 

presented in Webster et al. (2007). Due to their relevance to the work of this thesis, 

results are also reported here. 

 

Several samples of W-loaded epoxy were fabricated, with a range of tungsten 

volume fractions. The maximum tungsten volume fraction that was tested was 0.4; 

above this volume fraction the W-loaded epoxy becomes electrically conductive. 

While this is not a problem for single element transducers it is not suitable for arrays 

where elements must be electrically isolated, It is therefore not appropriate to study 

W-loaded epoxy of volume fractions greater than 0.4. The density of each sample 

was calculated, and shown in Figure 5.1. As expected, the density of the sample 

increases linearly with increased tungsten volume fraction. 
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Figure 5. 1: Graph showing relationship between density and W-volume fraction in W-loaded 

epoxy. 

 

Propagation velocity, acoustic impedance and attenuation were then determined for 

longitudinal and transverse propagation within each sample. Time-of-flight and 

signal intensity of longitudinal and transverse waves were measured using the high 

frequency materials characterisation jig, following the procedure described in   

Section 4.4. Three measurements were taken for each tungsten volume fraction of 

tungsten loaded epoxy. From these measurements, longitudinal and transverse 

propagation velocities are calculated using Equations 4.3 and 4.8 respectively, while 

longitudinal attenuation coefficients are calculated using Equation 4.10. For epoxy 

with zero tungsten content the longitudinal velocity was 2503m/s with standard 

deviation of 101m/s and the transverse velocity was 1160m/s with standard deviation 

20m/s.  Transverse wave attenuation coefficients were not measured for these 

particular samples. The one dimensional modelling techniques used for the work of 

this thesis only requires information on the longitudinal wave attenuation of 

materials. It was therefore not considered necessary to obtain transverse wave 

attenuation information for this study. 
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Figure 5.: Graph showing (a) longitudinal and transverse velocities and (b) longitudinal and 

transverse wave acoustic impedances of Tungsten-loaded epoxy samples with 

increasing volume fraction, measured at 36MHz 

 

Graphs of the change in longitudinal and transverse velocities are shown in          

Figure 5.2a and corresponding acoustic impedances in Figure 5.2b. The calculated 

attenuation coefficients for longitudinal wave propagation are also shown for each 

sample, in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5. 2: Graph showing change in attenuation of longitudinal waves in Tungsten-loaded 

epoxy with increasing volume fraction. 

 

The calculated values for longitudinal velocity for volume fractions of tungsten 

between zero and 0.4 are in the range vl = 1500 – 2800 ms-1, corresponding to a 
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specific acoustic impedance range of Zl = 3 – 15 MRayl. For transverse waves, 

velocities are in the range vt = 800 – 1200 ms-1, corresponding to a specific acoustic 

impedance range of approximately Zt = 1 – 8 MRayl. The results show close 

correspondence with the theoretical model published by Devaney and Levine (1980). 

The acoustic impedance range described is suitable for use as a backing layer for 

piezocomposite active layers, which generally have longitudinal acoustic impedances 

of Zl = 12 – 22 MRayl in the case of PZT-polymer composites of volume fractions of 

VF = 0.3 – 0.7.  

 

The range of values of longitudinal wave attenuation coefficients shown in       

Figure 5.3 does not appear to show any distinct relationship with volume fraction. 

However, it can be seen that tungsten loaded epoxy is approximately twice as 

attenuative, at 30 dB/mm, as the unfilled epoxy, at 15 dB/mm. This shows the 

advantage of adding a filler material to a transducer backing layer. 

5.2.2. Ultra Precision Grinding 

A novel method for finishing of piezocomposites for HFUS applications, ultra 

precision grinding, was investigated as described in Section 4.2. Samples of standard 

dice and fill composites and also MC were prepared for high frequency operation, 

and the surface finish compared to that of standard lapping procedures. Surface 

finishes were assessed using a Dektak 3ST surface profiler (Veeco Instruments 

Limited, Cambridge). The Dektak is a stylus-based metrology system specifically 

designed for surface roughness measurements on microelectronics components, 

including polymers, with step height down to 10 Å, and scan lengths of up to 30 mm. 

As such, it is highly suited to measurements on the piezocomposite samples studied 

here. Results are now presented. 

 

LP1: Lapping of standard composite 

The DekTak surface profiler was used to record the surface profile of a conventional 

1-3 connectivity piezoceramic composite (denoted LP1). This is shown in Figure 5.4. 

The piezocomposite was made, using conventional dice-and-fill techniques, from 

PZT 5A (Morgan Electroceramics, Ruabon, UK) and RX771/HY1301 (Robnor 
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Resins, Cambridge, UK), and thinned using conventional lapping to a thickness of 

400 µm, corresponding to operational frequency of close to 5 MHz.  
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Figure 5. 3: Surface profile of LP1 

 

The surface height shows more than ±15 µm variation, equivalent to about 80% of 

the active layer thickness of 35 – 45 µm required for a 50 MHz transducer made with 

piezocomposite. This is insufficiently precise to produce the thin layers required for 

satisfactory high frequency operation 

 

 

LP2: UPG of Standard Dice-and-fill Composite 

A second sample of PZT5A composite, LP2, was then thinned using UPG.                

The sample was coated with a very thin layer (10 nm) of gold to facilitate scanning 

with a field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM). Figure 5.5(a) shows a 

SEM photomicrograph of LP2 after this process.  The surface of the ceramic is 

relatively rough at a microscopic scale while the surface of the polymer is smoother, 

indicating that grain pull-out may be occurring from the ceramic. However, there is 

little evidence of any physical discontinuity at the ceramic-polymer boundary. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5. 4: (a) SEM photomicrograph of boundary between ceramic pillar and polymer matrix 

in Sample LP2 and (b) corresponding surface profile. 

 

Further investigation of surface quality of LP2 was undertaken using the DekTak 

3ST surface profiler. A scan of length 500 µm was taken including the boundary 

between ceramic pillar and polymer matrix. This is shown in Figure 5.5(b). 

 

The height difference between the pillar and polymer is limited to less than 1 µm and 

is therefore small enough to be suitable for high frequency devices. In addition, the 

overall surface roughness is significantly better than that in Figure 5.4, produced 

with conventional lapping, with deviation not exceeding 3 µm. 

 

Lapping vs. UPG for micromoulded composites 

As micromoulded composites are central to the work of this thesis, UPG was also 

tested on a sample of micromoulded composite, and compared to a micromoulded 

composite prepared by traditional lapping. Sample LP3a was thinned using standard 

lapping and Sample LP3b was thinned using UPG. Surface profiles from LP3a after 

lapping and LP3b after UPG are shown in Figure 5.6.  Both samples show good 

surface flatness compared to measurements taken from the standard dice-and-fill 

piezocomposite. This is attributed in part to the smaller grain size and increased 

density of VPP PZT giving less grain pull-out. This has been shown to be an 

advantage of the VPP process. It can be seen that UPG produces a slightly better 

surface finish than conventional lapping. The surface deviation on sample LP3a is 

50µm 

Ceramic 

pillar 

Polymer 

Polymer Pillar 
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almost ± 2 µm compared to around ± 1 µm for LP3b. Clear periodicity can also be 

seen on the lapped sample, LP3a, suggesting less discontinuity between ceramic 

pillars and binding polymer in LP3b than in LP3a. 
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Figure 5. 5: Surface profiles from LP3a (blue line) and LP3b (red line). 

 

5.3. Active materials: standard composite SC1 

A composite material of volume fraction 0.3 was fabricated from PZ27 (PZT-5A) 

(Ferroperm, Kvistgaard, Denmark) and epoxy (RX771) using the dice-and-fill 

process. This was characterised using an impedance analyser and measured 

piezoelectric properties were verified using a one-dimensional model. The 

characterisation procedure used for piezocomposites in this work is described in 

more detail in Sections 4.5 and 4.7. The key objective of this specific investigation 

was to confirm, using a well-understood piezoelectric material, that the one 

dimensional model could be used to accurately characterise composite transducer 

materials. This would allow measurements of piezoelectric properties of 

micromoulded composites measured experimentally to be verified. Experimental 

measurements were therefore compared with simulations derived by two means. The 

first simulation used parameters derived directly from electrical impedance 

measurements made on the composite. The second used parameters calculated using 
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Smith and Auld composite homogenisation calculations, from parameters for the two 

constituent materials, PZ27 and RX771.  

 

The physical characteristics of this sample are given in Table 5.1, electrical 

impedance spectroscopy simulation and experimentally measured results are shown 

in Figure 5.7, and piezoelectric parameters derived from these measurements are 

given in Table 5.2.  

 

TABLE 5. 1: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SC1 

Parameter Value 

Area (m2) / shape 2.31 x 10-5 / square 

Thickness (µm) 320 

Piezoelectric Material PZ27 

Polymer RX771 

Volume fraction 0.3 

Pillar shape Square 

Pillar width (µm) / Aspect Ratio 200 / 1.5 

Electrodes Silver paint 

 

The main thickness mode resonance of this sample occurs at approximately 5 MHz.  

As can be seen, the one-dimensional model derived from impedance measurements 

fits extremely closely, while the simulation of impedance from Smith and Auld 

composite homogeneity calculations also matches well 
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Figure 5. 6: Electrical impedance spectroscopy measurement and simulation for SC1 

 

TABLE 5. 2: CALCULATED PIEZOELECTRIC PARAMETERS OF SC1 

Parameter 
Measured 

value 

Fitted 

value 

% 

difference 

Nominal 

value 

% 

difference 

ρ (kg m-3) 3240 3240 0 3120 +4 

v (ms-1) 3560 3560 0 3600 -1 

Z (MRayl) 11.55 11.55 0 11.25 +3 

c33
D (Nm-2) 4.11 x 1010 4.11 x 1010 0 4.05 x 1010 +2 

c33
E (Nm-2) 2.95 x 1010 2.95 x 1010 0 2.55 x 1010 +14 

εR
S 246 246 0 259 -5 

e33 (Cm-1) 5.04 5.04 0 5.86 -16 

h33 (Vm-1) 2.31 x 109 2.31 x 109 0 2.56 x 109 -11 

d33 (mV-1) #N/M N/M 0 1.45 x 10-10 N/M 

kT 0.53 0.53 0 0.61 -14 

α at 1 MHz 

(dB cm-1) 
N/M N/M N/M 3.13 N/M 

 

# N/M = Not measured 
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Most of the experimentally derived properties listed in Table 5.2 match nominal 

values to within a few percent, the notable exceptions being c33
E, e33 and kT. The 

discrepancies in these parameters may be explained by further inspection of the 

experimental impedance measurements. A spurious resonance occurs at around        

10 MHz: the cause is a lateral intra-pillar mode. The pillars within the composite do 

not have sufficiently great height-width aspect ratio. This may contribute to poorer 

energy conversion, because pillars with low aspect ratio have reduced value of k33, 

hence the composite has lower kT. This could also be due to other factors e.g. some 

depoling during fabrication, or non-ideal properties of that particular sample of 

PZ27. The values of c33
E and e33 are not independent of kT so all are altered. 

However, it is reasonable to state that the two objectives have been satisfied. Firstly, 

piezoelectric parameters measured experimentally are well matched to those 

produced theoretically by simulations from nominal properties of PZ27 and RX771. 

Secondly, simulations produced from direct measurements of composite materials 

are reasonably well matched to models produced from Smith and Auld equations for 

composite homogeneity. 

 

This is particularly useful when characterisation of novel micromoulded composites 

for this thesis is considered. As discussed previously, traditional characterisation of 

the active phase of these materials is impossible. The alternative method described 

here will allow these composites to be characterised. 

 

5.4. Active Materials: fibre composites 

A novel design for composite manufacture is to use extruded small diameter fibres, 

which are then packed together and bonded in a polymer matrix, as described in 

Section 4.1. Fibre composites have intrinsically high volume fraction if packed 

carefully. PZT fibres were produced with the VPP process and used to fabricate 

composites, which were subsequently characterised experimentally. The fibre 

composites tested were low frequency and made by a different process to 

micromoulded VPP composites. However, VPP fibre composite performance is a 

useful indicator of the performance of micromoulded VPP composites. Fibre 
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composites used in these experiments have been fabricated by bonding of PZT fibres 

in a RX771 polymer matrix. The PZT fibres used were made by extrusion of green 

state PZT, made using viscous polymer processing (VPP). Circular fibres of diameter 

250 µm and 100 µm were available from which three active piezocomposites, all of 

volume fraction 0.3, were fabricated.  Piezocomposites of thickness 990 µm and 240 

µm were made from 250 µm fibres, with the intention of comparing piezocomposites 

with ideal pillar aspect ratio (i.e. greater than three) and non-ideal aspect ratio. A 

piezocomposite of thickness 200 µm was made from 100 µm fibres to allow 

operational frequency to be increased without greatly compromising pillar aspect 

ratio. 

 

5.4.1. Results from FC1 

The first sample tested, FC1, was lapped to a thickness of 990 µm.  The physical 

characteristics of FC1 are given in Table 5.3, electrical impedance spectroscopy 

simulation and experimentally measured results are shown in Figure 5.8, and 

piezoelectric parameters derived from these measurements are given in Table 5.4. 

 

TABLE 5. 3: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FC1 

Parameter Value 

Area (m2) / Shape 2.27 x10-6  / Circle 

Thickness (µm) 990 

Piezoelectric Material PZT 5H (TRS600FG) 

Polymer RX771 

Volume Fraction 0.3 

Pillar shape Circular 

Pillar diameter (µm) / Aspect ratio 250 / 3.96 

Electrodes Cr-Au thin film 
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Figure 5. 7: Electrical impedance spectroscopy experimental measurement and simulation for 

FC1 

 

Clear resonant activity can be seen at approximately 2 MHz. Simulated impedance 

magnitude and phase from fitted data show a close fit to experimental data. Fitted 

values correspond well to measured values with the exception of e33, h33 and kT. 

These are all within 20% of the measured value however. 
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TABLE 5. 4: CALCULATED PIEZOELECTRIC PARAMETERS OF FC1 

Parameter Measured Value Fitted Value % difference 

ρ (kg m-3) 3160 3160 0 

v (ms-1) 3710 3719 <1 

Z (MRayl) 11.7 11.8 1 

c33
D (Nm-2) 4.36 x 1010 4.37 x1010 <1 

c33
E (Nm-2) 3.81 x 1010 4.00 x 1010 5 

εR
S 617 617 0 

e33 (Cm-1) 5.5 4.5 20 

h33 (Vm-1) 9.98 x 108 8.24 x 108 18 

d33 (mV-1) 1.26 x 10-10 1.03 x 10-10 18 

kT 0.35 0.29 18 

α (dB cm-1 @ 1 MHz) N/M 10 N/M 

 

The piezoelectric properties of this fibre composite are comparable with standard 

composites, in the case of Z and c33. kT is significantly lower than expected in a 

composite material, as are e33 and h33, but εR
S is higher than would be expected in a 

similar dice-and-fill composite, making this material useful for smaller area devices. 

The attenuation coefficient of this sample could not be measured experimentally. The 

value of attenuation used for modelling is higher than might be expected, however. 

Spurious resonances in this composite do exist e.g. at approximately 1 MHz, but 

these are of significantly smaller amplitude than the main thickness mode resonance.  

 

5.4.2. Results from FC2 

A second fibre composite sample was lapped to a thickness of 240 µm. This sample 

was denoted FC2. The physical characteristics are given in Table 5.5, electrical 

impedance spectroscopy simulation and experimentally measured results are shown 

in Figure 5.9, and piezoelectric parameters derived from these measurements are 

given in Table 5.6. 
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TABLE 5. 5: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FC2 

Parameter Value 

Area (m2) / Shape 2.27 x10-6 / Circle 

Thickness (µm) 240 

Piezoelectric Material PZT 5H (TRS600FG) 

Polymer RX771 

Volume Fraction 0.3 

Pillar shape Circular 

Pillar diameter (µm) / Aspect ratio 250 / 0.96 

Electrodes Cr-Au thin film 
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Figure 5. 8: Electrical impedance spectroscopy experimental measurement and simulation for 

FC2 
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TABLE 5. 6: CALCULATED PIEZOELECTRIC PARAMETERS OF FC2 

Parameter Measured Value Fitted Value % difference 

ρ (kg m-3) 3160 3160 0 

v (ms-1) 3890 3830 -2 

Z (MRayl) 12.1 11.9 -2 

c33
D (Nm-2) 4.72 x 1010 4.57 x 1010 -3 

c33
E (Nm-2) 3.18 x 1010 3.30 x 1010 +4 

εR
S 473 500 +6 

e33 (Cm-1) 8.03 7.50 -7 

h33 (Vm-1) 1.91 x 109 1.65 x 109 -14 

d33 (mV-1) 1.70 x 10-10 1.64 x 10-10 4 

kT 0.57 0.53 -8 

α (dB cm-1 @ 1 MHz) N/A 20 N/A 

 

FC2 showed a resonant frequency of approximately 8 MHz. The simulated data fits 

well to the experimental data and piezoelectric properties are also reasonably close to 

those expected for a composite of this sort, more so than FC1 in the case of kT, e33 

and εR
S. As before h33 is again lower than a standard composite. The values of 

piezoelectric properties generated by the theoretical model are within a few percent 

of the experimentally determined properties, apart from the case of h33. This is 

because the calculated value of h33 is derived from several other parameters, leading 

to an intrinsically greater error. 

 

The pillars in this sample are of approximately the same height as width, meaning 

that lateral modes will certainly be present but will not be detected in the impedance 

measurements because they are of the same frequency as the thickness mode. They 

also cannot be predicted using the one-dimensional model. Similarly, it is not 

possible to accurately compare the performance of FC1 with FC2 as had been hoped. 

This is a limitation of the one-dimensional model: the losses due to lateral modes 

cannot be assessed. Ideally, use of one-dimensional modelling should be limited to 

cases where the aspect ratio is large enough to separate thickness mode and lateral 
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mode resonances. In cases where the aspect ratio is less, finite element analysis 

should be used. 

 

5.4.3. Results from FC3 

A further fibre composite, sample FC3, was fabricated using smaller diameter fibres: 

100 µm rather then 250 µm. It was initially lapped to a thickness of 200 µm, and 

tested: at this point it was denoted FC3a. Physical characteristics of FC3a are given 

in Table 5.7. Electrical impedance spectroscopy simulation and experimentally 

measured results are shown in Figure 5.10, and piezoelectric parameters derived 

from these measurements are given in Table 5.8. 

 

TABLE 5. 7: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FC3a 

Parameter Value 

Area (m2) / Shape 2.27 x10-6 / Circle 

Thickness (µm) 200 

Piezoelectric Material PZT 5H (TRS600FG) 

Polymer RX771 

Volume Fraction 0.3 

Pillar shape Circular 

Pillar diameter (µm) / Aspect ratio 100 / 2 

Electrodes Cr-Au thin film 
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Figure 5. 9: Electrical impedance spectroscopy experimental measurement and simulation for 

FC3a 

 

TABLE 5. 8: CALCULATED PIEZOELECTRIC PARAMETERS OF FC3a 

Parameter Measured Value Fitted Value % difference 

ρ (kg m-3) 3170 3170 0 

v (ms-1) 3610 3580 -1 

Z (MRayl) 11.5 11.4 -1 

c33
D (Nm-2) 4.14 x 1010 4.06 x 1010 -2 

c33
E (Nm-2) 2.96 x 1010 2.96 x 1010 < +1 

εR
S 391 420 +7 

e33 (Cm-1) 6.40 6.40 < +1 

h33 (Vm-1) 1.85 x 109 1.72 x 109 -7 

d33 (mV-1) 1.55 x 10-10 1.58 x 10-10 2 

kT 0.53 0.52 -3 

α (dB cm-1 @ 1 MHz) N/M 5.5 N/M 

 

As with other samples, the fit of theoretical data to experimental data is good, and the 

piezoelectric properties measured and used for simulation are matched to within a 

few percent. The values are also very close to what would be expected for a 

comparable dice-and-fill composite, apart from h33 which is lower, as seen in 
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previous samples. Unlike previous samples, the resonant variations in impedance of 

this sample are much less attenuated than before. 

 

Finally, sample FC3 was lapped further to a thickness of 55 µm, and denoted FC3b. 

The physical characteristics of FC3b are given in Table 5.9 and experimentally 

measured electrical impedance spectroscopy results are shown in Figure 5.11. The 

aspect ratio of pillars in this sample is well below that normally required for a 1-3 

composite. Clear pulse echo signals were detected, as shown in Figure 5.12, with 

frequency around 17 MHz which corresponds with the electrical impedance 

spectroscopy measurement. For a composite of this thickness and composition, the 

resonant frequency would be expected to be around 33 MHz, and resonance can be 

seen at this frequency in the electrical impedance spectroscopy and pulse echo 

measurements. As discussed earlier in this section, one-dimensional models cannot 

simulate the influence of non-ideal pillar aspect ratios, so it is difficult to verify the 

source of the resonant activity shown and hence explain the dominant resonance at 

17 MHz. No table of properties is given for this sample for the same reason. Pulse-

echo measurement data was obtained; this is shown in Figure 5.12. 

 

This particular composite sample would not work effectively due to the pillars 

having greater width than height. For fibre composites to be used in high frequency 

transducers, fibres of significantly smaller diameter than those used in the work 

reported here would have to be fabricated, e.g. 10 µm for 50 MHz. Fibre composites 

are a cost effective way of producing active piezocomposite layers for HFUS 

transducers and absolute impedance magnitudes are of the order of 100 Ω, hence 

convenient for use with instrumentation, indicating further work to reduce fibre 

diameter would be beneficial. 
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TABLE 5. 9: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FC3B 

Parameter Value 

Area (m2) / Shape 2.27 x10-6  / Circle 

Thickness (µm) 55 

Piezoelectric Material PZT 5H (TRS600FG) 

Polymer RX771 

Volume Fraction 0.3 

Pillar shape Circular 

Pillar diameter (µm) / Aspect ratio 100 / 0.55 

Electrodes Cr-Au Thin film 
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Figure 5. 10: Electrical impedance spectroscopy measurement for FC3b 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5. 11: Pulse-echo signal from FC3b in (a) time-domain and (b) frequency domain. 
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5.5. Active materials: micromoulded composites  

The main aim of this thesis is determination of the potential for composites made by 

micromoulding of VPP PZT to be used as active materials for HFUS transducers. 

Several micromoulded composite samples were tested to determine piezoelectric 

properties of the material. Results from six of these samples are given in this section. 

 

For each sample, the following information is provided: a table of physical 

characteristics; a figure showing electrical impedance spectroscopy measurement and 

fitted simulation of electrical impedance; a table listing piezoelectric properties 

measured directly from the composite sample, piezoelectric properties used in the 

fitted simulation and theoretical piezoelectric properties of a standard PZT-5H 

(TRS600) of similar volume fraction to the composite sample for purposes of 

comparison. The percentage difference between measured property and fitted 

property, or nominal property is also given. Where available, a measurement of 

pulse-echo response from the composite is also provided. 

 

5.5.1. Results from MC1 

The first, very early, MC tested was denoted MC1 and is shown in Figure 5.13. This 

composite was made with only 18 pillars of width around 90 µm, and had a very low 

volume fraction, of less than 10% ceramic. The physical characteristics of MC1 are 

given in Table 5.10, simulated and experimentally measured electrical impedance 

magnitude and phase data are shown in Figure 5.14 and corresponding piezoelectric 

properties are given in Table 5.11.  
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500 µm500 µm

 

Figure 5. 12: Photograph of piezocomposite sample MC1. 

 

 

TABLE 5. 10: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MC1 

Parameter Value 

Area (m2) / Dimensions (mm) 1.70 x 10-6 / 1.0 x 1.7 

Thickness (µm) 140 

Piezoelectric Material PZT 5H (TRS600FG) 

Polymer RX771 

Volume Fraction 0.08 

Pillar shape Square 

Pillar Size (µm) / Aspect ratio 90 / 1.55 

Electrodes Cr-Au Thin film 
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Figure 5. 13: Electrical impedance spectroscopy experimental measurement and simulation for 

MC1 
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TABLE 5. 11: CALCULATED PIEZOELECTRIC PARAMETERS OF MC1 

Parameter 
Measured 

Value 

Fitted 

Value 

% 

difference 

Nominal 

Value 

(TRS600 

8%) 

% 

difference 

ρ (kg m-3) 1610 1610 0 1680 4 

v (ms-1) 3340 3310 1 3380 1 

Z (MRayl) 5.36 5.31 1 5.67 6 

c33
D (Nm-2) 1.79 x 1010 1.76 x 1010 2 1.92 x1010 7 

c33
E (Nm-2) 1.32 x 1010 1.4 x 1010 6 1.32 x1010 0 

εR
S 101 101 <1 111 10 

e33 (Cm-1) 2.04 1.80 12 2.42 19 

h33 (Vm-1) 2.28 x 109 2.01 x 109 12 2.45 x 109 7 

d33 (mV-1) 1.14 x 10-10 1.02 x 10-10 11 1.26 x 10-10 11 

kT 0.51 0.45 12 0.56 10 

α (dB cm-1 

@ 1 MHz) 
N/M 20 N/M 4.0 N/M 

 

It can be seen that the theoretical data is a reasonably good fit to experimental data, 

and that most of the piezoelectric properties measured correspond to within a few 

percent of values used in the theoretical fitted models, and within 10% of nominal 

values predicted for this composite. There are discrepancies between measured 

values of e33, h33, and kT and theoretical values; in each case the measured value is 

around 25% less than the nominal value and 12% less than the fitted value. The value 

of attenuation is significantly higher than expected, as seen in a number of previously 

studied composites. A pulse-echo signal was obtained from MC1; this is shown in 

Figure 5.15. 
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Figure 5. 14: Pulse-echo signal from MC1.  

 

5.5.2. Results from MC2 

A second MC, denoted MC2, was tested. This composite had ceramic volume 

fraction of 20%, with ceramic pillars of width 20 µm. Photographs of the composite 

are shown in Figures 5.16a and 5.16b. The physical characteristics of MC2 are given 

in Table 5.12, simulated and experimental electrical impedance magnitude and phase 

data are shown in Figure 5.17 and corresponding piezoelectric properties are given in 

Table 5.13.  

TABLE 5. 12: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MC2 

Parameter Value 

Area (m2) / Dimensions (mm) 3.13 x 10-6 / 1.77 x 1.77 

Thickness (µm) 75 

Piezoelectric Material PZT 5H (TRS600FG) 

Polymer RX771 

Volume Fraction 0.2 

Pillar shape Square 

Pillar Size (µm) / Aspect ratio 20 / 3.8 

Electrodes Cr-Au Thin film 
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500 µm500 µm

 

Figure 5. 15: Photographs of Composite MC2, including close up of small crack. 
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Figure 5. 16: Electrical impedance spectroscopy measurement and simulation for MC2 
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TABLE 5. 13: CALCULATED PIEZOELECTRIC PARAMETERS OF MC2 

Parameter 
Measured 

Value 

Fitted 

Value 

% 

difference 

Nominal 

Value 

(TRS600 

23%) 

% 

difference 

ρ (kg m-3) 2700 2700 0 2700 0 

v (ms-1) 3720 3730 <1 3710 <1 

Z (MRayl) 10.0 10.1 1 10.0 0 

c33
D (Nm-2) 3.73 x 1010 3.75 x 1010 <1 3.72 x 1010 <1 

c33
E (Nm-2) 2.49 x 1010 2.7 x 1010 9 2.02 x 1010 19 

εR
S 181 181 0 320 76 

e33 (Cm-1) 4.46 4.1 8 6.94 56 

h33 (Vm-1) 2.79 x 109 2.56 x 109 8 2.45 x 109 13 

d33 (mV-1) 1.20 x 10-10 1.09 x 10-10 9 1.87 x 10-10 55 

kT 0.58 0.52 10 0.68 18 

α (dB cm-1) 

@ 1 MHz 
N/M 15 N/M 3.07 N/M 

 

 

The fit of theoretical impedance data to experimentally obtained data is reasonably 

good. All parameters used in the fitted model match to within 10% of the 

experimentally measured parameters, with kT slightly lower than measured and 

associated reductions in e33 and h33 and a larger c33
E.  

 

The experimental parameters differ more significantly from nominal parameters 

calculated for an equivalent dice-and-fill composite, in this case assumed to have 

volume fraction 23%. The values of kT, h33 and c33
E measured experimentally for this 

sample differ by between 10-20%. εR
S and e33 are significantly lower however, by 

76% and 56% respectively, with the value of εR
S

, 181, significantly lower than 

expected for a composite of this volume fraction. e33 is calculated from measurement 

of permittivity and so would be expected to be lower too. 
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As discussed previously, ceramic pillars fabricated by micromoulding do not 

necessarily have identical properties to those made from bulk materials by dice-and-

fill. However, as shown in Figure 5.16, sample MC2 was cracked, which made 

estimation of active area difficult because it was difficult to tell whether a section of 

the composite had become electrically isolated. This may have compromised the 

determination of εR
S

 for this sample. The value of attenuation used for the fitted 

model is significantly higher than the nominal value, as has been seen in most 

previous cases. Pulse-echo signals were also successfully acquired for this sample as 

shown in Figure 5.18. 
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Figure 5. 17: Pulse-echo signal from MC2 in (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain. 

 

There is a clear pulse echo signal received from MC2. The frequency spectrum 

shows two peaks around the main resonance at 20-25 MHz: this can also be seen in 

the impedance spectra. Again this may be due to the crack in the sample. 

 

5.5.3. Results from MC3 

A further composite was tested, denoted MC3, and is shown in Figure 5.19. This 

composite had volume fraction of around 20%, with ceramic pillar diameter of 

approximately 18 µm. The physical characteristics of MC3 are given in Table 5.14, 

simulated and experimental electrical impedance magnitude and phase data are 

shown in Figure 5.20 and corresponding piezoelectric properties are given in     

Table 5.15. 
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500 µm500 µm

 

Figure 5. 18: Microscope photograph of MC3 

 

TABLE 5. 14: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MC3 

Parameter Value 

Area (m2) / Dimensions (mm) 6.25 x 10-6 / 2.5 x 2.5 

Thickness (µm) 115 

Piezoelectric Material PZT 5H (TRS600FG) 

Polymer RX771 

Volume Fraction 0.2 

Pillar shape Circular 

Pillar Size (µm) / Aspect ratio 18 / 6.4 

Electrodes Cr-Au Thin film 
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Figure 5. 19: Electrical impedance spectroscopy experimental measurement and simulation for 

MC3 

 

TABLE 5. 15: CALCULATED PIEZOELECTRIC PARAMETERS OF MC3 

Parameter 
Measured 

Value 

Fitted 

Value 

% 

difference 

Nominal 

Value 

(TRS600) 

% 

difference 

ρ (kg m-3) 2350 2350 0 2360 <1 

v (ms-1) 3630 3610 <1 3660 1 

Z (MRayl) 8.53 8.48 <1 8.57 <1 

c33
D (Nm-2) 3.10 x 1010 3.06 x 1010 1 3.11 x 1010 <1 

c33
E (Nm-2) 2.30 x 1010 2.40 x 1010 4 1.78 x 1010 22 

εR
S 205 210 2 251 22 

e33 (Cm-1) 3.7 3.5 5 5.43 47 

h33 (Vm-1) 2.04 x 109 1.88 x 109 8 2.45 x 109 20 

d33 (mV-1) 1.21 x 10-10 1.14 x 10-10 6 1.75 x 10-10 44 

kT 0.49 0.46 6 0.65 33 

α (dB cm-1 

@ 1 MHz) 
N/M 20 N/M 5.44 N/M 
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As with MC2, the theoretical data for electrical impedance matches the experimental 

measurement well, and the parameters used for this model are all within 10% of the 

values measured.  As before kT, e33 and h33 are slightly lower than for the theoretical 

model. 

 

When compared to nominal values for this composite, kT is again lower than might 

be expected, by around 30%, and c33
E, h33, and εR

S all differ by around 20-25%. As 

was the case with MC2, e33 is around 50% lower than predicted by nominal values. 

However, the values measured for MC3 are approximately consistent with MC2. 

Attenuation is also very different to the nominal value, as was the case with 

previously tested composites. 

 

5.5.4. Results from MC4 

Sample MC4 was made with ceramic pillars of approximately 20 µm diameter, and 

had overall volume fraction of around 13 %. The low overall volume fraction in this 

case was caused by part of the sample missing pillars: this can be seen on Figure 

5.21. This sample was used for the investigation into UPG, as discussed in Section 

5.2.2. The physical characteristics of MC4 are given in Table 5.16, simulated and 

experimental electrical impedance magnitude and phase data is shown in Figure 5.22 

and corresponding piezoelectric properties are given in Table 5.17.  

 

TABLE 5. 16: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MC4 

Parameter Value 

Area (m2) / Dimensions (mm) 6.72 x 10-6 / 2.4 x 2.8 

Thickness (µm) 79 

Piezoelectric Material PZT 5H (TRS600FG) 

Polymer RX771 

Volume Fraction 0.13 

Pillar shape Hexagonal 

Pillar Size (µm) /Aspect ratio 20 / 4 

Electrodes Cr-Au Thin film 
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Figure 5. 20: Microscope photographs showing MC4 and close-up of a section of pillars. 
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Figure 5. 21: Electrical impedance spectroscopy experimental measurement and simulation for 

MC4 
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TABLE 5. 17: CALCULATED PIEZOELECTRIC PARAMETERS OF MC4 

Parameter 
Measured 

value 

Fitted 

value 

% 

Difference 

Nominal 

value 

% 

Difference 

ρ (kg m-3) 2020 2020 0 2020 0 

v (ms-1) 3530 3540 <1 3530 0 

Z (MRayl) 7.12 7.14 <1 7.12 0 

c33
D (Nm-2) 2.51 x 1010 2.52 x 1010 <1 2.51 x 1010 0 

c33
E (Nm-2) 1.75 x 1010 1.85 x 1010 6 1.55 x 1010 11 

εR
S 81.1 81.1 0 181 123 

e33 (Cm-1) 2.34 2.20 6 3.93 68 

h33 (Vm-1) 3.26 x 109 3.06 x 109 6 2.45 x 109 25 

d33 (mV-1) 9.31 x 10-11 8.7 x 10-11 7 1.56 x 10-10 67 

kT 0.55 0.52 5 0.62 13 

α (dB cm-1 

@ 1 MHz) 
N/M 15 N/M 3.6 N/M 

 

The simulated electrical impedance data fits well to experimental data and, as with 

the majority of other composites tested, experimentally derived properties match well 

to those used in the simulation of MC4, to within 10% in all cases. Nominal values 

for the composite differ significantly however. kT is lower than expected for a 

standard composite of this volume fraction, while c33
E and h33 are lower and higher, 

respectively. Measurements of e33 and εR
S differ most significantly, being less than 

60% and 50% of the respective nominal values calculated, although the measured 

values correspond reasonably well to measurements of other composites of low 

volume fraction. The value of attenuation used for the model is significantly lower 

than the nominal value, as has been seen previously. 

 

5.5.5. Results from MC6 

The final composite made and tested is denoted MC6. This composite was of volume 

fraction just under 0.5 and contained circular pillars of around 25 µm width. The 

sample had thickness of 53 µm, and resonant frequency of around 38 MHz. 
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Photographs of MC6 are given in Figure 5.23. The physical characteristics of MC6 

are given in Table 5.18, simulated and experimental electrical impedance magnitude 

and phase data are shown in Figure 5.24 and corresponding piezoelectric properties 

are given in Table 5.19. 

 

  

Figure 5. 22: Microscope photographs of MC6. 

 

TABLE 5. 18: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MC6 

Parameter Value 

Area (m2) / Dimensions 3.02 x 10-6 / 1.81 x 1.67 mm 

Thickness (µm) 53 

Piezoelectric Material PZT 5H (TRS600FG) 

Polymer Epofix 

Volume Fraction 0.46 

Pillar shape Circular 

Pillar Size (µm) / Aspect ratio 25 / 1.8 

Electrodes Cr-Au Thin film 
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Figure 5. 23: Electrical impedance spectroscopy measurement and simulation for MC6 

 

Figure 5.24 shows there is a good fit between experimentally derived and simulated 

impedance data. It can also be seen that the resonance characteristics for this 

composite are significantly more distinct than for previously measured composites, 

suggesting this composite is much less attenuative. The value of attenuation used for 

the one dimensional model, 5.5 dB/cm is much closer to the nominal value,            

2.11 dB/cm, than was found to be the case in other composite samples. The values of 

piezoelectric parameters used for the one-dimensional model are all very well 

matched to the measured values, to within no more than 2-3% error in all cases. 

When measured values are compared to nominal values for a standard composite of 

this volume fraction, similar discrepancies are observed to previously tested 

composites. Once more, the nominal value of kT, 0.71, is around 40% higher than the 

measured value of 0.51. The nominal values of h33, εR
S and e33 are also higher than 

was measured for MC6, by around 16%, 40% and 60% respectively while the 

nominal value of c33
E is lower than the measured value. 

 

TABLE 5. 19: CALCULATED PIEZOELECTRIC PARAMETERS OF MC6 

Parameter Measured Fitted % Nominal % 
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Value Value Difference Value (50% 

TRS600) 

Difference 

ρ (kg m-3) 4280 4280 0 4250 1 

v (ms-1) 3970 3980 <1 3920 1 

Z (MRayl) 17.0 17.0 0 16.7 2 

c33
D (Nm-2) 6.76 x 1010 

6.77 x 

1010 
<1 6.54 x 1010 3 

c33
E (Nm-2) 5.00 x 1010 

5.00 x 

1010 
0 3.18 x 1010 36 

εR
S 447 460 3 640 43 

e33 (Cm-1) 8.35 8.50 2 13.8 65 

h33 (Vm-1) 2.11 x 109 
2.09 x 

109 
1 2.44 x 109 16 

d33 (mV-1) 1.24 x 10-10 
1.25 x 

10-10 
1 2.11 x 10-10 70 

kT 0.51 0.51 0 0.72 40 

α (dB cm-1 @ 

1 MHz) 
N/M 5.50 N/M 2.11 N/M 

 

5.6. Summary 

This chapter presented results from HFUS characterisation of W-epoxy, a material 

used to make passive backing layers in ultrasound transducers including TH13 and 

TH16 reported here, and results from tests of a novel method of piezocomposite 

finishing, UPG. These results are discussed in detail in Section 7.1. This was 

followed by results from experimental characterisation of a number of PZT 

composite samples, in the form of standard dice-and-fill composite, VPP fibre 

composite and micromoulded VPP composite. Further discussion of these results is 

in Section 7.2-7.3. 

 

The next chapter presents results from ultrasonic characterisation of single element 

transducers made with VPP composites. Results from characterisation of a PZT dice-
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and-fill composite transducer and a lithium niobate transducer and are also presented 

for purposes of comparison. 
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6. Transducer testing and applications testing 

6.1. Introduction 

This chapter outlines basic characterisation measurements taken from seven 

prototype transducers. These are: 

• unfocussed micromoulded composite transducer TH10 of frequency 26 MHz; 

• focussed micromoulded composite transducers TH09, TH16 and TH13, of 

frequencies 36, 43 and 32 MHz respectively.  

• a focussed 51 MHz transducer, JB1, fabricated by Jeremy Brown (Dalhousie 

University, Nova Scotia) from standard dice-and-fill CTS3203HD PZT 

piezocomposite 

• a 60 MHz unfocussed Lithium Niobate transducer, LNO60; 

 

JB1, TH09, TH16 and TH13 were spherically focussed by mechanically shaping the 

active element, using the technique reported by Lockwood et al. (1994). All 

transducers, except JB1, were fabricated by AFM Ltd. Index numbers used for each 

transducer are as supplied by AFM Ltd. Transducers TH9, TH10, LNO60 and JB1 

were all encased in standard SMA casings with silver-loaded epoxy backing layer. 

TH13 and TH16 were encased in commercial grade packaging with W-loaded epoxy 

backing layers. 

 

Electrical impedance magnitude and phase data is shown for each transducer 

alongside simulated data from the one-dimensional model. Pulse shapes and axial 

resolution were determined for all transducers and depth of field measurements and 

lateral resolution measurements were taken for all focussed transducers, using the 

procedures described in Section 4.9. Basic measurements were performed in water 

but for the purpose of calculations the medium is assumed to be tissue (vl = 1540 

m/s). 

 

Representative 2D B-scan images are also presented for the transducers. As 

transducer and characterisation equipment availability both varied and evolved 

during the period of the study, it was not always possible to carry out testing in a 
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systematic and methodical manner. The data presented is thus intended to be 

illustrative of the nature and performance of these transducers   

6.2. Basic testing: Transducers made with standard 

materials 

6.2.1. Results from JB1 

The primary reason for testing of JB1 was to provide comparative data for the 

prototype transducers being tested in this investigation. Although not a commercial 

device, JB1 was fabricated using well-established fabrication methods, in terms of 

both composite and transducer manufacture. Physical characteristics of JB1 are given 

in Table 6.1. 

 

TABLE 6. 1: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF JB1 

Parameter Value 

Piezoelectric material Diced PZT (CTS3203HD) Composite 

Element diameter (mm) 3.3 

Element thickness (µm) 30 

Operational frequency (MHz) 51 

Focal distance (mm) 9.1 

f-number 2.8 

 

Shown here are data measured experimentally from JB1. Electrical impedance 

magnitude and phase are shown in Figure 6.1. Experimental pulse-echo responses are 

shown in Figure 6.2 at the transducer focal point, 9.1 mm. Figure 6.3 shows a line 

spread function from the focal depth of the transducer and the depth of field 

measurement is shown in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6. 1:Experimental measurement of impedance magnitude and phase of JB1 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. 2: Pulse-echo from stainless steel flat surface from JB1 in (a) time and (b) frequency 

domains. 
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Figure 6. 3: Line spread function from 

transducer JB1 

Figure 6. 4: Depth of field measurement for 

JB1. 
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TABLE 6. 2: STATISTICS FOR JB1 PULSE-ECHO MODE 

Parameter Threshold -3dB -6 dB -20 dB 

Bandwidth (MHz) Experimental 23 31 48 

Q Experimental - 1.6 - 

Pulse Length (ns) Experimental 39 48 59 

Axial Resolution (µm) Experimental 30 37 45 

Theoretical - 85 - 
Lateral Resolution (µm) 

Experimental 55 80 155 

Theoretical - 1.63 - 
Depth of Field (mm) 

Experimental 1.0 1.5 2.7 
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Figure 6. 5: B-scan image of single 5 µm Tungsten wire at focus of JB1 

 

Measurements of bandwidth and resolution for this transducer are outlined in      

Table 6.2.  The -6 dB bandwidth of this transducer is 31 MHz, giving Q of 1.5. The 

axial resolution of the transducer is 37 µm at -6 dB; lateral resolution is 80 µm and 

depth of field 1.5 mm. In all cases, experimental measurements are reasonably close 

to theoretically calculated values. 
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Figure 6. 6: B-scan image of porcine eye from JB1. 

 

Figure 6.6 shows a B-scan of a porcine eye generated using JB1. The image shows 

good resolution, as expected from basic measurements, and anatomical features of 

the eye – the cornea and lens, can be clearly seen. Nevertheless, the low sensitivity 

and relatively large focal distance of JB1 (~1 cm) lead to a rather poor SNR in the 

image. 

 

6.2.2. Results from LNO60 

LNO60 is a flat (unfocussed) single element transducer of diameter 1.3 mm, with 

operational frequency of approximately 60 MHz. The primary reason for testing this 

transducer was again to provide comparative data for the transducers made using 

MC. Although this transducer was made using a different material, the transducer 

fabrication processes were the same as for the MC transducers. Physical 

characteristics of LNO60 are given in Table 6.3. Figure 6.7 shows experimental and 

simulated impedance magnitudes and phases of the transducer and the resultant 

simulated pulse-echo response and measured pulse-echo response are shown in the 

time and frequency domains in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 respectively. 
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TABLE 6. 3: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LNO60 

Parameter Value 

Piezoelectric Material y36° Lithium Niobate 

Element Diameter 1.3 mm 

Element Thickness 57 µm 

Operational Frequency 60 MHz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 6. 4: STATISTICS FOR LNO60 PULSE-ECHO MODE 
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Figure 6. 7: Impedance Magnitude and Phase 

of LNO60 

 

Figure 6. 8: Pulse-echo measurement of LNO60 

from stainless steel block at 20.5 mm 
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Figure 6. 9: FFT of pulse in Figure 6.8 Figure 6. 10: Line spread function from LNO 

60 MHz transducer, taken using pulse-echo on 

5 µm Tungsten wire 
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Parameter Threshold -3 dB -6 dB -20 dB 

1D Simulation 6 9 26 
Bandwidth (MHz) 

Experimental 5 9 51 

1D Simulation 10.6 6.7 2.4 
Q 

Experimental 12.3 6.7 0.8 

1D Simulation 77 100 179 
Pulse Length (ns) 

Experimental 40 50 185 

1D Simulation 56 73 130 
Axial Resolution (µm) 

Experimental 31 39 142 

 

It can be seen that the simulated impedance fits very well to the experimentally 

measured impedance. The fit of the simulated pulse to the experimentally measured 

pulse is reasonably good, although some unexpected lower frequency content is 

present in the measured pulse. Conversely, the simulated pulse also shows high 

frequency content, due to the 3rd harmonic of the fundamental resonance. This is 

likely to have been attenuated during transmission so is not seen in the experimental 

measurement. 

 

Bandwidth and resolution for this transducer are given in Table 6.4.  The -6 dB 

bandwidth of this transducer is relatively small, at 9 MHz, giving Q of 6.7, 

significantly greater than that of JB1 as expected. Axial resolution, 39 µm at -6 dB, is 

comparable to JB1 although at -20 dB it is significantly more, 142 µm compared to   

45 µm. 

 

6.3. Basic Testing: Unfocussed MC Transducers 

Two unfocussed single element transducers, TH10 and TH17, were made using MC 

composites and subjected to the testing procedures described above. The results of 

this are now presented. 
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6.3.1. Results from TH10 

TH10 is a transducer made from flat (unfocussed) micromoulded composite, with a 

rectangular active layer of dimensions 1.2 mm x 0.8 mm and centre frequency of     

26 MHz. In this case both through-transmission measurements, with a membrane 

hydrophone as receiver, and pulse-echo measurements were taken. Experimental and 

simulated impedance magnitude and phase for this transducer are shown in Figure 

6.11. Simulated and experimentally measured pulses in the time and frequency 

domains are shown in Figure 6.12 for through-transmission and in Figure 6.13 for 

pulse-echo mode.  
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Figure 6. 11: Electrical impedance magnitude and phase measurement for TH10. 

 

TABLE 6. 5: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TH10 

Parameter Value 

Piezoelectric Material 
VPP PZT MC with 25 µm diameter 

pillars and VF 42% 

Element size 1.2  x 0.8 mm 

Element Thickness 73 µm 

Operational Frequency 26 MHz 
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Through-transmission 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. 12: Pulse shape from TH10 through-transmission (at 10 mm distance) in (a) time and 

(b) frequency domains. 

 

TABLE 6. 6: STATISTICS FOR TH10 THROUGH-TRANSMISSION MODE 

Threshold 
Parameter Data Source 

-3 dB -6 dB -20 dB 

1D Simulation 11 17 47 
Bandwidth (MHz) 

Experimental 10 17 49 

1D Simulation - 1.5 - 
Q 

Experimental - 1.4 - 

1D Simulation 34 58 94 
Pulse Length (ns) 

Experimental 41 52 150 

1D Simulation 52 90 144 
Axial Resolution (µm) 

Experimental 63 80 231 
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Pulse-echo 
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Figure 6. 13: Pulse-echo measurement from TH10 on stainless steel at distance of 11.5 mm, 

shown in time and frequency domains. 

 

TABLE 6. 7: STATISTICS FOR TH10 PULSE-ECHO MODE 

Threshold 
Parameter Data Source 

-3 dB -6 dB -20 dB 

1D Simulation 6.5 10 26 
Bandwidth 

Experimental 6.0 9.0 25 

1D Simulation - 2.7 - 
Q 

Experimental - 3.1 - 

1D Simulation 94 112 154 
Pulse Length (ns) 

Experimental 81 101 192 

1D Simulation 72 86 119 
Axial Resolution (µm) 

Experimental 62 78 148 
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Figure 6. 14: Single scan of 5 µm Tungsten wire at distance of 11.5 mm from TH10. 

 

The simulated electrical impedance data fit reasonably well to the experimentally 

measured data shown in Figure 6.11. This is also the case for the pulse 

measurements, both through-transmission (Figure 6.12) and pulse-echo modes 

(Figure 6.13). 

 

Pulse bandwidth and resolution measurements for TH10 are outlined in Tables 6.6 

and 6.7 for through-transmission and pulse-echo respectively. For through-

transmission the -6 dB bandwidth of TH10 is 17 MHz, corresponding to Q = 1.4, and 

axial resolution is 80 µm. These values match closely to the values generated by 

simulations. For pulse-echo mode, the -6 dB bandwidth is 10 MHz, giving Q of 3.1. 

Axial resolution is 78 µm. Both are reasonably well matched to theory for this 

transducer. A B-scan of a single 5 µm tungsten wire is shown in Figure 6.14, 

showing relatively wide beam width as expected from a unfocused transducer. 
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6.4. Basic Testing: Focussed MC Transducers 

Finally, three focussed single element transducers, TH09, TH16 and TH13, were 

made using MC composites. Results from acoustic tests performed on these are now 

presented.  

6.4.1. Results from TH09 

TH09 was the first prototype focussed transducer to be fabricated. It has an active 

element of diameter 1.7 mm, with operational frequency of 36 MHz. The active 

element is spherically focussed to a focal distance of 6.5 mm (f# = 4). Surface 

profiling was undertaken of TH09 – this is shown in Figures 6.15 in 3D and Figure 

6.16 in 2D. It can be seen that the transducer element was misaligned with respect to 

the front face of the transducer during assembly. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. 15: Surface profile of TH09 in 3D Figure 6. 16: Surface profile of TH09 in 2D 

 

Experimental and simulated impedance magnitude and phase data is shown in     

Figure 6.17. A lateral mode can be seen to exist at around 50 MHz. This is because 

the pillar width in this composite it not of sufficiently large aspect ratio. The same 

frequency of lateral mode can be seen in AFMTH10 which was made from the same 

composite design.  It is less of an issue in AFMTH10 as the active layer thickness is 

greater than AFMTH09, and therefore the thickness mode frequency is lower and not 

close to the lateral mode frequency.  
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A measurement of one-way pulse from TH09 is shown in Figure 6.18, in both time 

and frequency domain, alongside accompanying simulations. During the course of 

the work, TH09 ceased to be operational and no useful pulse-echo measurement was 

collected. However, an ‘experimental’ pulse-echo response has been generated by 

convolution of the one-way measurement. This is shown in Figure 6.19 alongside 

corresponding one-dimensional simulation. 

 

TABLE 6. 8: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TH09 

Parameter Value 

Piezoelectric Material 
VPP PZT MC with 25 µm diameter 

pillars and VF 42% 

Element Diameter (mm) 1.7 

Element Thickness (µm) 53 

Operational Frequency (MHz) 36 

Focal Point (mm) 6.5 

f-number 3.8 
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Figure 6. 17: Electrical impedance magnitude and phase measurement for TH09, and associated 

piezoelectric properties. 

 

Through-transmission 
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Figure 6. 18: Through measurement of pulse from TH09 from membrane hydrophone, taken at 

11 mm, in time domain and frequency domain 

 

TABLE 6. 9: STATISTICS FOR TH09 THROUGH-TRANSMISSION MODE 

Parameter Threshold -3 dB -6 dB -20 dB 

1D Simulation 15 25 56 
Bandwidth (MHz) 

Experimental 23 29 40 

1D Simulation - 1.2 - 
Q 

Experimental - 0.9 - 

1D Simulation 34 39 69 
Pulse Length (ns) 

Experimental 68 70 123 

1D Simulation 26 29 53 
Axial Resolution (µm) 

Experimental 52 54 95 
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Figure 6. 19: Pulse-echo from TH09, in time domain and frequency domain. 
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Figure 6. 20: Line spread function of TH09 

at focus, taken from pulse-echo 

measurements on 5 µm Tungsten wire. 

Figure 6. 21: Depth of field of Transducer TH09, 

taken by pulse-echo measurements from 5 µm 

Tungsten wire. 

 

 

 

TABLE 6. 10: STATISTICS FOR TH09 PULSE-ECHO MODE 

Parameter Threshold -3 dB -6 dB -20 dB 

1D Simulation 9 14 36 
Bandwidth 

Experimental 19 23 33 

1D Simulation - 2.2 - 
Q 

Experimental - 1.2 - 

1D Simulation 69 72 129 
Pulse Length (ns) 

Experimental 90 105 172 

1D Simulation 50 52 93 
Axial Resolution (µm) 

Experimental 69 81 132 

Theoretical N/M 165 N/M 
Lateral Resolution (µm) 

Experimental 105 145 360 

Theoretical N/M 4.39 N/M 
Depth of Field (mm) 

Experimental 2.24 3.30 N/M 
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Figure 6. 22: B-scan image of single 5 µm Tungsten wire at focus of TH09 

 

It can be seen from the Figure 6.17 that TH09 has a significant lateral mode present 

at around 50 MHz, relatively close to the fundamental thickness mode resonance. 

The backing material within the transducer may preferentially damp thickness mode 

resonance, contributing to the dominance of the lateral mode. This cannot be 

modelled using ODM, and therefore the simulated impedance does not fit well to the 

experimental data in this case. The performance of the transducer does not seem to 

be diminished to a great degree, and a clear pulse can be seen in Figure 6.18, which 

fits reasonably well to the simulated data. There is some low frequency content at the 

beginning of the pulse (in time), but the frequency domain shows a flatter, broader 

response than most of the other VPP composite transducers tested. 

 

Bandwidth and resolution data for TH09 are shown in Table 6.9 for one-way 

transmission and Table 6.10 for pulse-echo response: as expected these data 

correspond to one another, being from the same measurement. The -6 dB bandwidth 

of 23 MHz, corresponding to a Q of 1.5, is somewhat larger than expected from 

simulations of TH09. -6 dB axial resolution of 81 µm is approximately twice what is 

expected from simulations but -6 dB lateral resolution of 145 µm corresponds well to 

the theoretical calculation. The experimentally measured depth of field of this 
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transducer was less than predicted by theoretical calculation, but this is to be 

expected as lateral resolution was smaller than predicted also. A B-scan taken of a 

single 5 µm tungsten wire at the focus of TH09 is shown in Figure 6.22, and appears 

as expected from the calculations discussed here. Figure 6.23 shows a series of 

images taken at distances between the transducer and the wire of 5 mm to 13 mm, in 

1 mm steps. 
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Figure 6. 23: B-scans of single 5 µm wire at varying distances from the transducer. Wire was at 

distances of (top row, l-r) 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm; (middle row, l-r) 5 mm, 6 mm, 7 mm 

and (bottom row, l-r) 8 mm, 9 mm, 10 mm from the transducer in 1 mm 

increments. 
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Image of ovine eye 

 

Figure 6. 24: B-scan of ovine eye generated using TH09 

 

Figure 6.24 is a B-scan of an ovine eye collected using TH09. This image has good 

resolution and low noise. Anatomical features can be clearly seen. It is worth noting 

in particular, that the profile of the cornea is clear. This B-scan was collected using a 

scanning system with automated ‘Z-axis’ adjustment, as described in Section 4.10 

and is in fact a composite of 5 B-scans taken at different distances from the eye. This 

has allowed anatomical details to be visualised over a larger depth of field. All other 

images presented are B-scans taken at a single distance from the imaging subject. 

 

6.4.2. Results from TH16 

A second spherically focussed MC transducer, TH16 was fabricated, of diameter      

1.6 mm and operational frequency 43 MHz. The focal length of this transducer was 

3.5 mm, corresponding to f-number of 2.2. Experimentally measured and simulated 

electrical impedance magnitude and phase are shown in Figure 6.25 and pulse-echo 

responses are shown in the time domain and frequency domain in Figure 6.26. A line 
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spread function, taking from a 5 µm tungsten wire at the focus of TH16, is shown in 

Figure 6.27 and depth of field measurement in Figure 6.28.  

 

TABLE 6. 11: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TH16 

Parameter Value 

Piezoelectric Material 
VPP PZT MC with hexagonal packed   

20 µm diameter pillars at 29 µm pitch. 

Element Diameter 1.6 mm 

Element Thickness 48 µm 

Operational Frequency 43 MHz 

Focal Point 3.5 mm 

f-number 2.2 
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Figure 6. 25: Impedance magnitude and phase measurement and 1D simulation from TH16 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. 26: Pulse-echo measurement from TH16 at focus in (a) time and (b) frequency 

domains. 
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Figure 6. 27: Line spread function for TH16 

by pulse-echo from 5 µm W wire at focus. 

Figure 6. 28: Depth of field measurement of 

TH16 taken by pulse-echo on stainless steel. 

 

TABLE 6. 12: STATISTICS FOR TH16 PULSE-ECHO MODE 

Parameter Threshold -3 dB -6 dB -20 dB 

1D Simulation 9 14 45 
Bandwidth 

Experimental 5 8 24 

1D Simulation - 3.1 - 
Q 

Experimental - 4.9 - 

1D Simulation 61 73 129 
Pulse Length (ns) 

Experimental 79 91 219 

1D Simulation 47 56 99 
Axial Resolution (µm) 

Experimental 61 70 168 

Theoretical N/A 77 N/M 
Lateral Resolution (µm) 

Experimental 70 100 185 

Theoretical N/M 1.18 N/M 
Depth of Field (mm) 

Experimental 1.8 2.4 N/M 
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Figure 6. 29: B-scan image of single 5 µm Tungsten wire at focus of TH16 

 

The experimentally measured impedance does not show clear resonance peaks, and 

also suffers from incomplete calibration at higher frequencies. As such the simulated 

impedance magnitude and phase do not fit particularly well to experimental data. The 

experimental pulse response shows low frequency content, and also shows unusual 

amplitude decay characteristics. This can be seen clearly in the frequency domain, 

with nulls at approximately 30 MHz and 35 MHz. Measurements were repeated to 

ensure that this was not caused by misalignment or saturation of the reception 

equipment, but this was not the case. 

 

Table 6.12 outlines the bandwidth and resolution characteristics of TH16. The 

experimentally measured -6 dB bandwidths are just over half of what is predicted by 

one dimensional simulation, at 8 MHz (Q = 4.9) and 14 MHz (Q = 3.1) respectively. 

The measured -6 dB axial resolution of 70 µm is worse than predicted by theory     

(56 µm) by around 25%. Experimentally measured lateral resolution at -6 dB of    

100 µm is reasonably close to theoretical calculation, of 77 µm. The experimentally 

measured depth of field is twice that predicted by theoretical calculations, which is 

unexpected as the theoretical and experimental lateral resolutions are relatively close. 

Finally, Figure 6.29 shows a B-scan of a single 5 µm tungsten wire at the focus of 

TH16. The wire image is reasonably symmetrical, although there does appear to be 

some evidence of slight misalignment of the transducer with respect to the wire. The 

unusual pulse shape observed from Figure 6.26 can be clearly seen to cause an 

aberration in the B-scan also. 
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Figure 6. 30: B-scan of porcine eye generated by TH16 

 

Figure 6.30 is a B-scan of a porcine eye collected using TH16. This image shows 

reasonable resolution, with the outline of the cornea very clear, but is of lesser 

quality than images produced by TH09. The image is relatively noise-free, showing 

the transducer to have good sensitivity, although the lens of the eye in this image is 

not clear, suggesting limited penetration. 

 

6.4.3. Results from TH13 

The final focussed MC transducer tested is TH13, with diameter of 1.6 mm and 

operational frequency 32 MHz. The focal length of this transducer is 3 mm, 

corresponding to f# = 1.9. Experimentally measured and simulated data are shown 

for electrical impedance magnitude in Figure 6.31 and for pulse-echo response in the 

time and frequency domain in Figure 6.32.  
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TABLE 6. 13: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TH13 

Parameter Value 

Piezoelectric Material 
VPP PZT MC with hexagonal packed 20 

µm pillars at 29 µm pitch. 

Element Diameter 1.6 mm 

Element Thickness 54 µm 

Operational Frequency 32 MHz 

Focal distance 3 mm 

f-number 1.9 
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Figure 6. 31: Experimental measurements and 1D simulation of impedance magnitude and 

phase from TH13 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. 32: Pulse-echo measurement from TH13 on stainless steel at focus in (a) time and (b) 

frequency domains. 
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Figure 6. 33: Line spread function from 

TH13 by pulse-echo from 5 µm W wire.  

Figure 6. 34: Depth of field measurement for 

TH13. 

 

TABLE 6. 14: STATISTICS FOR TH13 PULSE-ECHO MODE 

Parameter Threshold -3 dB -6 dB -20 dB 

1D Simulation 8 12 34 
Bandwidth (MHz) 

Experimental 9 12 23 

1D Simulation 4.3 2.8 0.8 
Q 

Experimental 3.6 2.7 1.3 

1D Simulation 61 76 148 
Pulse Length (ns) 

Experimental 100 115 157 

1D Simulation 47 59 114 
Axial Resolution (µm) 

Experimental 77 89 121 

Theoretical N/M 93 N/M 
Lateral Resolution (µm) 

Experimental 80 120 600 

Theoretical N/M 1.20 N/M 
Depth of Field 

Experimental 1.6 2.30 4.9 
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Figure 6. 35: B-scan image of single 5 µm Tungsten wire at focus of TH13 

 

Experimentally measured impedance data does not show clear resonances and also 

appears to show incomplete calibration, as seen previously. Simulated data does not, 

therefore, fit well. However, simulated data for pulse-echo response fits closely. The 

frequency domain representation of pulse-echo data shows some activity at around    

60 – 70 MHz; this can also be seen in the impedance data, though it is less clear due 

to the incomplete calibration of the machine. 

 

Bandwidth and resolution data for TH13 are given in Table 6.14. As can be seen, 

values for bandwidth and Q match well to those predicted by simulation. Measured 

axial resolutions are around 50% greater than predicted from one-dimensional 

simulations: 59 µm compared to 89 µm at -6 dB, Experimental lateral resolution at     

-6 dB, 120 µm, is also larger than the theoretically calculated value, 93 µm, though 

by only around 20% in this case. The depth of field measured for this transducer is 

almost twice the predicted value; 2.3 mm compared to 1.3 mm. Figure 6.35 shows a 

B-scan of a single 5 µm tungsten wire at the focus of TH13. It can be observed that 

this image corresponds well to the statistics measured above, and indicates the output 

of this transducer is satisfactorily symmetrical and does not produce image 

aberrations. 
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Figure 6. 36: B-scan of porcine eye from TH13 

 

A B-scan of a porcine eye generated using TH13 is shown in Figure 6.36. This image 

clearly shows the anatomical features of the eye, with the cornea well defined and the 

lens also clearly visualised. This image is also relatively noise free. There is an 

unusual band on the right side of the image, but this is caused by the scan system 

rather than the transducer itself.  

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 6. 37: Mouse tumour imaged using (a) TH13 and (b) a Visualsonics Vevo system.  

Dimension markers are in mm. 
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A mouse tumour was also imaged using TH13. Two images are shown in Figure 

6.37. Figure 6.37 (a) was generated using the DPR500 pulser receiver as before and 

Figure 6.37 (b) generated using a commercial Visualsonics Vevo 770 scanning 

system. It can be seen that the tumours are well defined within the image. It is also 

worth noting that the image quality is better in Figure 6.37 (b) than 6.37 (a), 

illustrating the benefits of having a good quality imaging system as well as a good 

transducer. 

6.5. Summary 

This chapter presented results from acoustic characterisation of four VPP 

micromoulded composite transducers, including data on bandwidth, resolution and 

depth of field of each of the devices. Data from a dice-and-fill composite transducer 

and a LNO transducer were also presented for purposes of comparison. The lateral 

resolution of JB1 is better than the MC transducers, TH09, TH16 and TH13, by 80%, 

50% and 25% respectively. Although from theory TH09 is expected to have better 

lateral resolution, TH16 and TH13 would be expected to be closer to JB1 than they 

are. JB1 does have the smallest depth of field of the focused transducers, which 

could be expected given smaller lateral resolution goes with in smaller depth of field. 

The axial resolution of JB1 is also better than that of the MC transducers, by around 

a factor of 2-2.5 in all cases. 

 

Images of ex-vivo animal tissue produced using these transducers were also 

presented, and finally an image of a mouse tumour. The image produced by JB1 was 

of similar clarity to the MC transducers; although JB1 has better resolution, it has 

rather poor sensitivity because of its long focal distance, which detracts from image 

quality. These results are discussed further in Section 7.4 in the next chapter. 
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7. Discussion 

Piezocomposites are the material of choice for ultrasonic transducers because of their 

favourable piezoelectric performance and acoustic properties. This has been 

discussed in detail throughout this thesis and is demonstrated by results of one-

dimensional modelling undertaken and presented in Section 2.7. Results are 

discussed further in this chapter. 

 

In Sections 7.2 and 7.3, results from fundamental characterisation of bare 

piezocomposite material, as presented in Chapter 5, are discussed. Electrical 

impedance measurements were taken from bare composite and used to calculate 

piezoelectric properties of the composites, using constitutive equations. These were 

then compared to one-dimensional simulations. Where required, properties were 

fitted to impedance measurements. These results were compared, with the aims of 

determining whether this method can be used to derive fundamental properties of the 

materials accurately and whether the micromoulded piezocomposites offer 

performance benefits over materials more commonly used in HFUS transducer 

fabrication. 

 

In Section 7.4, results presented in Chapter 6 from acoustic testing of piezocomposite 

after inclusion in transducer casing are discussed. As before, electrical impedance 

has been measured and used to predict the effective piezoelectric properties of these 

transducers. From this, simulations of acoustic output were generated, and these were 

compared to experimental measurements of acoustic output. Within this chapter, 

these results are analysed to determine the accuracy of one-dimensional simulation in 

predicting the acoustic performance of a transducer. Prototype transducers have also 

been compared with those reported in the literature, to gauge performance and 

potential for future development. 
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7.1. Transducer design and fabrication 

7.1.1. Passive materials 

Knowledge of the acoustic properties of the materials used in passive components of 

ultrasound transducers, primarily the matching and backing layers, is crucial to 

device design and in particular to modelling of transducers. The key parameters are 

acoustic impedance and attenuation, and elastic properties such as stiffness and 

Poisson’s ratio. Matching layers must be of particular acoustic impedance for 

optimum transmission and reception and the value of acoustic impedance of a 

backing layer is crucial in optimising the sensitivity and bandwidth of a transducer. 

Only backing layers were used in the work reported here; matching layers were not. 

 

In general, a backing layer of slightly lower acoustic impedance than the active layer 

is desired. This is because when a wave incident on the boundary of a material with 

higher acoustic impedance is reflected, the phase of the wave remains the same, 

whereas a 180° phase shift is usually considered a prerequisite for λ/2 resonance. A 

backing layer should also be relatively lossy to ensure that minimal energy is 

reflected from its back face. The tungsten-loaded epoxy tested for the work of this 

thesis fulfils these characteristics, having specific acoustic impedance for 

longitudinal waves in the range 3-15 MRayl and relatively high losses, at 

approximately 30 dB/mm (at 36 MHz). It has also been shown that it can be reliably 

characterised, with velocity, and acoustic impedance varying with volume fraction as 

expected from theory. This material was used in the fabrication of TH13 and TH16. 

 

7.1.2. UPG  

Work was also undertaken to investigate surface finishing of composite materials 

with UPG. UPG is known to produce excellent surface flatness and planarity, and 

could be capable of bulk production of high frequency composites. The work for this 

thesis showed this to be true. Measurements of surface profile using a DekTak 3ST 

surface profiler (Veeco, Cambridge, UK) showed surface deviation not exceeding ± 

3 µm on a standard dice-and-fill composite and ± 1 µm on a micromoulded 
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composite made with VPP PZT. This was better than the surface deviation measured 

from samples prepared using a standard lapping process: ± 2 µm on a micromoulded 

composite and over ± 15 µm on a standard dice-and-fill composite. Discontinuities at 

the boundary between the polymer matrix and ceramic pillar were also less with 

UPG.  

 

Optimisation of the lapping process can significantly improve the surface finish of 

piezocomposites compared to standard lapping. Bernassau et al. (2007) used a glass 

lapping plate with 3 µm Al2O3 and subsequent polishing using an alkaline colloidal 

silica solution on a dice-and-fill composite made with PZ27 (Ferroperm, Kvistgaard, 

Denmark) for the ceramic phase and Epofix epoxy (Struers, Solihull, UK) for the 

polymer phase. Surface deviation of around ± 50 nm was achieved. This is a 

significant improvement in surface finish, even compared to UPG. Lapping 

equipment has a further advantage in that it is significantly less expensive, and 

smaller, than UPG equipment. However, while the ultra precision grinder is 

specifically designed for bulk fabrication, producing high quality surface finishes 

with lapping is presently labour-intensive and is unlikely to be able to produce high 

frequency composites on a large scale. 

 

7.2. Active materials: standard materials 

7.2.1. One dimensional simulation of standard materials 

One-dimensional simulations were presented in Section 2.7 for transducer 

geometries corresponding to a typical 40 MHz single element transducer and one 

element of a 40 MHz array using a range of materials commonly used for high 

frequency transducer fabrication: LNO, PVDF, PZT, PZT-polymer composite, PMN-

PT and PMN-PT polymer composite. It is useful to recap on this to provide some 

context for the discussion on piezocomposites that follows.  

 

The low permittivity of LNO and PVDF means typical single element transducer 

apertures have electrical impedance well matched to 50 Ω instrumentation. The 
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converse is true for the other materials considered. PZT in particular has very high 

permittivity. This makes it suited to fabrication of array elements.  LNO has the 

highest propagation velocity of these materials, which makes HFUS fabrication 

easier because the active layer will be thicker for a given frequency. PVDF is easily 

formable, allowing mechanical focusing of single elements. The latter property is 

also the case for piezoceramic-polymer composite materials. PVDF has the acoustic 

impedance most closely matched to tissue, but piezocomposites are also relatively 

well matched. PMN-PT composite has the highest value of kT of these materials. PZT 

composite also has excellent kT. Low kT is a significant disadvantage of PVDF, 

although it is known to have excellent reception characteristics and large receive 

bandwidth.  

 

Assessing the results it is clear that each of these materials has specific advantages. 

However, in terms of overall performance, composite materials are extremely 

attractive, as is widely acknowledged in the literature. While not performing best in 

terms of individual parameters, composites can generally be regarded as offering 

excellent piezoelectric properties and relatively close acoustic impedance match to 

tissue. They also typically provide convenient electrical impedance, both for single 

element transducers and arrays; this may be optimised by tailoring of composite 

volume fraction, although this will also affect piezoelectric properties of the material, 

for example kT, as shown in Figure 2.17. 

7.2.2. Testing and characterisation of PZT-5A / RX771 composite 

Traditional material characterisation was not possible for the micromoulded 

composites studied for the work of this thesis. An alternative method was adopted, 

where piezoelectric properties were derived from electrical impedance spectroscopy 

measurements and verified by comparison to simulations from a one-dimensional 

model. 

 

To test this, firstly, a composite material was fabricated from well-understood 

materials, Ferroperm PZ27 (PZT-5A) and epoxy (RX771) using dice-and-fill 

techniques then characterised. It was shown that piezoelectric parameters produced 
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experimentally were well matched to the theoretical values. Secondly, simulations 

produced from direct measurements of composite materials were well matched to 

models produced from Smith and Auld equations for composite homogeneity. This 

confirmed that the characterisation procedure proposed was suitable. The 

piezoelectric properties of this piezocomposite also provide a useful comparison for 

properties measured with VPP composites. 

7.3. Novel materials: fabrication and characterisation 

7.3.1. Fibre composite 

A novel design for composite manufacture is to use extruded small diameter fibres, 

which are then packed together and bonded in a polymer matrix, as described in 

Section 4.1.3. If fibres could be made with sufficiently small diameter they could be 

used for high frequency composite manufacture. Fibre composites have some key 

advantages. The fibres may be packed tightly giving high volume fraction, and the 

semi-random nature of their distribution in lateral directions reduces the influence of 

inter-pillar lateral modes. A further advantage is that it is a cost effective method of 

producing piezocomposites (Rödig et al., 2005) 

 

In the present work, two fibre composite samples were made using 250 µm diameter 

VPP fibres and one with 100 µm diameter VPP fibres. These were characterised with 

the primary motivation of testing the VPP material as opposed to development of 

HFUS fibre composites. In general, electrical impedance data fitted reasonably well 

to simulated data, to within 10% or less. A high frequency fibre composite was 

fabricated and pulse-echo signals were recorded from this. However, as the fibres 

used to make this composite were of far larger diameter than ideal for a high 

frequency composite, full characterisation was not possible. The piezoelectric 

properties measured for the fibre composite samples at low frequency are discussed 

further in Section 7.3.3, and compared to the standard composite described in Section 

7.2.1. 
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7.3.2. Micromoulded composites 

The work for this thesis was centred on characterisation and testing of piezoceramic 

composites made from VPP PZT by a novel micromoulding technique, as described 

in Section 4.1.3. A total of six micromoulded composites (MCs) were tested.         

MCs 1 – 4 were made using an early generation process, while MC6 was made with 

a refined process. It is therefore to be expected that the piezoelectric properties are 

best in MC6, and this is the case. The match between the experimentally generated 

piezoelectric properties and theoretical data varied between samples but was much 

closer for MC6 than for the other MCs, suggesting that this late sample was closer to 

performing optimally. Across the range of MCs, the experimentally-derived 

theoretical properties matched those generated by simulations from direct impedance 

measurements to within around 10%. The piezoelectric properties of each composite 

were also compared to those generated by one-dimensional simulations using 

nominal properties of a TRS600 / RX771 composite of the same volume fraction. In 

this case the difference was as much as 70%. This could be expected due to the 

differences in material and fabrication processes. In general, the MC had higher c33, 

e33 and h33 and lower kT and εR
S than the nominal piezocomposite values. 

 

7.3.3. Comparison of composite materials 

TABLE 7. 1: LIST OF COMPOSITE SAMPLES TESTED 

Composite Type Composite Name 
Mechanical Resonant 

Frequency (MHz) 

PZ27 Dice-and-fill Composite SC1 5.6 

FC1 1.9 

FC2 8.0 
VPP PZT  

Fibre Composite 
FC3 9.0 

MC1 11.8 

MC2 24.9 

MC3 15.7 

MC4 22.4 

VPP PZT  

Micromoulded Composite 

MC6 37.6 
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As described in the preceding sections of this chapter, several composite materials 

were tested: dice-and-fill composite made with PZ27, fibre composites made with 

VPP PZT fibres, and micromoulded composites made from VPP PZT. These samples 

are listed in Table 7.1, and operational frequencies for each are given. 

 

It is instructive to compare the piezoelectric properties of the fibre composites and 

micromoulded composites with properties of the standard dice-and-fill composite.  

Nine parameters were compared for all of the samples. These can be split 

conveniently into related properties: ultrasonic: vl, Z; mechanical: c33
D, c33

E; 

electrical εR
S; and piezoelectric h33, d33 and kT. 
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Figure 7. 1: Summary showing ceramic 

volume fractions of all composites tested. 

Figure 7. 2: Summary showing velocities of all 

composites tested. 
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Figure 7. 3: Summary showing acoustic 

impedance of all composites tested. 

Figure 7. 4: Summary showing c33
D
 of all 

composites tested. 

 

The velocities, v, of the composites (shown in Figure 7.2) are all relatively similar, 

and can be linked to volume fraction of the composite: a higher volume fraction of 

ceramic will lead to an increased thickness mode velocity because the piezoceramic 
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phase of a piezocomposite has far greater velocity than the polymer phase. Similarly, 

the density, ρ, of a composite is increased when volume fraction of piezoceramic is 

increased, so acoustic impedance, vZ ρ=  will increase.  

 

As c33
D is also directly linked to ρ and v by: 

 

2
33 vc

D ρ=       7. 1 

 

this also corresponds to volume fraction. The values of Z and c33
D measured across 

the range of composites are shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4 respectively. It can be seen 

that piezocomposite samples with higher volume fraction also have increased Z and 

c33
D, as expected. 
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Figure 7. 5: Summary showing c33
E
 of all composites tested. 

 

The values of c33
E also appear to correspond approximately with ceramic volume 

fraction across the range of composites tested. c33
E is lower in the standard composite 

than the majority of other composites tested: this is due to the standard composite 

being made from lower permittivity ceramic material. 

 

The values of εR
S for each composite are shown in Figure 7.6. These values vary 

quite considerably over the samples tested. This can be partly attributed to εR
S 

increasing with increasing volume fraction. However, it can also be seen that the 

fibre composite samples, FC1, FC2 and FC3 show relatively high εR
S, significantly 

greater than the standard composite SC1.  
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Figure 7. 6: Summary showing εR
S
 of all composites tested. 

 

The micromoulded samples generally show varying permittivity approximately in 

line with volume fraction. MC6 has εR
S almost twice that of the other MC samples 

tested, but is also of much greater volume fraction than the other MC samples so this 

is to be expected.. Comparison of the εR
S results for MCs with the standard 

composite, SC1, show that MC1 - MC4 are of slightly lower permittivity than SC1, 

though not substantially lower. MC6, conversely, has much greater permittivity. This 

is to be expected for two reasons: firstly, MC1 - MC4 are lower volume fraction than 

SC1, while MC6 is of higher volume fraction, and secondly, the standard composite 

was fabricated from PZT-5A, which is of medium permittivity, and the MCs from 

PZT-5H (TRS600), which is of high permittivity. 
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Figure 7. 7: Summary showing kT of all 

composites tested. 

Figure 7. 8: Summary showing e33 of all 

composites tested. 
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Figure 7. 9: Summary showing h33 of all 

composites tested. 

Figure 7. 10: Summary showing d33 of all 

composites tested. 

 

 

The values of kT calculated for each of the composites tested are shown in Figure 7.7. 

As can be seen, the value of kT in the standard composite, 0.61 is around 10 - 15% 

higher than the FCs and MCs tested. The value of kT is generally consistent across 

the FC and MC samples, in the range 0.43 – 0.52.  

 

The value of h33 would not be expected to change markedly across composites of 

different volume fraction but the values for h33 in the composites tested, shown in 

Figure 7.9, fluctuate considerably. The value of h33 is calculated from:  

 

S

R

D

T ck
h

εε 0

33

2

33 =      7. 2 

 

so errors in kT, c33
D and εR

S, which are themselves derived indirectly from other 

measurements, lead to systematic errors in determination of h33. It should also be 

noted that the values of c33
E, e33 and d33 are also calculated from other properties and 

so could be subject to the same effect. 

 

Values of e33, as shown in Figure 7.8 are also generally consistent when similar 

samples are compared. e33 is high in the fibre composite samples, when compared to 

the standard composite and also the MC. This is to be expected as εR
S is higher in the 

fibre composite samples than the other samples, and this is proportional to e33 

according to the relationship: 
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33033 he
S

Rεε=       7. 3 

 

d33 also shows a degree of uniformity broadly across the range of samples but 

particularly when the types of composite are compared. In the case of both fibre 

composites and micromoulded composites, the values are the same to within 20%. 

 

7.4. Transducer applications results 

7.4.1. Basic testing 

The results generated from fundamental characterisation suggest that MC could be 

used to fabricate HFUS transducers for use in medical imaging. Further investigation 

of the performance characteristics of the MC was undertaken in the form of 

ultrasonic testing. Five MC samples were incorporated into casings to make single 

element transducers, with a tungsten-loaded epoxy backing layer but no matching or 

protective front layer. Two of the transducers were unfocussed and three were 

spherically focussed by mechanical shaping of the active element. 

 

For each of these transducers, electrical impedance magnitude and phase 

measurements were taken and one dimensional simulation fitted to these in the same 

way as for the bare material. The piezoelectric properties of each transducer were 

then used to generate the impedance simulation and to produce simulations of the 

pulse-echo response of each transducer. These were compared to pulse-echo 

responses measured experimentally. For purposes of comparison, identical 

measurements were also taken from two transducers made by similar fabrication 

processes but with alternative piezoelectric materials. The first of these was a PZT 

(CTS3203HD) dice-and-fill composite transducer and the second a LNO transducer. 

 

The performance characteristics of these transducers were set out in detail in    

Chapter 6.  The following paragraphs are a general analysis. Performance figures for 

the transducers tested are summarised in Table 7.2. f# is f-number (spherically 
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focussed transducers only), fm is centre frequency, Q is -6 dB quality factor, RA and 

RL are axial and lateral resolution at -6 dB, respectively, DOF is depth of field at -6 

dB and IL is insertion loss. 

 

TABLE 7. 2: SUMMARY OF MEASURED PULSE-ECHO PERFORMANCE 

CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL TRANSDUCERS TESTED. 

Name Active material f# 
fm 

(MHz) 
Q 

RA 

(µm) 

RL 

(µm) 

DOF 

(mm) 

IL 

(dB) 

JB1 
Dice-and-fill PZT 

composite 
2.8 51 1.6 37 80 1.5 -48 

LNO60 LNO Flat 60 6.7 39 N/M N/M -93 

TH10 MC Flat 26 3.1 78 N/M N/M -44 

TH09 MC 3.8 36 1.2 81 145 3.30 N/M 

TH16 MC 2.2 43 4.9 70 100 2.4 -60 

TH13 MC 1.9 32 2.7 89 120 2.3 -58 

 

Broadband response, i.e. low Q, is an essential characteristic for high resolution 

medical imaging transducers, and so an active material which can contribute to this is 

extremely useful. Examples in the literature are up to Q = 3 for PZT (Lockwood et 

al., 1994), and Q < 1 for PVDF (Foster et al., 2000). 

 

Tests on LNO60 and JB1 indicate they have Q of 6.7 and 1.6 respectively. BW is a 

function not only of the active material of the transducer, but also of the properties of 

any backing layers, matching layers and acoustic impedance mismatch between 

transducer and imaging media. This makes explicit comparison between active 

materials difficult, but these figures at least give some context to those measured for 

the MC transducers. 

 

TH16 has relatively high Q = 4.9, which is less than LNO60 but can be considered 

poor in the context of figures quoted for other materials. TH10 and TH13 are better, 

having comparable Q to PZT. TH9 has the lowest Q of the MC transducers, close to 

that of the standard composite transducer, JB1. This is greater than the figure quoted 
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for PVDF, but the acoustic impedance mismatch between PVDF and water is much 

less than between piezocomposite and water.  Q of the MC transducers could be 

improved by addition of a matching layer (Goll and Auld, 1975).  

 

The MC transducers have RA at -6 dB in the range 70 – 89 µm. From the figures 

presented in Section 6.2 and 6.3 it can be seen that this is greater than expected from 

theoretical pulse simulations but there is reasonable consistency across the MC 

transducers. RL is 100 µm for TH16 and 120 µm for TH13, greater than expected 

from theoretical calculations based on f# and frequency. The DOF measured for 

these transducers is greater than predicted from theory, but this is to be expected as 

RL is also larger. RL for TH9 is 145 µm, which is smaller than expected from theory 

but DOF is also smaller than predicted from theory. 

 

The final figures compared in Table 7.2 are for insertion loss. For the MC transducer 

this is in the range -44 dB to -62 dB which is approximately the same as measured 

for JB1 (-48 dB) and compares favourably to LNO60 (-93 dB). This is desirable as 

low insertion loss is key to achieving good sensitivity for a transducer without having 

to use high drive voltages.  

 

RA, RL, DOF and insertion loss are heavily dependent on the geometrical design and 

fabrication of the transducer, so are not necessarily indicative of the performance of 

the active material itself. The work reported in this thesis focussed on assessing the 

potential for MCs to be used for HFUS transducer and array fabrication. 

Optimisation of the prototype MC transducers was not within the scope if this work, 

and as such a number of design and fabrication issues were not examined. For 

example, the transducers did not incorporate matching layers, and backing layers 

were not well optimised. Fabrication and loading of active elements into transducer 

casings was also not an optimised process, leading to misalignment with casings, 

particularly in the case of TH09. However, it is worth noting that the axial and lateral 

resolutions measured for the MC transducers are commensurate with high frequency 

operation, despite lack of optimisation in the transducer fabrication process. This 

suggests that MC is indeed a viable route to HFUS transducer fabrication.  
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7.4.2. Imaging performance 

The fundamental motivation for this research is to show that MC can be used to 

make transducers suitable for high resolution medical ultrasound diagnostics. To 

address this, basic imaging procedures were undertaken with the MC transducers. B-

scans of ex-vivo tissue samples were produced of ovine and porcine eyes. Despite 

the relatively simple imaging hardware system that was used, and minimal 

processing of raw RF data, useful images were generated. Key structures within the 

eyes were clearly visualised, such as the cornea and lens. Clear images of a mouse 

tumour were also generated using an MC transducer with a standard pulse- receiver 

set-up and compared with a sophisticated commercial system. This suggests that 

transducers made with MC have potential as high resolution ultrasound imaging 

devices. 

 

7.5. Summary  

A number of MCs have been intensively characterised and it has been found that 

MCs have good potential for use in HFUS devices and their performance compares 

well with other piezoelectric materials commonly used in HFUS devices. The results 

discussed here indicate that transducers made with the MC have reasonable high 

frequency ultrasonic properties and that MC transducers can be incorporated into an 

imaging system and produce high resolution images of anatomy.  
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8. Conclusions 

The results presented in this thesis suggest that MCs exhibit good piezoelectric 

properties; that transducers made with MCs have reasonable high frequency 

ultrasonic properties; and that incorporation of MC transducers into a high-resolution 

medical imaging system is feasible. Thorough investigation and characterisation of 

the MCs supports the following conclusion: 

8.1. Micromoulded piezocomposites provide a route to 

production of high resolution ultrasound transducers 

Micromoulded PZT-polymer composites (MC) have been extensively characterised, 

both in the form of bare coupons and after incorporation in transducer casings. 

Fundamental characterisation of these MCs has shown that the piezoelectric 

properties of these materials are comparable to, and in some cases superior to other 

materials used for high frequency transducer manufacture: e.g. LNO, PVDF and bulk 

PZT. Each of these materials has key advantages and disadvantages. In terms of 

overall performance, MCs appear desirable. MCs exhibit many of the advantages 

associated with piezocomposites, which are widely accepted as the material of choice 

for ultrasonic transducers at lower frequencies. 

 

Comparison of the material properties of MC to those of a standard dice-and-fill 

piezocomposite of similar volume fraction, found them to be comparable for most 

properties. However, key parameters kT and d33 are smaller. This is a clear 

disadvantage of MC and is likely to be a fundamental issue unless further ceramic 

processing optimisation is performed. The value of εR
S measured for the MCs was 

greater than for the standard piezocomposite, although this was with a different PZT. 

The relatively high εR
S of the MCs is a major advantage when looking toward 

development of high frequency arrays.  

 

The key advantage of MCs is that they offer a route to higher frequency 

piezocomposites than are currently possible with dice-and-fill fabrication techniques. 

Although transducer design is aimed at meeting clinical needs it has traditionally 
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been held back by lack of suitable active materials. To gain the benefits of 1-3 

connectivity piezocomposite materials, they require volume fraction of at least 30% 

and pillars of aspect ratio of three. Increasing the frequency of dice-and-fill 

piezocomposites is dependent on thinner saw blades being produced. Currently the 

smallest available saw blade width is 9 µm, meaning minimum active layer thickness 

of around 45 µm. This corresponds to a maximum achievable frequency of little 

more than 40 MHz. 

 

Micromoulded PZT structures can be made with smaller pillars, and smaller kerfs, 

than possible with dice-and-fill fabrication giving piezocomposites of sufficiently 

high ceramic volume fraction to be capable of working at frequencies previously 

unattainable with piezocomposite transducers. When considering frequencies of        

40 MHz and upward, it becomes clear that MCs do in fact offer improved properties 

to other materials which can be fabricated for transducers at these frequencies. A 

further advantage of MC pillars is that they may be shaped in non-standard 

geometries (Cochran et al., 2004). Dice-and-fill piezocomposite pillar shapes are 

limited to rectangles, hexagons and triangles, periodic structures that may encourage 

lateral modes. This is often solved by use of pseudo random pillar structures at lower 

frequencies, but fabrication of these to the small scale dimensions required for high 

frequency piezocomposites is challenging (Brown et al., 2009). 

 

Functional transducers, both focussed and unfocussed, have been successfully 

produced using MCs. It was shown that MCs work well after mechanical focussing. 

The performance of these transducers has been shown to vary, and was not as good 

as a transducer made from dice-and-fill piezocomposite in terms of imaging 

resolution. This may be improved with further refinement of the transducer 

manufacturing process. However, the transducers do show good sensitivity despite 

having no acoustic matching layer or electrical matching. Images have been 

produced of reasonably high resolution and SNR; further improvement may be 

possible with optimisation of both the transducer fabrication process and the imaging 

system into which it is incorporated. 
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It has been shown that high frequency ultrasound devices made with MCs are 

capable of generating 2D images of ex-vivo tissue. Images have been made of ex-

vivo ovine and porcine eyes, and in-vivo mouse tumours. Structures within the eyes, 

such as the cornea and lens could be distinguished, and the mouse tumour was 

clearly defined, suggesting that these HFUS transducers may be useful diagnostic 

tools. 

8.2. Further conclusions 

Although the work described in this thesis was primarily intended to assess the 

potential for MCs to be used as the active layer in HFUS devices, a number of other 

conclusions may also be drawn from the results presented in this thesis. These are as 

follows: 

 

Piezocomposite materials may be characterised using impedance 

measurements and one dimensional modelling 

Electrical impedance spectroscopy can be used in conjunction with one dimensional 

modelling, based on the one-dimensional wave equation, to characterise active 

materials. This procedure was tested using a well-defined dice-and-fill 

piezocomposite. Simulations based on direct electrical impedance measurements 

matched well to those generated using the piezocomposite homogeneity principles of 

Smith and Auld (1991). The properties of MCs cannot be determined from traditional 

experimental measurements of the properties of the constituent materials. Fitting of 

experimentally derived properties to one-dimensional models has been shown to be 

an effective method of material characterisation (Maréchal et al., 2006), and results 

presented here suggest this is an effective method of characterising MC (MacLennan 

et al., 2008). 

 

It should be noted, however, that in the context of piezocomposites, one-dimensional 

modelling is limited to samples where the pillar aspect ratio is sufficiently large that 

the frequency of lateral modes generated within the composite is not close to the 

thickness mode frequency. In practice, this means that one-dimensional modelling 

should ideally be restricted to piezocomposites where pillar height is at least three 
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times the pillar width. This rule also applies when designing a composite to work 

efficiently: composites with lesser aspect ratio have been shown to have reduced kT 

(Hayward and Bennett, 1996), as discussed in Section 2.8.3. 

 

PZT-fibre composites have potential for use as the active material for 

high frequency transducers  

Piezofibres made using VPP have historically exhibited better piezoelectric 

properties than comparable commercially produced fibres (Dent et al., 2005) and 

piezocomposites have been successfully fabricated from these (MacLennan et al., 

2006). Fibre composites offer other benefits including ease of handling and reduced 

manufacturing costs due to a reduction in the number of fabrication steps required. 

The piezoelectric properties measured for these composites are comparable with 

alternative active materials and, provided VPP fibres of small enough diameters can 

be produced, thinner, higher frequency active elements could be produced without 

the pillar aspect ratio problems described above. This arrangement also has other 

advantages. Although the fibres are aligned to one another in the thickness direction, 

they can be randomly positioned, laterally, within this composite. This can 

significantly reduce interpillar lateral mode coupling. Further practical benefits of 

use of piezofibres in this way are the relatively easy handling of the material, and the 

removal of the ‘dice-and-fill’ step, so less ceramic waste product.  

 

Passive materials can be tailored for use in high frequency ultrasound 

transducers and accurately characterised 

Results presented here verify that tungsten loaded epoxy can be fabricated reliably to 

design requirements, and that the through-transmission measurement technique 

described in this thesis can be used to determine parameters of passive materials at 

high frequencies for theoretical transducer modelling. This has been undertaken in 

the one dimensional modelling used for the work of this thesis (Webster et al., 2007). 

 

UPG may provide a route to bulk production of piezocomposite for high 

frequency transducers 
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Work in this thesis has shown that UPG could provide a practical method to aid bulk 

production of high frequency piezocomposites for ultrasonic transducers 

(MacLennan et al., 2006). Piezocomposite layers have been produced of less than 

100 µm in thickness, with surface roughnesses of approximately ±1 µm. It can also 

be seen that UPG produces an improved surface finish when compared to 

conventional lapping and less indication of discontinuity between ceramic pillars and 

binding polymer. Work undertaken by Bernassau et al. (2007) showed surface 

roughnesses of significantly less than ±1 µm can be achieved using an optimised 

lapping procedure but, unlike UPG, this procedure cannot easily produce large 

numbers of piezocomposite samples. 

8.3. Further Work 

As well as drawing conclusions from the work described in this thesis, strands of 

future work may also be considered.  

 

Micromoulded composites for HFUS transducers 

Characterisation of the MCs showed this material has good potential for use in HFUS 

devices. The composite structures tested here had pillar diameters of 20 µm and 

greater. To retain a pillar aspect ratio of three, an MC with pillar diameter 20 µm can 

be no thinner than 60 µm, meaning that the highest frequency for this 

piezocomposite is around 30 MHz. As discussed above, it is possible to fabricate 

piezocomposites of frequency up to 40 MHz with dice-and-fill technology. For a 0.3 

volume fraction piezocomposite, this corresponds to pillars of width 14 µm. The key 

goal in the development of MC is therefore to produce pillar structures of less than 

14 µm width. 

 

The piezoelectric properties of the MCs are comparable with other materials used for 

HFUS transducers but key properties kT and d33 are lower than would be expected for 

a PZT piezocomposite. Further optimisation of the material production process to 

increase kT and d33 would be highly beneficial. This is particularly important, as 

advances in RIE for single crystal materials have indicated that very high 

performance piezocomposites can be made, meaning it is possible to fabricate higher 
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frequency piezocomposites than previously was possible. MCs will not present a 

viable alternative to RIE single crystal piezocomposites without the material 

properties being at least comparable. 

 

HFUS Arrays 

Results presented here also suggest that the MCs are a viable active material for 

array fabrication and these are currently under development. Figure 8.1 shows a 

prototype linear array made with a MC (Bernassau et al, 2009). The array pattern has 

20 elements with 15 µm inter-element pitch and 7.5 µm wide electrodes. Assuming 

inter-element pitch of one wavelength is required, this array pattern would be 

suitable for a linear array operating at up to approximately 100 MHz. It is suitable for 

a phased array, which requires half-wavelength inter-element pitch, operating at up 

to 50 MHz.  

 

Figure 8. 1: Prototype linear array made with MC 

 

The piezocomposite has circular pillars of diameter 20 µm in a hexagonal 

configuration with 9 µm kerf. As discussed, the upper frequency of this composite 

would be limited to 30 MHz. However, the volume fraction of this piezocomposite is 

0.43, which is higher than the minimum 0.3 required. The pillar diameter could be 

reduced while maintaining acceptable volume fraction, allowing the upper limit of 

operational frequency to be increased. 
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Fibre Composites 

The diameter of fibre required for fabrication of high frequency fibre composite 

layers is significantly smaller than was tested in the work described here. The upper 

frequency limit for ultrasound transducers made with fibre composites may be 

limited, however. When PZT fibres become very thin, they are likely to be too fragile 

to handle. As such the minimum thickness, and therefore maximum frequency of an 

active layer made from PZT composite would be limited. A 50 MHz fibre composite 

active layer would need to be a thickness of 35 – 40 µm. The accepted minimum 

aspect ratio of three corresponds to fibre diameter of approximately 11-13 µm, which 

may not be practical for piezocomposite manufacture. Another limitation of fibre 

composites is that due to the random positioning of the fibres they are not suitable for 

making arrays. However, as fibre composites are cost effective to produce, further 

development may be useful for single element transducers in the 20-30 MHz range. 
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9. Appendices 

9.1. Appendix A: Calculation sheet for piezoelectric 

properties from electrical impedance spectroscopy 

measurements 

AFM confidential

Composite: Transducer:

Date: Date:

Serial No: Serial No:

Width m

Length m

Diameter m

Thickness m

Mass kg

Calculated Parameters
Surface Area m

2

fr (Hz) fa (Hz) Volume m
3

Speed ms
-1

Parameter At 1kHz At 2fm Density kgm
-3

|Z| Ω Z MRayl

Phase ° Kt

R Ω εR
T

X Ω εR
S

Cp F C33
E

Nm
-2

G S e33 Cm
-1

Composite Information

Impedance Analyser measurements

Pillar Shape:

Notes:

Information Sheet for Transducer Properties

Piezoelectric Material:

Epoxy:

Electrodes:

Volume Fraction:
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9.2. Appendix B: Effect of varying ODM input 

parameters on calculated electrical impedance 

spectrum 

 

To facilitate understanding of the effect of changing parameters within the one-

dimensional model on electrical impedance spectra, a number of simulations were 

undertaken with only a single parameter changing. This was done for c33
E, e33, εR

T 

and εR
S.  
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Graph B. 1: Effect on electrical impedance spectra of changing c33
E
. 

 

As can be seen from Graph B.1, increasing the value of c33
E causes changes to the 

impedance, notably: increased resonance frequency because the model assumes 

increased velocity; flattening of the impedance curve, because of dampening at 

resonance; and reduction in the value of kT. 
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Graph B. 2: Effect on electrical impedance spectra of changing e33. 

 

From Graph B.2 it can be seen that changes in e33 also changes the shape of the 

impedance curve significantly. Increasing the value of e33 leads to greater 

prominence of resonance peaks and an increase in the value of kT, due to an increase 

in fa. 
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Graph B. 3: Effect on electrical impedance spectra with changing εR
T
 

 

Graph B.3 shows that changing the value of εR
T does not noticeably affect the 

impedance spectra. 
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Graph B. 4: Effect on electrical impedance spectra with changing εR
S
 

 

Graph B.4 shows, however, that changing of εR
S does affect the impedance curve. 

Increasing the value of εR
S leads to decreased fa and fr and reduced kT while the 

resonant peaks at fa and fr are more highly attenuated. 
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9.3. Appendix C: Description of LabVIEW B-scan 

collection program 

 

(b)

(a)

(c)

 

Figure C.1: Screen shot of LabVIEW showing scan system user interface (a) fields for user-

entered scan parameters, (b) individual A-scans and (c) error markers. 

 

The LabVIEW programme requires the following parameters to be set before a scan 

is performed: 

 

X-direction: The stage operates by ‘pulses’, which equate to movements of 2 µm 

each. The scan length is entered as a number of pulses: e.g. 1 mm is 500 pulses. The 

number of steps required over the scan length in the x-direction is also set at this 

point. 

 

Y-direction: The length of scan in the y-direction and the number of steps required 

over the scan length are set. This is only used if several B-scans are to be collected. If 

only one B-scan is required, the scan length is set to ‘zero’ and the number of steps 

to ‘one’. 
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Averaging: The scan system can be instructed to collect several data sets at each 

point in space and average these, to increase the SNR. The number of repeated data 

collections is generally set to 512.  

 

Sampling rate: To obtain the best possible time resolution, the sampling rate of the 

Picoscope was always set at 500 MHz, the maximum achievable. 

 

Number of data points: The number of points, N, collected by each scan is set 

according to the sampling rate, fs, and time period of interest, T, over which data is to 

be collected using the relationship TfN s ×=  


